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Audio proof Audio quality
Roundup: Reel -to -reel audio recorders

production ons :ie i :ir:Urporating
the lates- in h.qh- reliability stare- os -th? -art cir i ry
housed in as cramatimlly styled a_l-welded a_eel
1-tousin4 It has been totally engineered from -1-.e
start to provice the maximum in operational ease
and fleibilitr maxir¡_urn cooling with powe 7
compcnents and air vers pla ce. for optimum_
convecion a .rflow; r :nged frcm+ panel, servie
doors a-c all -modular constructon for ease of
maintenance; and pe-rformance that will mit cr
exceed any operatir_q specifi -cation expecbd 07 3
modern ocnsole. It _s available w_th up to 32
mixers find a range of output, au,ilia,y anc
control units 2 suit any requirement
Our experience gained in aver 30 years d
engineering broadcast audio systems has ber
incorp-_.rated in the design of the SSE900
consol-- ensuring tze inclusion d the reliab:lityquality, ieatures and sysbms ccmpatibility
expec-ed by the modern broadcaster.
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McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES
TORONTO
CHICAGO
(416)751 -6262
(312) 640 7077
In Our 4th Decade of Service To The Broadcast Industry
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The Dictaphone Veritrac SL.
Whether charting the
What's more, the
hits or checking the
Veritrac SL is modular. It
spots, Dictaphone's new can be configured to meet
Veritrac SL voice comyour station's specific
munications recording needs. Providing recording
system is practically
time of up to 8 days. And
indispensable. Here, in a it has something else
package you can lease for going for it. Dictaphone
as little as $99 a month, reliability and service.
is recorded testimony
to what you've aired.
Uninterrupted by tape 9 7 Dictaphone
changes. 24 hours a day.
A Pitney Bowes Company

For more information on the
Dictaphone Veritrac SL systeni,
fill in the coupon or call toll -free:

800 -431 -1708
,
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Mail to: Dictaphone Corporatiirn
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14 Case study: KBIA,

University of Missouri
By Roger Karwoski, operations director /chief engineer, KBIA,
Columbia, MO

28 AES conference slated for Los Angeles
38

Professional reel -to -reel audio recorders: a roundup
By Dennis Ciapura, general manager of telecommunications,
Greater Media, East Brunswick, NJ, and Bill Rhodes,
editorial director

66 Beyond the audio proof
By Gary Breed, consulting engineer, D.L. Markley Associates,
Peoria, IL
74 Monitoring systems for audio quality evaluation
By Gary Breed, consulting engineer, D. L. Markley Associates,
Peoria, IL

THE COVER this month shows scenes
inside the studios of station KBIA,
University of Missouri, Columbia, MO.
KBIA's new facilities were completed

last July with great attention to the
latest in audio technologies available for
the '80s. A profile of the station, with emphasis on its technical design and
equipment selection for a high quality
audio chain, begins on page 14.
Photo A is of KBIA's Studio A; photo B
is a view of one of the station's recorders
and tape alignment facilities; photo C is
a close -up of the scope being used during tape alignment check -out. The cover
photos are also included with the article
on KBIA and appear with detailed captions.
Cover photos are courtesy of Roger
Karwoski, operations director and chief
engineer, KBIA.

84 The 25th anniversary of the VTR
88 The 25th anniversary of the videotape
92 Digital television demonstrated during SMPTE conference
By Bill Rhodes, editorial director
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107 Ad Index
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NEXT MONTH
The May issue will have a major article
on basics of acoustics for studio design,
a roundup of character generators and a

historical article by Charles Ginsburg of
Ampex on the development effort that
led up to the introduction of the first VTR
25 years ago.

A Broadcast

Breakthrough of
Minor Proportions.

Hitachi SK-91...

Critical inches shorter and precious pounds light
Creating the world's smallest, lightest ENG /EFP
broadcast camera was no small accomplishment. But
making it so without sacrificing a single spec or capability qualified as a genuine breakthrough.
Of course, the beneficiary of our advanced engineering is you. You get all the performance that high tech nology has to offer in a more compact, efficient
package. (Cameramen are amazed at the SK-91's responsive, featherlight handling.)
Image quality naturally adheres to the highest
broadcast standards, with \your choice of Saticons,
Plurnhicons®, or diode guns attaining up to 57dB
and 600 -line resolution. Why not call your local Hitachi
°Rrgislered trademarks of N.

V.

Philips

regional office and schedule a thorough in- person t
uation of the SK-91? We think you'll agree ti
breakthrough of minor proportions can be of n

advantage to you.
SK -91 SPECIFICATION HIGHLIGHTS

Weight: 9-1/2 lbs.
57dB S/N ratio and 6(X) -line resolution
Auto digital white and black balance
True ABO
2 ft. candle sensitivity
Extremely quiet + 9/+ 18dB gain
Optional triax /digital unit
Studio accessories for added versatility

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America.Ltd.

Tomorrow's Technology Today
New York

175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 1516)921.7200
Chicago Los Angeles Atlanta Cincinnati Dallas Denver Seattle Washington, D.C.
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system, 7000:
Now the broadcast
automation champ has
anew business
automation partner!
The radio world knows all about Cetec's System 7000, the
world champion in program automation.
It's the state -of- the -broadcast -art in fast, flexible, trouble free automation. Plug -in expandable -up to 10,000 memory
events, up to four CRT channels, up to 64 audio sources.
Plain -English input and output. Cleanest, clearest audio
specs in radio.
Cetec's 7000 is working 24 hours a day for winning
broadcasters all around the world. (Ask us any time for
names and addresses.)
Now Cetec offers the best of both worlds-System 7000
for award -winning program automation, and Cetec MAPS for
cost -conscious, profit -prone business -side automation.
Ready to make some real progress? Call Cetec, the broadcast automation specialists.

,
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Rates include postage. Adjustments
necessitated by subscription termination at
single copy rate. Allow 6-8 weeks for new
subscriptions or for change of address.

$15.
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1981. All rights reserved.
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Control the complete audio spectrum

Your video and our ADM 2400 console:

a

perfect pair

One of the features you'll quickly appreciate about your ADM® audio console is that it performs in perfect
harmony with your video equipment.
ADM's 2400 Series consoles are modular, multi -input broadcast production units designed to handle the most
sophisticated and demanding audio requirements. They are 24 input, 4 submaster, 2 output, fully modular
consoles. The 2400 housing comes completely wired, permitting ease of expansion if the full complement of
modules is not initially required.
Our proven design and manufacturing capabilities, and the use of highest quality components, assure you of
unquestioned professional integrity and maximum reliability backed by an exclusive 5 -year warranty, the
most comprehensive in the industry.
Make sure you control the entire audio spectrum. Contact ADM Technology, Inc. -The Audio Company
16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066. Phone (313) 778-8400. TLX 23 -1114. West Central Sales
Representative, Gordon Peters. Phone (817) 467-2990.
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NAB petition of January 12.)
Court temporarily stays FCC's extension of cutoff date. (FCC to hold,

received pending court clarifications.)
January 21. Court lifts its temporary
stay, reinstating the February cutoff
date. (Judicial review of the extension
slated for April 13.)
February 6. FCC denies motion of
CPS, PBS and NAPTS for stay of interim processing policy of applications. (The motion asked that the corn operating expenses but will serve to mission defer indefinitely the cutoff
test the marketability of the service.
dates for TV translator applications,
including those accompanied by petiLow -power issue heated
tions for waiver to permit low -power
The battle continues to be heated for services while the rulemaking is pendecisions regarding the future role of ding.)
low -power TV broadcasting and TV
February 27. Court turns down a
translators.
motion for an indefinite stay of inWhile the proposed rulemaking terim application processing.
flows smoothly, the battle centers on
The commission said it believes that
what to do about interim applications noncommercial low-power service
received after the FCC cutoff dates.
can develop as rapidly as commercial.
Organizations recently active in af- It noted that channels should not have
fecting decisions on the low -power to be reserved for noncommercial use,
issue include: CPB (Corporation for because the low power will be
Public Broadcasting); NAB (National
relatively inexpensive.
Association of Broadcasters); PBS
The commission noted that all in(Public Broadcasting Service); NAPTS
terim grants are conditional, subject
(National Association of Public to outcome of the rulemaking, and
Television Stations); and the US that it is likely that many frequencies
District Court of Appeals in St. Louis in the major markets will be the suband Washington, DC.
ject of competing applications.
In its Notice of Proposed Rulemak- Mutual exclusivities will not be
ing regarding low -power TV service,
resolved until after the rulemaking is
the commission stated that it would completed and comparative criteria
continue to process applications for and procedures have been adopted.
TV translators, including applications
(BC Docket No. 78 -253)
accompanied by petitions for waiver
of the rules to allow program origina- AM stereo
tion or subscription TV service, while
The commission has refused to
the rulemaking is pending. Two lists divide its current AM stereophonic
of applications ready and available for
radio proceeding and decide whether
processing were issued (45 Fed. Reg. to let the market choose among
70974, October 27, 1980, and 45 Fed.
various mutually incompatible AM
Reg. 81113, December 9, 1980). The stereo systems before it receives and
commission set a January 16, 1981, analyzes additional technical data it
cutoff date for applications on these asked for July 31, 1980.
lists, and, on January 15, extended the
The action came as the commission
cutoff date until February 17 in denied review of the FCC Broadcast
response to CPB's request and an ap- Bureau's decision December 8 extenplication for review filed by the NAB. ding the periods for filing comments
(A cutoff date is the date by which
and replies. Under the most recent exmutually exclusive applications or tension, granted December 31, competitions to deny an application must ments were .due to be filed by
be filed. Thus, applications that are February 9 and replies by March 9.
mutually exclusive with those on the
The effect was to continue with the
two outstanding cutoff lists were to be proceeding as planned, primarily
filed by February 17, 1981.)
toward selection of one of the five proA third list had a cutoff date of
posed AM stereo systems if that is
March 12. The list of applications had justified by the data submitted during
reached about 3000 by that date.
the comment period and information
Recent low -power actions include:
previously received.
January 14. FCC extends filing comSystems have been proposed by
ments to March 2 and reply com- Motorola Inc., Magnavox Consumer
ments to April 13.
Electronics Company, Belar ElecJanuary 14. FCC extends to tronics Laboratory Inc., Harris CorFebruary 17 the cutoff date for two in- poration and Kahn Communications
itial groups of (400) TV translator ap- Inc. All were found at least minimally
plications. (Action in response to acceptable. (BC Docket No. 21313)

update
\
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Teletext for Chicago;
customers to pay
The commission has authorized a
1 -year experimental teletext service
over the broadcast facilities of station
WFLD -TV (Channel 32), Chicago, to
test the economic and technical
viability of a British teletext system in
a major US metropolitan area.
The commission also waived an
FCC rule to allow customers of the
service to be charged for it. Field

Communications Corporation,

licensee of WFLD, asked for the experimental authority. The rule involved forbids a broadcast licensee to
charge for a service provided in connection with an experimental
authorization.
The service as proposed will provide written news, other information
and a limited amount of advertising to
no more than 100 subscribers, who
will be provided with special receivers
and decoders. The teletext information will be broadcast in the vertical
blanking interval, which places and
holds the picture vertically on the TV
screen. It will not interfere with
regular programming and will be
received only through the special
receivers and decoders.
Other experimental videotext services using cable TV systems or
telephone lines are under way or
planned in various US cities.
Field told the commission that, after
a 3 -month technical phase, it will
place about half the receivers and
decoders in private businesses, four in
private homes and the rest in
hospitals, shopping centers, recreational facilities, colleges and universities, transportation facilities and terminals and government buildings.
The second phase, lasting the rest of
the year, will evaluate the technical
operation on a broader basis and

assess the public

demand and
economic viability of the service. It
will provide information on the types
of information most in demand,
potential audiences, costs of distribution, management and providing of information, acceptability of subscriber
fees and demand for advertising. Field
said the service charge will meet only
a small portion of its investment and
6
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rather than return, applications

Julius Barnathan, President
Broadcast Operations and Engineering
American Broadcasting Company
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PARTNERS IN PRODUCTION
The CHYRON® IV is a vital member of the 4E C
production team. For most of the leading TV s atiorts
and production houses, CHYRON has becone
their indispensable "canvas, brush and palleltr ."
And, like Picasso, with these tools they create some of
the most memorable graph cs in the world.

CAMERA COMPOSE

Italicize}

Follow the LeadErs with

DUAL CHANNEL
LITER

RY
ter,,

TELESYSTEP.
DIVISION OF CHYRON CORPORATION
265 Bethpage -Spagnoli Rd., Melville, N.Y. 1174'
516- 249 -3296 Telex: 144522 Chyron Meiv
A
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A growing generation of television produc s
with the same commitment to your signal q lity.
If there's one thinc in this business that
doesn't change, it's wour commitment to
provide viewers a quality signal. Just as
ours is to provide yoJ the products to help
you achieve that goEl.
Over the years, Tektronix has consistently provided the test, measurement and
monitoring equipment to help raise color
television signal quality.
This year, three new Tek products
exemplify our continuing commitment to
signal quality by providing added
capabilities and improved performance.

690SR Color
Pieture Monitor l
If there's a monitor you can believe, it's the
690SR. High resolut on, precise convergence and stable color make it your best
basis for subjective picture evaluation.
With the 690SR, there's no doubt your
picture is a correct rendition of input
signals.
Monitor set -up is simplified. Logical and
non -interactive convergence controls
make adjustment a simple, straightforward procedure. And maintenance
needs are minimal. Modular design
makes troubleshooting easy.
Its adaptibility makes the 690SR a
long -term investmen- that fits future

needs. New modules will become available as needed to meet both your own and
changing industry requirements.

468 Digital
Storage Oscilloscope
Here's digital storage in a portable scope.
You'll know the 468 for its bright, crisp
display, especially of low duty cycle
waveforms. Then look closer. There's
stable, sweep triggering of video waveforms in TV line and field rates, plus field
selection.
The 468 offers a unique envelope
acquisition mode. Ideal for troubleshooting digital equipment. catching glitches,
monitoring changing signals and more.
A Tek exclusive.
For signal analysis, stored waveforms
can be expanded and repositioned verti-

cally and horizontally. Digital cursors offer
accurate, repeatable time and voltage
measurements of your signal. Storage
makes it all easy.

528A Waveform

Monitor
When you're looking for consistent. reliable monitoring of your video signal,
you re looking at the 528A.
The 528A enhances features of our
widely -used 528. New front panel con-

trots, for example, offer faste

osier
operation.
An internal CRT graticule a .ures
parallax -free viewing from a br ght,
easy -to -read display. In shor, ore
accurate overall measureme-i Wits this
workhorse around, you'll know or sure
levels are right.

TSG7 Color Bar

Generator
you're considering SMPTE
for Ears
for easier, more accurate piclu monitor
alignment. Tektronix is ready
harew
source, the TSG7 Color Bar G nerak r.
The TSG7 installs in the mainf me of our
1410 Signal Generator and tur
the task
of adjusting color monitors ir-o a precise,
easy and objective procedure.
Here you have a growing ga -ration of
television products. Changes h :ve come
out of our commitment to help
u achieve
better signal quality. That hash charged,
and never will.
Our toll -free number stays -h - sarre,
too: dial 1- 800 -547 -1512 for tr e full sfjry
on the products here.
If

Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 1700
Beaverton, OR 97075

m

Production switcher is a GVG 1600-7r
Video Effects and Effects Memory }s

Si Digital

Background photo courtesy of KATU
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news
BBI plans to establish
New England network
Boston Broadcasters Inc. (BBI) filed applications with
the FCC to establish low -power TV stations in five New
England communities. The announcement was made by
Robert M. Bennett, BBI president.
BBI /New England, a division of BBI, plans to operate
the low -power stations in Springfield, MA; New Haven,
CT; and Portland, Auburn/Lewiston, and Augusta, ME.
The 5 -city system will be known as the BBI /New England
Network (BBI /NEN). Other New England cities, including Hartford and New Britain, CT, may be added to
the network in the future.
The applications for the low -power stations, with a
range of approximately five to 15 miles each, is in
response to the FCC's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
authorizing the interim operation of low -power TV stations released in October 1980.
Bennett said that although the network would carry the
re-telecast of certain programs locally originated by
WCVB -TV, it would also carry other programming, some
of which will be specifically designed for the network or
for certain communities.

Turner Broadcasting files LPTV applications
Turner Television Stations Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Turner Broadcasting System Inc., has filed
with the FCC applications for 25 low -power TV stations
in various cities throughout the United States.
In announcing the application filings, R. E. "Ted"
Turner, chairman of the board of TBSI, said, "The
establishment of a network of low power stations in
cities across the country will provide an additional
source of alternative programming for millions of television viewers. We applaud the efforts of the FCC in their
proposed rulemaking to establish a new type of television
service."
Programming for the proposed low -power network will
consist of free, advertising- supported, full- service, full time information and public affairs. It will originate at
Turner Broadcasting System's facilities in Atlanta, GA,
and other locations using the services of WTBS (Channel
17), Cable News Network (CNN), and such additional
facilities and personnel as necessary.
It is expected that TBSI's low -power TV stations will
broadcast a new programming service. However, program determinations will come as a result of the rulemaking proceedings. If these applications and succeeding
ones to be filed are approved, TBSI will establish an entirely new network to provide informational programming to several million homes across the country. If they
are not all approved, Cable News Network might be considered as the principal programming source.
TV and VTR sales strong in 1980
Total US market sales to retailers of TV receivers and
home videotape recorders were a positive segment of the
economy in 1980 and reflected the strong growth of the
home video industry.
Year -end statistics compiled by the Marketing Services
Department of the Electronic Industries Association's
Consumer Electronics Group place 1980 sales of color TV
receivers at 10,162,276 units, up 3.2% over 1979 sales and
second best industry sales to the record 10,236,319 units
sold in 1978.
10
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Industry sales of monochrome TV receivers in 1980
were 6,285,516 units, up 0.5% over the 1979 sales.
Total TV sales of 16,447,792 units in 1980 were the
highest since 1972 when 16,523,217 units were sold.
Home videotape recorder sales of 804,663 units in 1980
were 69.3% above the 475,396 units sold in 1979 and were
the highest since the EIA /CEG, national trade association
for consumer electronics manufacturers, started tracking
VTR sales in 1978.

Bright outlook for broadcasting and CATV in '81
Continued growth in 1981 is the outlook for the broadcasting and cable TV industries, according to the forecast
made by the Department of Commerce's Bureau of Industrial Economics (BIE).
Advertisers will increase their spending for radio and
TV advertising to a record $17.2 billion, raising broadcasting's share of the advertising market to 28.3% from
the 27.7% share it held in 1980, the BIE predicts.
These forecasts appear in an advance excerpt from the
US "Industrial Outlook," an annual publication of the BIE
that includes 1- and 5 -year forecasts for 200 industries.
Expenditures in 1980 for TV advertising alone reached
an estimated $11.5 billion, 13% over 1979. Net revenues
to the TV industry from this record spending were an
estimated $8.9 billion in 1980, and are expected to rise
about 13% to $10 billion in 1981.
Profits did not keep pace with gains in revenue. Sharp
competition for audiences, which led TV broadcasters to
spend more on programming, cut into earnings, as did
high production costs, the BIE reports.

McLendon inducted into Hall of Fame
Broadcaster Gordon McLendon, remembered by
millions as "The Old Scotchman" and acknowledged as a
master of radio innovation, the broadcast editorial and recreated sports broadcast, has been inducted into the
Texas Tech University Mass Communications Hall of
Fame.
Generally credited with originating radio's modern Top
40 format of music and news, the good music format, the
all want -ad format and the all news format, McLendon
built and owned the 458- station Liberty Broadcasting
System between 1947 and 1952.

Radio deregulation legislation in 97th Congress
On January 27, 1981, bill S. 270 was introduced in the
US Senate by Sen. Harrison Schmitt, R -NM, with the cosponsorship of senators Packwood, R -OR; Goldwater,
R -AZ; Pressler, R -SD; Stevens, R -AK; Cannon, D -NV; and
Hollings, D -SC. It is called the "Radio Deregulation Act of
1981" and proposes the deregulation of the radio industry. The co- sponsors are a powerful, bi- partisan group
that includes the committee chairman, past chairman
and ranking minority member of the Communications
Subcommittee. Apparently, the move is an attempt to
"deregulate the radio broadcasting industry by amending
the Communications Act of 1934."
Schmitt's press release which accompanied his bill's introduction said, in part:
"With more than 8500 radio stations in this country, it
is clear that current regulations are unnecessary in the
highly competitive world of commercial radio. I am
pleased to introduce this legislation which will substantially reduce the involvement of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in radio programming decisions,
program log requirements and program formats. It will
also eliminate ascertainment requirements and FCC standards of commercialization. The public interest can be
better protected by a high level of competition than by
these unnecessary bureaucratic rules."

Announcing new AV /FV Stereo Consoles fro m AD

THEY DO EVERYTHING
BUT THE
HELICOPTER REPORT

is proud to announce the ST Series, newest
addition to our line of quality professional broadcast consoles. Compact as they are, they're big on
capability and flexibility. They feature the same performance excellence, operational simplicity and
reliability you'll find in any product from ADM.

ADM®

The new

ST consoles offer a series of modular
frames that we will equip to your particular needs. A
variety of input, output and signal processing
modules are also available to satisify your present
requirements as well as future expansion. Each ST
frame offers up to three separate stereo and one
monaural output. All modules are front panel plug ins. Electrical specifications set a new level of
excellence for the industry.

So confident is ADM of the excellence of t ne ST
Series, that theyre backed with an exclusive ` -year

warranty.

out more about how the new ST Series can
make Audio Broadcasting easier for you, w ite or
telephone us today. ADM Technology Inc.,
16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 4 °O66.
To find

Phone 313/778 -8400. TLX 23 -1114. West Cintral
Sales Representative, Gordon Peters. Phone
(817) 467 -2990.

The Audio Company
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We've

got
covered!
Cetec CPAntennas
mean superior signal
coverage throughout
your service area!
Television Antennas, both circularly
and horizontally polarized, including The
Spiral omnidirectional CP /TV and ring panel directional CP /TV; horizontally
polarized slot antennas, and corner
reflectors.
FM /CP Radio Antennas of every type
and power, including very low and very
high -power antennas, the all- purpose
JSCP Series B, and many others, all
customized to your specifications.
JSCP Series

B

Slot HP /TV

Ring Panel CP /TV

National Radio
Broadcasters' Association
1705 De Sales Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Kaplan testifies on
radio deregulation
Sis Kaplan addressed the US Senate
Committee on Commerce, Science &
Transportation concerning Sen. Harrison Schmitt's proposed Radio
Deregulation Bill S. 270.
Testifying on behalf of NRBA,
Kaplan said that S. 270 constitutes a
giant step toward the realization that
marketplace forces can and will
regulate the operation of radio stations licensed in this country to
operate in the public interest.
"While the FCC has made some progress in its efforts to deregulate radio,
true deregulation, as the NRBA has
continually maintained, can only be
realized through congressional action.
S. 270 is the most farsighted radio
legislation to surface in recent
years," she said.
In keeping with the sense of the proposed bill, Kaplan said that provisions
embodying the following concepts be
included therein:
A prohibition against the filing of
petitions to deny transfer or assignment applications.
A direction by the committee to the
FCC to establish standards for petitions to revoke.
Authorization for the FCC to require the posting of bond by petitioners to revoke in appropriate cases.
Broadening the language of proposed Section 331 (a) (5) to add the
underlined langauge. "...restrict the
length or frequency of commercial announcements or the total amount of
broadcast time devoted to commercial
matter over any period of time."
Repealing Section 317 of the Corn munications Act.
Prohibiting the FCC from requiring
the divestiture of co -owned AM and
FM stations in the same market.
Providing that no petitions to
revoke may be granted without a hearing.

C

Cetec Antennas
6939 Power Inn Rd, Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383 -1177 Telex: 377321
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the role of the FCC in the enforcement
of EEO policies and consideration by
the Committee of delegating sole
responsibility for enforcement of
those policies to the EEOC.
President Kaplan indicated a desire
to enter into a continuing dialogue
with the committee concerning problems of mutual interest to the public
and broadcasters in the passage of a
bill such as S. 270.

Delegating to the FCC to set by rule
the time within which petitioners
must reply to petitions to revoke and
within which the commission must
issue a decision after a hearing on a
petition to revoke.
Examination by the Committee of

Deregulation delay calls
for caution
The FCC's Report and Order on
Docket No. 79 -219, "In the Matter of
Deregulation of Radio" makes "official" the commission's action of
January 14 and effective date of April
3.

Though it is unlikely, it is possible
that the effective date could be
delayed by a court ordered stay. On
the other hand, it is almost certain
that the FCC's decision will be appealed to the U.S. Court. A court appeal
will not delay the effective date but
certainly must await the outcome of
the inevitable litigation that will be initiated by citizen's groups.
What does all of this mean to the
radio broadcaster who is eager to take
advantage of the FCC's new
"deregulated" radio?
It means caution should be exercised in changing or eliminating any procedures. It means that any changes
must be made with the understanding
that they might have to be reversed or
modified to meet future mandate.

Brazilian meetings call for
comparative 9kHz study
After two weeks of meetings in
preparation for the second session of
the Region 2 Conference on AM
Broadcasting, the International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB) has
agreed to do a comparative study of
three types of AM channel spacing.
The comparative study will be conducted by the Panel of Experts (POE)
and will evaluate 10 kHz spacing vs. 9
kHz reducing spacing, using either
the US- favored 4 kHz or the Canadian favored 9 kHz shift plan.
"We are still in favor of the 9 kHz
reduced spacing plan utilizing the 4
kHz shift, said Wilson La Follette,
chief of the FCC Broadcast Bureau's
Technical and International Division.
"This was stressed at the meetings. We
are also open to a reversal of that opinion should it be demonstrated that 9
kHz reduced spacing is not in the best
interests of the United States," he said.
NRBA passed a resolution in
January 1980 opposing 9kHz.

Introducing PR99

The Broadcaster's Revox
that Studer built.

As a broadcaster you know the value of Studer
reliability -and the importance of Revox ecmomy.
Now both are built into the Fevox PR 99. Ana what's
more. it's designed specificai y for your needs.

The PR 99 offers balanced inputs and ot-tputs;
XLR -type connections. with ..alibrated or un_ali-

brated levels; and ASA-VU metering wits LED
peak indicators.
The rugged die -cast chassis is designed for
rack or console mounting. Reel capacity is E.5
inches and tape speeds are selectable at 3.75 7.5
or 15 ips with a vari -speed remote control option.
Complete editing facilities include dun_p editing, full head access End 2 -way self-sync wh_ch help
make the PR 99 the best machine in its class.
The Studer designed transport and die -cast head
assembly block and tension arms provide instant
smooth start -up and cutstaniing tape hand_ ng.
Here's traditional Studer quality built into the Revox
PR 99. Perfect for broadcasters or any professional.

Studer Revox America, bar. 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254 -5651 Offices: LA (213) 780.4234
N l' (212) 255 -4462. Studer Revox Carada, Ltd.
Circle (7) on Reply Card

This view shows one of the KBIA Studer
Revox B67 audiotape recorders. In the
background is an Amber 4400A audio
test set with a Tektronix T922
oscilloscope. As shown here, this setup
is being used to check and align the frequency response of the recorder to
assure optimum audio performance. The
Amber test set can perform the roles of a

function generator, tone burs:
generator, digital level and frequency
meter, and spectrum analyzer.
A view inside KBIA's main Studio A announce /control room, with staffer, Becky
Preuss, at the controls. On the left are Technic SP -10 turntables and UMC Beaucart
cartridge machines. The announcer faces and operates the Broadcast Audio System
16 audio console; Electro -Voice audio monitors flank the viewing window. On the
right is an equipment rack housing the Belar monitors and Moseley transmitter

remote controls.

Case Study:

KBIA, University of Missouri
By Roger Karwoski, operations director /chief engineer, KBIA, Columbia, MO

This is a close -up view of the
oscilloscope screen as seen in the
background above. This measurement
shows a swept sine wave amplitude frequency response of the recorder. Shown
here with the low frequency level being
brought into alignment, the scope
trace will be flat when alignment is
achieved.

Attention to techniques and component selection is important in
achieving quality audio broadcasting. The author reviews some of
the planning that went into remodeling KBIA's facilities and upgrading
its audio chain.
KBIA is a noncommercial, 100kW
FM station owned by the University of
Missouri -Columbia, MO. The station
serves as both a full -time public radio
station for central Missouri and as a

training ground for broadcast

students who are enrolled in journalism and speech courses at the
university.
In the late 19705, production room
space as well as the impending completion of a multichannel satellite
audio service from National Public
Radio prompted the station to rebuild
the main air control room as well as to
add an additional control room /studio
complex to the facilities. This article
highlights some features of the new
facility.
Control board selection
The heart of the control room -the
Becky Preuss, KBIA staff member, at the
controls in Studio B, watches an interview through the observation window.
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Proof of performance curves for KBIA are covered on
page 77 of this issue in an article by Gary Breed of
D. L. Markley & Associates.

control board -was given much consideration. The selection of the Broadcast Audio Associates' System 16
board, was based on the following
points:
1. Excellent electrical performance.
Specifications on paper (as well as in
the real world) in the areas of frequency response, signal -to -noise ratio,
headroom and distortion (both total
harmonic and intermodulation) are
excellent.
2. Modular design. The board uses
only two plug -in modules: one as the
input amplifier and a second as an
output amplifier for cue, headphone
and line outputs. Dealing with any
malfunction of the board is as easy
as unplugging the defective module
and plugging in a spare.
3. Easy expansion. The System 16
will handle up to 16 input modules;
because three inputs are selectable per
module, there is a 48- source growth
limit. Nine input modules are currently being used.
4. Easy control interfacing. The
board has two muting relays and eight
other relays that can be operated with
a momentary or a sustained contact
closure. Also TTL logic levels are
available from each mixer module.
These have been used to control circuits that operate "on -air" lights and
equipment starts when relays are not

Support
your
Electronic
Field

Production

with

Steadicam.
Our Oscar -winning Steadicam video /film camera
stabilizing system is a practical all- purpose production tool of enormous versatility. Not at all restricted
to running shots or esoteric effects.
On the contrary. Its widespread use on
numerous TV specials, documentaries
and commercials indicates that Steadicam is now becoming a standard, basic
production tool. As elementary as a
tripod or a dolly. But with far greater
universal applications.
Turning virtually anything that
moves into a stable camera platform, Steadicam lets you be
wherever the action is -be it the
White House, a rock concert, a sports
event, or even a used car lot! Enhancing
the scene with a heightened sense of
fluidity and realism. Lending outstanding production values to all your field production efforts.
And, of course, our unique Steadicam system
remains a relative constant in the quickly
changing world of video equipment. Steadicam
accepts -interchangeably -most portable
video cameras* (as well as 35mm and 16mm
film cameras) currently in professional use.
Which is why so many production companies,
television stations and independent operators
prefer to own their Steadicam system.
We offer complete Steadicam /camera and
accessories package deals to meet your every

requirement. And our exciting "state -of- the -art" I. ase/
upgrade program is custom -tailored to suit your
financial needs.
Don't delay. Buy or lease your Steadicam now. A id
get all the benefits of equipment ownership and ta:c
write -offs, as you enjoy the convenience and immE diate
rewards of working with your own Steadicam systE m.
*Our Steadicam system accepts, interchangeably, most portable broadcast quality video cameras such as: RCA
TK-76B, TK-76C and TK-86; Ikegami
HL-77 and HL-79A; Philips LDK-14;
Hitachi SK-70, SK-80, and SK-90;
Toshiba PK-39; Sony BVP-300 ano
BVP-330; CEI 310; Thomson -CSF
MC -601 and MC-701; NEC MNC71CP and MNC -81A; as well as mos,
of the newest, recently introduced
ENG /EFP cameras. Please inquire.

For full details, call toll -free: 800 -421 -7468

G
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
Are you as up -to -date
as you should be?
Here's your chance to learn for the first time or take
course on broadcast technology subject matter.

a

refresher

Bradley University, in conjunction with Broadcast Engineering, is sponsoring a short course on...
* Microcomputer and Broadcast Automation
* Broadcast Antennas
Both courses provide a comprehensive introduction to two important topics. The first course covers the subject of digital
technology and microprocessors, including applications to
broadcast automation. The second covers broadcast antenna
theory, design and performance. A technical background is
helpful but extensive experience in these areas is not required.
For more information on this special educational opportunity,
write:
Department of Electrical Engineering
and Electrical Engineering Technology
Bradley University
Peoria, IL 61625
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they can punch

so

themselves "off" with the use of a trip
cue.

(

The electricity that powers your sensitive solid state recording and broadcasting equipment is
"polluted." Filled with voltage spikes and noise interference that can cause premature circuit
failure. incorrect readings and loss of fidelity.
Protect your data and equipment. Purify your power with a new Power Master'" Line Monitor
Power Conditioner. Ready to use
just plug in. Free 20 page catalog featuring 8 models.

L

machines

5. Output channels. Although most
broadcast boards have two stereo output channels "audition" and "program"), this board has a third stereo
channel: "utility." It also has a
separate "mono" channel, an excellent
feature for checking mono compatibility during production work.

[J.,

l

necessary or desirable. The reel -to -reel
machines, cart decks and turntable all
"start" when the appropriate mixer is
punched "on."
Remote "on" and "off" of mixers is
also possible with this board. This
feature is used with the cartridge

Circle (10) on Reply Card
April 1981

Processing by choice
The music programming at KBIA is
mostly classical, but changes to jazz at
night. The basic approach to audio
processing has been to peak limit
only -enough limiting to prevent
overmodulation, but not so much as to
ruin the dynamic range of the music.
This approach has worked quite well
with the KBIA audience, with the exception of voice levels. At times
(courtesy of a new or careless board
operator) voice levels varied widely.
That problem has been solved with
the new control rooms.
The figure on page 26 shows the
audio processing signal flow. The

"utility"

channel

has

been

redesignated as the "voice" channel.
This output goes to a Thomson -CSF
Audimax AGC amplifier and then is
inserted back into the program bus.
The output designation "program" has
been redesignated "music" on the mixer modules. A source sent to "music"
goes through peak limiting only; one
sent to "voice" is AGC -ed as well as
limited. This selective approach to
processing gives wide dynamics of
music but presents a much more
uniform sound to the audience during
announcements and newscasts.
One additional feature needs mentioning: A good voice level for a morning news show or a jazz show is different from that required during a
classical music block. The lower
average levels of classical music require a lower voice level. A "voice
mode" switch is included in the design
that switches "in" and "out" a 7dB pad
in the output of the AGC. During a
classical block the pad is "in" to give
subjectively better voice levels; during
long news or jazz blocks, a normal
voice level is maintained by
switching the pad "out."
Peak limiting is done by a Thomson CSF Volumax 4111. This unit was

i
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New BA -50K AM T

s
0

0

0

Nein BFM -8000 FM

Eter

AM/FM is McMARTIN the WORLD over
AM is McMartin

.

.

FM is McMartin

.

.

.

Choose simplicity and reliability in an AM transmitter.

Stable performance and easy maintenance are the
reasons FM broadcasters choose McMartin transmitters

50,000 watts of power is delivered by the McMartin BA50K, AM transmitter, one of a complete line of McMartin AM
transmitters available for 50,000 watt, 10,000 watt, 5,000
watt, 3,000 watt and 1,000 watt operation.

McMartin Industries makes a complete line of FM
transmitters for every power requirement from 10 watts tc

All McMartin AM transmitters are completely solid
state except for a total of four tubes -all of the same
type -used in the RF power amplifier and modulator. A
straightforward design using conservatively rated components insures long life, easy maintenance, and outstanding
performance.
Delivers 125% positive peak modulation. Capable of
power cutbacks for dual power operation.

55,000 watts. All feature grounded -grid Class C circuits in
the high level driver and power amplifier stages, a design
widely recognized for its superior wide band characteristics

McMartin FM transmitters also offer excellect Pourer
Amplifier efficiency (70% - 80%), automatic recycling, full
metering and protective circuitry. Remote control systems
can be added without interface adaptors.

The exciter for all McMartin FM transmitters is the new
BFM-8000. This new exciter is a more sophisticated desigr
with digital and analog circuitry which allows the use o.
fewer parts and more durable construction. The result ireliability so great each BFM -8000 is sold with a full fris

year warranty.

McMartin AM -FM transmitters are part of

a

complete line of McMartin broadcast products at work throughout the w.1

1956

See us at Booth 300
MCMARTIN INDUSTRIES, INC.

Twenty -five year anniversary

1981

MC MARTI N

4500 South 76th Street

I.

Omaha, NE 68127, U.S.A.

NAB Convention
Phone (402) 331 -2000
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Why the BCC -20
Is a Camera

for the 80s.

Full -time digital control makes the BCC -20
Digicam a better camera for the 80s.

Automatic performance. Essentially perfe.t
registration. And a picture quality that comes
through in the field or in the studio make Digice n
the breakthrough camera you've been waitirá Dr.

Automatic Set -Up You Can Depend On.

ASU INTERFACE

B B B D

BB BB

m

m

automatically!
The ASU then sends corrective digital con mands to the camera head microprocessor.
There the camera's revolutionary SECS (spatie
error correction system) makes critical adjustments. To geometry. To shading. And, in the case
of registration, incredible adjustments in 210
zones to .05 %!
This advanced technology is unique to tic.
BCC -20 Digicam. It means you can count on a
superior picture with total automatic set -up.
Repeatedly!
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The BCC -20 delivers superior registration and
picture quality. Time after time after time.
Using unique digital measurement techniques, Digicam's ASU (automatic set -up urit)
converts video signals from the diascope pattern
to digital signals. It then electronically compare s
these signals to its electronic pattern test chart
This allows the ASU operating with digital
commands from the MSP (master set -up pane
to measure all important adjustments.
Like tube alignment. Geometry. Registration.
Shading. Black balance. And white balance. Al

Y::::::::.1`::imm
:.Y.`.
;J_o........,.

LENS DIASCOPE PATTERN

Quality You Can Depend On.
We didn't overlook the smallest detail to ensurE
Digicam's quality.
For example, the camera's detail processi fig
electronics and very special coring selectively
discriminate against noise to give startling detail
in all three channels.
This unique Ampex approach results in lo v
light details with brilliant clarity. You'll get a sharp,
crisp picture without bothersome edge effects

Are You Ready For The 80s?
Digicam is the most advanced camera for the
80s. It's not only the ideal EFP camera. It's also
ideal for the studio with the kind of performancE.
and quality you'd expect in a great camera.
Find out soon. Discover the BCC -20 Digicam
by calling your Ampex representative today.

Get The Ampex Edge.

UMREX 1
Ampex Corporation, Audio /Video Systems Divisio
Redwood City, CA 94063 415/367 -2011
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KBIA
chosen over several others years ago
during an "A -B" on -air test that KBIA
conducted. No problems have been
encountered with overshoot. The
lowpass filter and pre- emphasis has
been removed from the stereo
generator; the filter is placed before
the limiter and pre- emphasis is obtained from the limiter.

Turntables, mounted in table cut -outs,
are shock -mounted on isolation pads
(One sits on the table edge for a better

Turntable cabinets are wall- mounted
and the front door opens to give access
to the preamps and power supplies.

The turntables
Two Technics SP-10 MKII turntables were used even before the
studio renovation. These replaced two
rumble -prone, rim -drive antiques.
Because the SP -10s have been a
delight to the ear, two more were included in the new control room. The

view).

Turntables

Turntables

O

o
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ó
Control A

Control
a)

Studio

B
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Storage shelves

KBIA Studio A and

B

Storage
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,CA Input
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Stereo Input

5
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KBIA broadcasts a main channel and uses an SCA transmission as well. The passive switches shown here are used instead of patch panels to determine what goes into the main
channel and what goes into the SCA.
20
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Pushbuttons select the source to be chosen for each
recorder (1 through 5 shown). Toggle switches at the bottom
activate a clock system to automatically start the recorders.

Rigid line?
Ilke have it.
That's right. Whatever
your needs for rigid coaxial transmission line
may be, we can meet
them. We offer a full
range of sizes from 7/8
inch to 31/8 inch in 50 ohm
impedance and 61/8 inch
in both 50 and 75 ohm
impedances. All line is
fabricated from high conhard drawn
ductivity
copper tubing with preci-

sion machined, pin -type Teflon
dielectric insulators. EIA bolt
type flanges and connectors are
fabricated to EIA standards and
US Mil specifications. You have
the option of ordering in 20 foot
sections or any special length
with flanges on both ends, one
end or without flanges. A full
line of matching components,
hardware and installation accessories are also available.
Special assemblies? Absolutely. We design and build rigid
line terminations, power dividers,

FM Broadcast antennas,
pass filters and directional c

lers.
Write, telephone or tele
Catalog 737 with all the de
Phelps Dodge Communica
Company, Route 79, Marl
NJ 07746, (201) 462 -1880,
(710) 722 -3861.

h

*4je
i t
i

Commun ca o

omp ny
r

DIVISION OF PHELPS DODGE INDUSTRIES INC.
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KBIA

FOR BROADCAST AUDIO
MEASUREMENTS, if you

compare features

AUDIO GENERATOR

Hewlett

Sound

Packard

339A

Technology
1710A

Combined
With Analyzer

Combined
With Analyzer

Separate

No

Option

Yes

Intermodulation test signal
Wow & Flutter test signal
Simultaneous L &R Outputs

No

600 ohms and 150 ohms Source
Stereo Matrix Switch (L,R, L +R, L -R)
Switch to remove signal and terminate line for S +N /N
10 dB, 1.0 dB, 0.1 dB Step Attenuators

Potomac
Instruments
AT -51
Unit

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Combined with Combined with
Generator
Generator

AUDIO ANALYZER

..

Patch panels gone
old control room had
everything going through a patch

The

Unit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Automatic Set Level
Intermodulation Distortion Mode
AC Voltmeter Mode

Yes*

Option*

Yes

No

Option

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Stereo Phase Meter Mode
L/R Amplitude Ratio Mode

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Wow & Flutter Meter Mode

No

No

Yes

*Limited to

table power supplies and phono
preamps. Each turntable system is
mounted on four Audio -Technica
audio isolator pads to separate them
from the base assembly.

Separate

Harmonic Distortion Mode
Automatic Nulling

only problem in the old control room
was that the turntables were mounted
in bases that sat on the floor, a
wooden floor subject to `bounce."
This problem was solved in the new
facilities by mounting the turntables
in a base that doesn't touch the floor;
it's bolted to a wall. The base is constructed with 11/2-inch -thick plywood
sides on the back and top. A 3/4 -inchthick front has a long fold -down door
that allows easy access to the turn-

10 dB capture range.

AT -51
AUDIO TEST
SYSTEM

panel. The panels were wired with
solid, single pair, shielded wire -an
arrangement that made for lots of wire
and problems. Repairs or changes to
the panels often resulted in breaking
one of those solid wires, creating a
nightmare. Patch panels were also difficult for student operators to figure
out and operate.
The new control rooms have no
patch panels.
Why have patch panels? If the main
air studio has a major malfunction,
studio transitions can be made with
the push of a button. A passive studio
select switcher handles this job. If a
taped program is playing that requires
noise reduction decoding, a push of a
button re- routes the tape machine's
audio through the appropriate device.
A typical patch would have required
two or four patches to perform this
task. KBIA has eliminated unnecessary patching or routing (a turntable preamp should go directly to the
control board) and uses pushbutton
switching where routing is required.
(Another example is the tape input
switcher.)
Telephone technique

.

there is only
one logical choice!
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.

PTOMAC

NSTRUMENTS SIL
Circle (14) on Reply Card
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The punch block approach used by
the telephone company for wiring was
borrowed by the station. A large metal
cabinet (complete with its own
lighting) is in the station's workshop.
Multi -pair cable is run from the
workshop to each studio and control
room. The station's various audio
sources, distribution amplifiers and
control lines also run to this cabinet.
A separate block also brings in
telephone company lines. Various
signal routings are easily made by
punching jumper wires from one
block to another.
The use of multi -pair cable over
single -pair cable reduced wire cost

Skirpan Lighting Systems. Light years ahead.
"For five years, Skirpan Memory Control Lighting Systems have been used by all the major networks, as we
as many educational and professional theatres, and we've never had any facility downtime"
Only Stephen Skirpan (above) can say that about his lighting systems.

AUTOCUE 80 MAKES LIGHT PEN
CONTROL AFFORDABLE.

CUELOG CONNECTS WITH YOUR
MANUAL PRESET SYSTEM.

This microprocessor based system
features time-saving Light Pen technology which is easy to use.
It also includes keyboard and fader
handle control. With Autocue 80
you get Skirpan quality now at a
lighter price.

This desk top lighting system features a high
speed microprocessor with semiconductor
memory and printer interface. It adds com-

puter capability to your
present manual system.
Lets you use your
manual controllers to
program the computer or as an in-

K- SERIES DIMMERS FOR
COST /SPACE ECONOMY.

dependent backup.

A compact dimmer system that
contains up to six dimmers on one
modular frame. With a 3 °I° per-

formance tolerance, the K- Series
dimmer is designed for maximum
cost and space efficiency.

SISIRPAN

Skirpan continues to lead you out of the dark with
the most advanced lighting systems. Anywhere.
To arrange a free demonstration, call our local
sales representative in your area.

LIGHTING SYSTEMS
1100 W. Chestnut St Burbank, CA. 91506 (2130843-3232 TWX 9104984987 Telex 19 -4855
REGIONAL OFFICES EASTERN 12121 274 7222 /MIDWEST (3121369-0714/5 EASTERN (4041 355 5255,5 WESTERN 12141 783 0(044
A Subsidiary of Compact Video Systems. Inc
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Zoom lenses for %í
format cameras...
The ultimate

/i

field zoom for z

cameras...
High resolution
lenses for electronic

cinematography
A lull-featured,

economical studio
lens for 1"cameras...

Some of the reasons to see
FUJINON at NAB, Booth 1117.

You'll see two new very lightweight

zoom lenses for 1/2" format cameras.
There's a 12x7 (7mm to 84mm) and
14x7 with built -in 2X extender (7mm
to 196mm). Each offers F/1.4 speed,
auto /manual iris, servo /manual zoom
and focus. MOD is 0.8mm, weight
1.3kg.

For field events,
Fujinon's new 30x11 zoom
with built -in 2X extender gives new range and flexibility to
2/3" format cameras. At maximum focal length of 66C mm,
it's the equivalent of 1,000mm on 11/4" format. Its F,"1.6
aperture stays flat out to a 20X zoom. And at 30X, it
gives you F/2.4. There isn't anything else in production

that even comes close.

Fujinon's first two lenses for
electronic cinematography are fast,
high resolution 14mm and 40mm
fixed focal length models. Speed
is F/1.4.
(You can be sure Fujinon will

be doing for EC what it has done
for ENG /EFP ... and that's a big
commitment.)
A new full- featured studio lens for
1" camera format is Fujinon's
14x14 with built -in 2X extender. Its
F/1.6 aperture can be maintained
out to 140mm. And at 200mm, it
offers a very respectable F/2.0.

Another lens is a new,
faster version of Fujinon's
exclusive 3.5x6.5 wide angle ENG /EFP zoom. Now
it gives you F/1.7 speed along with performance tha
is difficult to believe ... even when you see it.
To see Fujinon for yourself at NAB, visit Booth
1117. Or just check out every camera on display.
You'll soon see why the world sees itself more

clearly through the eyes of Fujinon.
Fujinon Optical Inc.!
672 White Plains Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583
(914) 472 -9800

Telex: 131 -642
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Fuji Optical Systems Inc., 4855 Atherton Avenue, San Jose. California (408) 866 -5466
Fuji Optical Systems Inc., 118 Savarona Way, Carson. California 90746 (213) 532-2861
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You've already purchased your
a/." equipment
Now how are you going to
mount it?
Contact: HSC.
Our DVR (double vertical rack)
has space for up to 4 of the
largest 3/A" units (in groups of
2), and each unit is slide
mounted for easy access. As
for additional rack mount
space, 10.5" has been allowed
above and below the 3/a" mounting shelves for mounting
peripheral equipment.

The DVR, like all SYSTEM 700

components is modular in
design allowing you to build
your complete production
facility, Video and Audio using
SYSTEM 700 products...Con-

KBIA
and wire raceway size. Two -pair cable
(Belden 8723) for input and output
connections to equipment is even being used. In several instances 5 -pin
XLR -type connectors and 2 -pair cable
is being used. Thus a stereo tape
machine requires only two wires and
connectors to carry input and output
lines instead of the usual four.

Charlie Peek, KBIA assistant chief
engineer, works on wiring punch blocks
of the center wire cabinet.

an HSC packaging
engineer today for details.

tact

Technical back-up
Between the main air facilities, production rooms and newsroom operations are 33 reel -to -reel tape decks and
17 cartridge tape machines to maintain. To help with the maintenance of
these machines, as well as other
pieces of equipment, KBIA has recently updated its test equipment facilities
with the purchase of an Amber 4400A
multipurpose audio test set. This
piece of equipment, along with an
oscilloscope, performs the tasks of
function generator, gated tone burst
generator, digital level meter, frequency counter and audio spectrum
analyzer. This combination makes
routine equipment checks faster and
more accurate.
Final remarks
In their final configurations, the two

new control rooms are similarly
equipped and laid out -the same
board, same turntables, same tape
decks, etc. Students and full -time staff
can easily move from one facility to
the other. Even the remote control and
modulation monitor rack can be
rolled from one control room to the
other when necessary.
The new control rooms have proved

How are you going to mount
your TECHNICS M45 or any
other non(19') component in a
19 " rack?
Contact: HSC.
We offer over 300 different
types of rack mounts for
non(19 ") standard units. If you
have a custom requirement we
will be glad to help you...Contact a HSC packaging engineer
today.

be easier to operate, better
sounding and better looking. In fact,
many of the area stereo stores use
KBIA as a hi -fi demo source. What
better way to start in the 1980s.
to

KBIA's Studio B has a comfortable and
attractive interview room. Track ighting
gives a dramatic effect on the acoustical
wall panels.

Whether your needs are tapped
rails, rack mounts, 19" fillers
and fasteners or a complete

production facility...Contact
packaging
HSC,
your
specialists.
Now that you've purchased the
equipment...Contact HSC to
mount it!

Newsroom
System 16"
console

-.Stud i0

Audition
Program
Utility

-'

PGM mix bus

Control A

Pad in -out

J

{
7d8

Audimas

'

salad
switcher

15 KHa

fitter

"Volumes'

-"limiter

Moseley
stereo
generator

".

AGC

Block diagram of KBIA's audio chain
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Control

B

Same as Control

A
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CONRAC
INNER VIEW 3:
A closer look at Conrac Monitors

eMMIIIID
EMMIIIIIM,p

Comb Filter Separator:

Resolution Solution at 3.58 MHz.
Conrac's Comb Filter Separator delivers the
high resolution needed for today's high performance

camera and taping equipment. It removes color
information from the composite video signal without
the luminance loss in the 3.58 MHz region produced
by notch filters.
Conrac's Comb Filter takes advantage of
spectrum interweaving to separate luminance from
chroma, without reducing luminance bandwidth.
But the best part of Conrac's Comb Filter is
that it gives you this improved picture clarity
without the drawback of conventional comb filters. Because,
unlike conventional comb
filters which exhibit heavy dot
patterns in the luminance path,
Conrac utilizes non -linear
1. Multiburst test signal with
techniques to virtually eliminate conventional
bandpass and
notch Luminance /chrominance
these patterns around vertical
separator.
and horizontal transitions.

Conrac Quality:

Computer- controlled
for the 80's.

the quality factor. This system provides the capability
of daily test analysis from four different product tes
and inspection areas. The net results are imprc vements in product quality and long term reliabi ity

Conrac Technology:
Over 30 years of leadership.
Conrac's track record of technical innov?ttions
stretches back nearly three decades; and what we've
learned since then goes into every monitor we make
today That is important to you because the more
technology we pack into each monitor, the me re
performance you will receive from it.
Comb filter separator and computer-cont rolled
quality are just two ways
Conrac technology can st.ve
you time and money.
For the complete it aer

2. Multiburst test signal with
Conrads Comb Filter luminance/
chrominance separator.

view of Conrac technoloF
call or write us today. Cor 'ac
Division, Conrac Corpora; :.on,
600 North Rimsdale Ave; .ue,
Covina, California 91722,
Telephone (213) 966-351
`telex: 67-0437.
,

VIDEO
;PíVF RTER

PROCESSOR
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The implementation of a failure analysis documentation system
has become an essential new tool in

1. Luminare resolution

using the ì ientiotal
notch /filter parata,.

COMPOSITE
VIDEO INPUT

2. Luminan., resolution
using the co: o filter
separator.

1H, D. L.

ADDER
AUTOMATIC DOT

SUPPRESS LOGIC
3.58 MHz TRAP

Split screen comparison of CRT display,
with and without comb filter

Quality you can take for granted.

Residual dot patterns virtually
eliminated, using dot suppression technique.

AES conference slated for Los Angeles
May 12 -15, 1981
Los Angeles Hilton
More than 186 exhibitors expected

As this issue of BE goes to press, the
plans for the Audio Engineering
Society's 69th Technical Meeting and
Exhibits are still being made. A call
for papers went out in November, but
the final selection of papers and their
scheduled presentation times will not
be available for another few weeks.
The convention chairman for this
major meeting is John Eargle of J.B.
Lansing Sound in Northridge, CA.
The papers chairman is Daniel Queen
of Daniel Queen Associates in
Chicago, IL.
For more information about the
technical program to decide about attending this year's meeting, contact
the AES directly at:
60 East 42nd St.
New York, NY 10165
(212) 661 -8528

teound
Off?
When your recorder or reproducer
sounds off, the problem could be
due to the tape steering up or down
because of faulty alignment. Eliminate this problem with the all new
VIF Capstan Idler Assembly.
Precision designed by Walter White,
the VIF 1005 has a unique self aligning feature which enables it to
remain exactly parallel to the capstan at all times, thereby completely
eliminating alignment problems regardless of capstan diameter.

Also, a preview of this convention is
expected to be included in the March
issue of the "AES Journal" which is
scheduled for mailing March 15.
However, the final selection of papers
will probably not be available until the
convention convenes on May 12.

AES Exhibitors
The exhibitor sign -up for the 69th
AES meeting is not yet complete, but
the registration at press time is as
follows:
AB Systems

Accurate Sound Corporation
Acoustic Design by Jeff Cooper
Acoustilog Inc.
Advanced Music Systems
Advanced Technology Design Corp.
Agfa- Gevaert Inc.
AKG Acoustics Inc.
Allen & Heath Brenell Ltd.
Alpha Audio
Altec Lansing
Amber Electro Design Ltd.
Amek Systems & Controls Ltd.

-71¢¢lHolding
Power
When you're looking for a quickloading, highly reliable method of
securing either NAB or RETMA tape
reels in place, look to the VIF 1000
Lock -Down Reel Retainer.

This precision designed retainer
works with 1/4r" and 1/2" reels on
both rack and console mounted
recorders. And, the VIF 1000 has
been developed to provide you with
years of trouble -free service even
under the roughest handling.
Price: $15.00 each

Ampex Corporation
Anvil Cases Inc.
Aphex Systems Ltd.
Association of Sound and
Communication Engineers
Ashly Audio Inc.
Audico Inc.
Audicon Inc.
Audio Concepts
Audio & Design Recording Inc.
Audio Developments
Audio Engineering Associates
Audio Kinetics (UK) Ltd.
Audio /Tek Inc.
Auditronics, Inc.
BASF Systems
Beyer- Dynamic Inc.
BGW Systems Inc.
Bose Corporation
Bruel & Kjaer Instruments
The BTX Corporation
California Switch & Signal
Canford Audio Ltd.
Cara International Ltd.
Cerwin -Vega Inc.
Cetec Gauss Inc.
Cetec Vega

'Sound ~
Advic¢

The Problem: Selecting a first playback stage, low noise tube for an
Ampex Professional Audio tape recorder.
The Solution: Replace the tube with
a VIF 1006 JFET device that has
lower noise, higher amplification,
and will last about 600 times longer
than an equivalent tube without drift
or aging.

Price: $30.00 each.

Professional sound equipment for
the professionals in sound.

INTERNATIONAL®

\V

INTERNATIONAL"

Mountain View, CA 94042

The World's Largest
Manufacturer of Reel Retainers
P.O. Box 1555

(408) 739-9740

Mountain View, CA 94042

P.O. Box 1555

(408) 739-9740
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The Price: $33.00 each. Some Ampex models require an Adaptor,
available at $16.00 each.

INTERNATIONAL®
P.O. Box 1555
Mountain 9740
(408) 739 -9740

CA
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And when it comes

to Tape Equipment products,
it's Telex

Write us today,and we'll tell you why.
Quality products for the audio professional

TELEX
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 Aldrich Ave So Minneapolis. MN 55420 U.S A.
la Légion -d'Honneur. 93200 St Denis. France.
.

Europe: 22, rue de
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The moving coil replacement
from Stanton Magnetics...

the revolutionary 98OLZS!
Now, a low impedance pickup that
offers all the advantages of a moving
magnet cartridge without the disadvantages of a moving coil pickup. It
offers a dramatic new crispness in
sound, a new crispness resulting from
its rise time of less than 10 micro seconds. Low dynamic tip mass (0.2 mg.)
with extremely high compliance assures maximum smooth trackability.
The 98OLZS connects to either a moving coil input or a separate preamp.

For moving coil advocates the 98OLZS
offers a new standard of consistency
heretofore unattainable. For moving
magnet audiophiles it provides one
more level of sound experience without sacrificing the great reliability and
sound characteristics of the best moving magnet assemblies.
For further information write to Stanton

Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

STNTOfl
THE

Visit Us at the AES
Booth 59/60 in Los
Angeles May 12.15.

CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS"
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THE BEST
MICROPHONES
SHOULD BE
HEARD, NOTSE
Like our world- famous shotgun
microphone that lets you get close miked quality from far off -camera.
And our subminiature electret
lavalier that's so tiny you
can't see it...and so
reliable, you need
only one!

SENKHEISER

6))))))

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

10

West 37th Street. New York, NY 10018 (212) 239 -0190
Manufacturing Plant: Bissendorf /Hannover, West Germany
© 1980, Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)
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Clear -Com Intercom Systems
Coherent Communications
Community Light & Sound Inc.
Con Brio
Cross Ltd.
Crown International
Dallas Music Industries Inc.
Datatronix Inc.
David Lint Associates Inc.
dbx Inc.
DeltaLab Research Inc.
Diacoustic LaboratorylKdisc
Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Eastern Acoustic Works Inc.
Electro Sound Inc.
Electro -Voice Inc. /Tapco
Emilar Corporation
E -mu Systems
Eventide Clockworks Inc.
Everything Audio
Fairlight
Fostex Corporation
Furman Sound
Gotham Audio Corporation
Harrison Systems Inc.
Heino Ilsemann G.m.b.H.
Hewlett-Packard SPD Div.
H.M. Electronics Inc.
Infonics Inc.
Inovonics Inc.
Institute of Audio Research
Interface Electronics
International Audio Inc.
International Consoles Corporation
International Musician &
Recording World
Ivie Electronics
James B. Lansing Sound Inc.
Jordan Watts
Keith Monks (USA) Inc.
The Kind Horn Co.
King Instrument Corp.
Klipsch and Associates Inc.
Lexicon Inc.
Magnefax International Inc.
Magnetic Tapes Ltd.
Marshall Electronic
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.
Matthews Studio Equipment Inc.
MCI Inc.
Meyer Sound Laboratories Inc.
MICMIX Audio Products Inc.
The Mike Shop
Mitsubishi Electric Sales
America Inc.
Music World Merchandise
MXR Innovations Inc.
Nady Systems Inc.
Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc.
Neotek
Neutrik Products
New England Digital
Orange County Electronics
International Inc.
Orban Associates Inc.
Otani Corporation
Panasonic Professional Audio
Division
Peavey Electronics

Take a close

look at what
Tape Transports
are doing to be
like in the'80s
The all new Telex 3000 is here N 3W!
No industry has witnessed more technolcgical
improvements over the past few decades than
our own. So, if you're looking for a tape transport
for broadcast, studio or industry, it's impc -tant
to choose a product with all the fastest i-+cistry
innovations in one unit, the NEW Telex :,000.
Write for exciting details about these features.

Interchangeable head b ocks
A.Q.R. (Auto Cue Rel ase)

Differential electro- mechanical br king
Spill -proof ogic
Motion se (sing
Tape co inter

capability
Hyperbolic tape path
Remote cortrol capability
Play only or record /play combinations
Auto cue /rewind, :ycle
4 head

Dual speed
Hysteresis drive i otor
Two torque spooling motors
Quiet ope ation
120/240 volt ope ation
Urethane pressure 'oiler

Quality products for the audio professional

TELEX
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 LL S. A.
Europe 22. rue de la Légion-d'Honneur, 93200 St Denis, France.
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THE TOWER

AES
Penny

&

Giles Conductive Plastics

Ltd.

Pentagon Industries Inc.
Phase Linear Corporation
Professional Audio Systems
Publison Audio Professional
QSC Audio Products Inc.
Quad -Eight Electronics
Quantum Audio Labs Inc.
Raindirk Ltd.
Rauland Borg Corporation
Renkus -Heinz
RolandCorp U.S.
RTS Systems Inc.
Rupert Neve Incorporated
Sagamore Publishing Co. Inc.
Saki Magnetics Inc.
Sansui Electronics Corp.
SELCO Products Company
Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
Sescom Inc.
Shure Brothers Incorporated
Sierra Audio Corporation
Sifam Ltd.
Solid State Logic Ltd.
Sontec Electronics
Sony Corporation

oUNR -Rohn
Division of UNR Industries, Inc
6718 West Plank Road. P.O. Box 2000
Peona, Illinois 61656
U.S A
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CHRONTROL:

THE NEW MANAGER
To manage time.
appoint a series of tasks and have them accomplished,
timed accurately to the second.
Tasks to be done today. Tomorrow. Next week. Next month.
Accuracy that is possible in a programmable timer
because of our microprocessor technology.
To

ChronTrol
The reliable, yet inexpensive
alternative to mechanical timing devices.
ChronTrol.
The tool of time management.
The new manager.
o

e

Ìlry

7

ckro.no,

MEMO

BÇG
Over 36 public radio stations nationwide use ChronTrol's rack
mount units to automatically start and stop recorders for satellite feed from
the geo- stationary satellite Westar I. Additional references and a catalog
of other ChronTrol models and their applications are available from:
Lindburg Enterprises, Inc., 4878 Ronson Court, San Diego, CA 92111,
(714) 292 -9292, TLX/TWX 910- 335 -2057. Time was. ChronTrol is.
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Soundcraft Electronics Ltd.
Soundstream Inc.
Sound Technology Inc.
Sound Workshop Professional
Audio Products Inc.
Spectra Sonics
Sphere Electronics Inc.
Stanton Magnetics Inc.
Static Acoustics
Stephens Electronics Inc.
Statik Acoustics
Studer Revox America Inc.
Studio Sound & Broadcast
Engineering
Swintek Enterprises Inc.
Swisstone Electronics
Synergetic Audio Concepts
Synton Electronics BV
Taber Mfg. & Eng. Co.
Tangent Systems Inc.
Tannoy Products Ltd.
Tapco /Electro -Voice Inc.
TEAC Corporation of America
Technical Audio Devices
Tektronix Inc.
Telex Communciations Inc.
Tentel Corporation
3M- Magnetic A/V Products Division
3M- Mincom Division
TOA Electronics Inc.
Trident Audio Developments Ltd.
Tweed Audio
UREI
URSA MAJOR Inc.
U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corporation
Valley People Inc.
Victor Company of Japan Ltd. (JVC)
Westlake Audio Inc.
White Instruments Inc.

Wireworks Corporation
Yamaha International Corporation
Zumaudio Inc.

©

1a
MILAM AUDIO IS WHERE YOU'LL FIND
AND ALL THE FINEST NAMES IN THE BUSINESS.
TAPE RECORDERS AND
REPRODUCERS
\M\C
BIC
OTARI
REVOX
TASCAM
TEAC
TECHNICS
TELEX

CONSOLES AND MIXERS
AUDITRONICS
AUDIOARTS
ELLA
INTERFACE
NEOTEK
QUANTUM
SOUNDCRAFT
SHURE
TANGENT
TAPCO
TASCAM
UREI
YAMAHA

SPECIAL EFFECTS
1
SMPTE / EBU SYSTEM
AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING
AUDIOARTS
BTX SYSTEMS
DELTA -LAB
EVENTIDE
LEXICON
MARSHALL ELECTRONICS
MXR
OMNI -CRAFT
ORBAN
PULTEC
SCAMP SYSTEM
VALLEY PEOPLE (ALLISON)
WHITE

111

PHONO
PHASE LINEAR
ORK
REVOX

SHURE SME
SHURE CARTRIDGES
STANTON PRE -AMPS
STANTON CARTRIDGES
TECHNICS

REVERB SYSTEMS

POWER AMPS

AKG
ECHO -PLATE
EMT
LAWSON INC.
LEXICON DIGITAL
MIC -MIX
ORBAN
TAPCO
THE PLATE

BGW
CROWN

JBL
PHASE LINEAR
REVOX
TAPCO
TECHNICS
UREI
YAMAHA

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

LIMITERS

AURATONE
BIG RED / SUPER RED
DAHLQUIST
ELECTRO -VOICE
JBL
KLIPSCH
REVOX
SHURE
UREI
YAMAHA

AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING
DBX
EVENTIDE
ORBAN
SCAMP SYSTEM
UREI
VALLEY PEOPLE (ALLISON)

MICROPHONES

AUDIOARTS
AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING

AKG
AUDIO- TECHNICA
BEYER
CROWN PZM
ELECTRO -VOICE
HME WIRELESS

NEUMAN
SENNHEISER
SHURE

HEADPHONES
AKG
BEYER DYNAMIC
KOSS
SENNHEISER
TECHNICS
TELEX

STUDIO ACCESSORIES
ANNIS DEGAUSSER
ATLAS STANDS
AX -MAX DIRECT BOX
BEYER STANDS
CUSTOM CUE SYSTEMS
CUSTOM DIRECT BOXES
ROBINS
TABER
MRL ALIGNMENT TAPES
STL ALIGNMENT TAPES
XEDIT SPLICE BLOCKS
AMPEX TAPE
3M TAPE
REELS
BOXES
BULK PRODUCTS

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
AND FILTERS
CROWN

SCAMP SYSTEM
SOUNDCRAFT
TAPCO
UREI
WHITE
YAMAHA

NOISE REDUCTION
DBX
DOLBY
TTM- TELEFUNKEN

HARDWARE
WIRED PATCH BAYS
MICROPHONE PANELS
CUSTOM CABLING
SWITCHCRAFT PRODUCTS
WEST PENN WIRE
BELDEN WIRE
CUSTOM RACKS AND CONSOLES
OMNI -CRAFT CUSTOM DESIGNS
ITT CANNON CONNECTORS
RUSS LANG CONSOLES

THE CHOICE OF THE PROS SINCE 1967
FOR COMPLETE SALES, INSTALLATIONS AND SERVICE

MILANI AUDIO
1504 NORTH 8TH STREET / PEKIN, ILLINOIS 61554 / 309- 346 -3161

Facts from Fluke on low -cost DMM's

Our new 41/2-digit bench/portable:
You've never seen anything like it.
Take a close look at the face of this
instrument. Notice anything new? If
you just realized you've never seen
words on a low -cost DMM display
before, you're on the right track.
This is the new 8050A from Fluke,
the lowest priced 41/2-digit multimeter
available that uses microprocessor
technology.

The legends on the LCD are
clues to what makes the 8050A
unique.
dB: You're right. The 8050A
delivers direct readouts in dBm,

then set it and forget it. No more
tedious calculations or conversions.
REL: For relative references in the
dB mode or offset measurements in all
other functions. Lets you store any
input as a zero value against which all
others are automatically displayed as
the difference. Another timesaving
onvenience.
HV: Just a reminder when your input is over 40V, so you won't forget about
safety while in the dB or relative modes.
Of course there's much more to the

8050A. True RMS measurements to
50 kHz. Conductance for measuring
resistance to 100,000 Megohms and
leakage in capacitors, pcb's, cables and
insulators. Diode test, 0.03% basic dc

accuracy and full input protection.
Plus a large family of accessories. Just
$369 U.S.

For all the facts on the versatility
and value of thenew8050A,call toll free
800 -426 -0361; use the coupon below;
or contact your Fluke stocking distributor, sales office or representative.

referenced to any of 16 impedances.
Use the "REF Z" button to scroll
through the memory and locate
the zero dBm reference you need,

FLUKE

IN THE U.S. AND NON.

3E4/81

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.

IN EUROPE:

P.O. Box C9090,

M/S 250C
Everett, WA 98206

P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherland

(206)356 -5400

1013) 673 973

Telex: 152662

Telex: 52237

Fluke (Holland) B.V.

Please send 8050A specifications.
Please send all the facts on Fluke
low -cost I)MM's.
Please have

a

salesman call.

Name

Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address

State

City
Telephone

(
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AES
British Companies to introduce
new equipment
More than 20 UK companies are
among the 188 exhibitors currently
signed up for the AES show. There
will be some new faces and stacks of
new equipment, including a bi- amplified electronic crossover studio
monitoring loudspeaker and a new
range fader, among the exhibitors.
The 2 -drive unit bi- amplified electronic crossover switch monitoring
loudspeaker is to be launched by
Swisstone Electronics, taking part in
the show for the first time. It is designed for full bandwidth (40Hz to
20KHz) high -level monitoring (114dB
linear response at 2M from a pair),
and reportedly, permits far less coloration and distortion than has
previously been possible in a high level monitor.
Keith Monks (Audio) Ltd., will
launch its KMAL /POL Producers' and
Office Listening Unit. This incorporates a servo belt drive turntable
with integral low mass arm and high
compliance cartridge, with 2x10W
stereo amplifiers, and can be used by a
radio producer to listen to records being played during the recording transmission of a program, or by radio sta-

tion engineers and executives to listen
in to a direct line recording via a 60012
line signal.
New from Penny & Giles Plastics
will be the 3000 range fader, a corn pact, robust, high -performance fader
designed for portable mixing consoles, or as a secondary controller for
fold back and monitor level in studio
mixers.
Klark -Teknik products to be
featured by Statik Acoustics include
the DN80 16 -Bit Real Time Audio
Computer. Being demonstrated for
the first time in the United States, the
product is designed around a fast processor, reportedly utilizing bi -slice
technology to achieve operating
speeds previously unattainable.
Audio Kinetics (UK) Ltd. will give a
first West Coast showing to the

synchronizer, which can
synchronize three machines with a
wide range of interfaces. A high -speed
reader option has been introduced to
allow use with any SMPTE time code
source. Like its sister product, the
Q -LOCK 210, the unit will locate and
lock multiple audio and videotape
transports.
First production models of Allen &
Heath Brennell's new range of portable mixing consoles, the 16:4:2, will
be demonstrated. Designed specifically for sound reinforcement and
Q -LOCK 310

multi -track recording, the 16:4:2 is
built directly into a heavy -duty PFP
case with slip on PFP cover and integral carrying handle.
Another first-timer, Jordan- Watts,
will feature the Black Dwarf, a loudspeaker system producing 118dB of
sound on just 256W and in an
enclosure measuring only 2x11/2x3/4
feet.

The West Coast will also get its first
look at the TSR professional multitrack recorder from Trident Audio
Developments. Standard features of
this 24 -track tape machine include
compact remote and autolocate and

transformerless input and outputs;
5 -6dB savings in signal -to -noise ratio
over comparable machines is claimed.
Solid -State Logic will unveil two
new features added to its LS 4000E
series recording and mixing console.
One is a plasma display bar-graph
monitoring system; the other is a
redesigned master panel, including a
bar-graph meter switching and peak
load system.
Those who still cannot find the mixing console they need from all the
standard hardware on show will have
a new source to check out among the
custom builders in Tweed Audio,
which makes them to spec for TV,
radio, film dubbing, recording and
ENG /EFP.

Another G &M First
THE BATTERY BELT
THAT MAKES ALL
OTHERS OBSOLETE!
',XxX-t4
XXX-710 PRODUCTIONS

VIDEO SLATE BOARD
WITH BUILT -IN
CHARACTER GENERATOR
Now you can generate a count -down for
ENG editing and film -to -tape transfers
without tying up a camera.

pages for full screen information. (archive
filing of tapes or to review tape content)
plus 10 thru -1 second count -down.
plus 2 pages of black.
plus ready page.
plus audio output on each second.
plus three colors.
3

lo

hx1athee,

1-1 Olathe,

LI

Kansns as

(913) 764 -1900

66061

THE NEW G &M NICAD 1C SERIES
Will Fully Charge in

The Most Sophisticated
Battery Belt Ever!

Special Introductory Offer
11/4 Hour Charge
Battery Belt
$675.00
GM30B -1 C, 11/4 Hour Charge
Battery Belt (Illustrated)
$825.00
GM12B -1C,

G

& M POWER PRODUCTS
6500 Sante Monica Blvd. / Los Angeles, CA. 90038
[213) 465-8236
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11/4 Hr.

Charger Automatically Cuts Off
L.E.D. Charge Mode Indicators
All Solid State Electronics
Time and Temperature Cell Protection
Available in 12V and 30V Belts
Eliminates the Need for a Separate Fast
Charger

(3U) on

Heply Gara

EEV Vacuum Capacitors are installed in leading

Select from our range of over 150 standard type
which features:
Fixed or Variable Capacitance
Ceramic or Glass envelope
Water,Forced Air or Natural Convection Coo
R.F. working voltages from 31to 36kV
R.F. working currents from 40 to 500Arms
Capacitance ranges from 5 to 3000pF

You can depend on Europe's largest manufacturer of

Tell us your specific requirements and we will

manufacturers' transmitters in use throughout the world.
Professional ElectronTube s to meet your most
exacting requirements.

E

send you data,equivalents list and price quotatio
Contact us today.

The Professionals in Electron Tube Technology

Im

EEV Inc.
7 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford,N.Y. 10523
Telephone: 914 592 6050 Telex: 646 180
IN ENGLAND ENGLISH ELECTRIC VALVE CO.LTD.,CHELMSFORD,ESSEX CM1 2QU TEL 0245 61777 TELEX :99103
IN CANADA EEV CANADA LTD.,67 WESTMORE DRIVE, REXDALE,ONTARIO M9V 3Y6 TEL 416 745 9494 TELEX 06 989 363
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Professional reel-to-reel audio recorders: a roundup
By
Bill

Dennis Ciapura, general manager of telecommunications, Greater Media Inc., East Brunswick, NJ, and
Rhodes, editorial director

Each year there are new predictions
of how some new "high technology"
cassette or cartridge device will make
open reel machines obsolete. Yet reel to -reel continues to flourish in the
broadcast industry, and until some
sort of all- digital tape cartridge and
editing system becomes a reality, reel to -reel analog machines will dominate
the audio production market.
Aside from some of the obvious
editing advantages, a good reel -to -reel
machine mated to one of the high performance tapes can yield audio perCiapura serves as technology consultant for Broadcast Engineering and covers a wide area of advancing
technology topics for radio, television and satellites.
He is general manager of telecommunications for
Greater Media Inc., a broad-based communications
company currently operating 13 broadcast stations
and several cable TV systems as well as satellite and
land mobile facilities. Ciapura has written more than
40 major articles covering a wide range of technical
subjects in broadcasting, recording and satellite communications.

Ampex Corp.
402 Broadway
Redwood City, CA 94063
Ampex ATR -100 series

formance approaching digital, and, in
the production studio where multiple
generations are often the name of the
game, all -out fidelity is an important
consideration. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the reel -to -reel tape
deck manufacturers have emphasized
these two areas in upgrading their
wares.
No matter how attractive the old
reliables are, there will always be
those that turn the heads of equipment
purchasers. New machines and new
models continue to attract lots of attention at trade shows, and sales are
brisk. There is a market for new and
innovative designs as well as the latest
versions of the more familiar products.
Most broadcast facilities employ a
combination of time -proven decks
with some of the newer designs, and
many new brand names are finding
their way into broadcast facilities.
Each broadcaster's requirements are

different, but the wide range of reel -toreel equipment available makes shopping for a new machine exciting and
rewarding.
The roundup of reel -to -reel audio
recorders that follows is a compilation of models and the major features
of each that are of particular interest
to broadcasters. This roundup was
developed by contacting major
manufacturers and compiling their
data. However, some brand new
models may be shown at NAB '81 /Las
Vegas, April 12 -15, that are not being
announced in this article.
Prices are approximated for general
reference only; contact the manufacturers for quotes of prices. Delivery information is for typical ARO
shipments but may vary with order
backlogs and availability of components.
For data on each of the models
listed, use the reader service card and
the number following the recorder.

substantial improvements in tape
handling and timing accuracy. The
ATR -100 recorders employ a closed
loop servo system that maintains constant tape tension at each reel in all
operating modes.
Special features: matrix -display
control panel; built -in digital corn puter logic; pick -up record capability;
and any reel size from 2 to 14 inches
may be used without tension readjustment.
Prices: ATR -101, $5900; ATR -102,

The ATR -124 multi-track recorder
features the smooth tape handling
characteristics developed by Ampex
for computer tape transports and
features a tape handling system that
eliminates the use of pinch rollers.
The ATR -124 employs a closed loop
servo -ed transport that maintains constant tape tension at each reel in all
operating modes and a phase -lock
servo -controlled capstan. The
recorder has a 16 -inch reel capability,
useful for double system recording in
a quad videotape recorder environment. Dual microprocessor controls
are used in all ATR multi -track
recorders for greater reliability and
less downtime.
Special features: flux gate recording
head; phased equalized recording; SelSync synchronous recording; PURC
record insert controller; and auto -bias
accessory that enhances the setup efficiency of the ATR -124.

$7200; ATR -104, $9400.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.
Circle (150) on Reply Card

Ampex ATR-124

The ATR series (ATR -101, 102, 104)
recorders feature an exclusive tape
handling system first developed by
Ampex for computer tape transports
that eliminates the use of pinch
rollers, and advanced signal elec-

tronics. The recorders have
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Ampex ATR -700

a

transport design that includes a fully
servo -ed tape drive system permitting
38

Price: $63,250.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.

The ATR -700 audio recorder provides expanded production capa-
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VERSATILITY, RELIABLITY AND LOW DISTORTION. THAT'S
WHAT THE TRANSDYNAMIC' PROCESSOR IS ALL
ABOUT. IT TEAMS WITH AUDIO & DESIGN'S EXPRESS OR

COMPEX LEVEL CONTROL AMPLIFIERS TO CREATE A
SUPERIOR TRI -BAND SYSTEM. IT FEATURES:
TWO INDEPENDENT PROGRAM CHANNELS, FOR STEREO OR
DUAL MONO PROCESSING.

BAND-SPLITTING FILTERS (6 OR 12 dB
PER OCTAVE PHASE COMPENSATED CURVES).

FIELD TUNAS
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ADJUSTABLE PEAK MODULATION ASYMMETRY FOR AM OPERATIONS.

SWITCHABLE HIGH AND LOW PASS FILTERS THAT ATTENUATE EXTRANEOUS
INPUT SIGNALS AND CONTOUR THE SYSTEM BANDWIDTH.
SENSIBLE SET-UP ADJUSTMENTS WITH LED BAR GRAPH PPM METERS.
TAMPER -PROOF SOLID STATE AUDIO SWITCHING CIRCUITRY.
NO MYSTERIOUS EPDXY "BRICKS" OR "SECRET PARTS ".

E

SEPARATE CONTROL OF 1HE COMPRESSOR ATTACK,
RELEASE AND RATIO FOR EACH BAND.
WIDE BAND VCA LIMITER AT THE SYSTEM OUTPUT
FOR ABSOLUTE OVERMODULATION PROTECTION.
SELECTABLE 0, 25, 50 OR 75 5 PRE -EMPHASIS
IN THE CONTROL CIRCUITS (NOT THE SIGNAL
PATH) OF THE OUTPUT LIMITER.

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR FORMAT, THE TRANSDYNAMIC
SYSTEM IS THE CLEAR CHOICE FOR YOUR SOUND.

AN AUDITION IS THE ONLY WAY TO FULLY APPRECIATE
TRANSDYNAMIC. CALL TODAY, TOLL -FREE

THE

800 -426-6170

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

SYSTEM INSTALLATION BY FACTORY PROFESSIONALS IS ALSO AVAILABLE.
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CALL TOLL FREE
AUDIO 8 DESIGN RECORDING. INC. P.O. BOX 786 BREMERTON. WASHINGTON U.S.A. 98310 TELEPHONE 206275 -5009 TELEX 15
AUDIO & CESIGN RECORDING. LTD.. NORTH STREET READING RG1 4 DA BERKSHIRE. ENGLAND TELEPHONE 3734% 53411 U.K. TELEX -4
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response; motion sensing; edit control; and tape guidance system.
Price: $9000.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.
Circle (153) on Reply Card

Ampex MM -1200

bilities to professional users at AMFM radio and TV stations. It incorporates variable speed, 101/2 -inch reel
capability, full remote controls and a
built -in 4x2 mixer. The recorder has a
3 -motor tape drive sytem with a
capstan servo dc motor that provides
greater torque with improved operational control and speed accuracy. A
universal supply permits operation on
ac power anywhere in the world.

Special Features: synchronous
reproduce capability; 2- channel electronics; three record /reproduce formats; three reel sizes.
Price: $1995.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.
Circle (152) on Reply Card

The MM -1200 is a multi -channel
audio recorder for use by professional
recording studios in making master
recordings for record albums and in
sophisticated TV and motion picture
productions. It is designed to work
with various synchronization equipment in professional audio -video dubbing and mixing operations. The
MM -1200 has a common chassis and
transport, plus an electronics package
that allows the 8- and 16- channel
recorders to be upgraded to 24 channels. With the EECO time code accessory equipment, the MM -1200 offers precise synchronization of multitrack audio recorders with quad or
helical video recorders, or for synchronizing two or more audio

The 255 series of machines,
developed for broadcasters, are corn pact 10.5 -inch reel tape reproducers
for mono or stereo automation or
reproduce -only applications. This
series has a heavy cast deckplate to
maintain tape alignment, short head to-capstan distance to reduce flutter,
trouble -free TTL logic, optional 25 Hz
tone sensor for automation and optional remote control.
The 255 also features all touch button control logic with protective
motion sensing circuits to prevent
tape break or spill when operating
from fast mode to play. Automatic
tape lifter defeat is actuated by
depressing fast mode button on
transport or remote control. Set -up adjustments and easy maintenance are
accomplished by pull -off front dress
panel that permits access to
equalizers. XLR output connectors are
employed to make the Scully 255 compatible to broadcast standards.
Price: monaural, $1525; stereo,
$1595.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.
Circle (155) on Reply Card

Scully 250 recorder /reproducer

recorders.
Ampex AG -440C

Special features: built -in search -tocue; full capability remote connector
panel; rotary tape guides; and 16 -inch
reel capability.
Price: 24 -track machine, $38,500.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.
Circle (154) on Reply Card
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The 250 has all the features of the
reproducer plus dependable electronics in a pull -out sleeve drawer for
easy alignment and maintenance.
Designed to take on all assignments in
which a compact recorder is needed,
the 250 has accessory plug -in micpreamps and a portable case for field
applications. Available in full or
1/2 -track mono; 2- pr 1/4 -track stereo.
NAB or IEC equalization.
Contempory -yet totally compatible
with the traditions of Scully Recording instruments -the new 250 series
is designed to meet quality, reliability
and operational needs in a professional, compact 10.5 -inch (26.67cm)
255

Ampro /Scully
826 Newtown -Yardley Road
Newtown, PA 18940
Scully 255 tape reproducers
The AGC is designed for recording
studios, radio stations and professional recording uses in the broadcast industry, education, industry and
government. The 440C transport
eliminates the problem of switching
from fast forward -rewind to play by
adding motion sensing. Edit control
releases brakes, eliminating handling
of the tension arm. Sapphire guides
and a flutter idler reduce skew,
thereby improving tracking.
Special features: high frequency
40
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broadcast recorder /reproducer.
The 250 features low -noise dependable electronics with sync control
provided for adding a track to alternate channel, and input /playback
monitor /VU selectors. Equalization is

Happy 25th

birthday to video tape
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Recorders

built with professional craftmanship.

switched with speed control. Adjustments and maintenance are made
easy by a pull-out drawer providing
top access to equalization and bias
controls.
Price: monaural, $2620; stereo,
$2745.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.
Circle (156) on Reply Card

Scully 280B recorder/reproducer

This bidirectional, 14 -inch
(35.56cm) reel capacity tape

reproducer is used for automation and
other long play professional applications. Automatic reversing models
available in 1/2-track mono- or 1/4 -track
stereo. A single direction model for
2 -track stereo is also offered.
Features include: disc brakes; fully
transistorized, plug -in amplifiers; cast
frame and solid panel construction;
direct drive heavy-duty motors;
removable face plate; instant access
for maintenance; automatic start
torque tension control; and reversing
capability with mono half -track and
stereo 1/4 -track units only; accomplished by foil- sensing low current transistor switching.
Prices: monaural, $3933; stereo,
$4428; 2- track, bidirectional, $4857.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.

the front panel.
Transport features found in the
280B series are standard, such as
motion -direction sensing logic, functionally illuminated push- buttons, edit
control and dynamic braking. Rackmount units occupy only 15.75 inches
(400mm) of vertical space -electronics are mounted behind the
transport deck plate. Electronic set -up
adjustments are accessible by removing the head cover. A monitor headset
jack is mounted on the transport panel
for convenience. It uses 1/4 -inch
(6.35mm) tape and up to 11.5 inches
(29.21cm) reels.
Configurations include: full -track
mono, 2- or 1/4 -track stereo. Accessories: slope -front console, remote
control.
Prices: monaural, $3075; stereo,
$3185.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.

Circle (158) on Reply Card

Scully 284B -8 recorder /reproducer
This series incorporates functional-

illuminated transport controls,
motion -direction sensing, dynamic
braking and a new constant tape tension control for improved tape handly

ling.
Also offered is an optional dc
capstan -servo drive with variable
pitch control. Two advantages are
gained, in addition to servo control:
the capability of adjusting pitch up or
down to a desired level; and the more
positive tape drive at all speeds afforded by the larger capstan and
pinch roller in the servo system. The
result is a system for broadcast and
studio recording in which smooth,
positive tape handling, low -noise electronics and control convenience provide truly professional results.
The 280B is available in full- or
1/2-track mono; 2- or 1/4 -track stereo
in 1/4 -inch (6.35mm) models, or 4-track
(quad stereo) in 1/4 -inch (6.35mm) or
1/2-inch (12.7mm) tape width models.
Options /accessories: dc capstan servo

system

with

pitch

control,

VARISYNC accessory, console
mount, remote transport control.
Prices: monaural, $3955; stereo,
$4895; 1/2-inch, 4-track, $6815.
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.
Circle (157) on Reply Card

Scully 270 series reproducer
The Scully 270 professional long play reproducer has been well-received by the automated broadcast industry. Designed to run for long
periods, reliably and with trouble -free
performance, the 270 is a rugged,
heavy -duty reproducer designed and
42
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The 284B -8 series Master
Recorder /Reproducer is available in
an 8- channel version using the
popular low noise 280B electronics.
The 284B -8s use 1 -inch (24.5mm) tape
for maximum 8- channel separation
and quality and up to 14 -inch
(35.56cm) tape reels to provide a
realistic supply of tape for program length recording and post -production.
The 284B -8 has motion -direction
sensing, dynamic braking, and
automatic start -torque boost for

smooth, positive tape shuttling and
uses a new constant tension system
for added tape handling precision in
the Play /Record modes. Scully dc
capstan servo drives are standard on
all units, as is the variable pitch control.
Any two specified adjacent speed pairs will be present when the

machine is ordered. Equalization is
automatically switched with speed
control. A sturdy console cabinet is included as standard equipment.
Accessories include: VARI -SYNC,
remote transport control.
Price: $12,650.
Delivery (AR): 30 days.
Circle (159) on Reply Card

Scully 285B reproducer
The 285B Reproducer is a professional quality playback or editing
system for broadcast or studio applications, as automated tape players,
quality control monitors, broadcast
control room reproducers or music
library reproducers. Its electronics include 600 12 line output and 8S2 (3W)
speaker output for cueing, editing and
monitoring. Speaker gain control is on

April 1981
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Gotham Audio
742 Washington St.
New York, NY 10014

Telefunken M -12A
This 1/4 -inch tape recorder is
available in mono and stereo formats
and mic/line inputs are available on
models with built -in mixer. It has servo tension control, takes 101/2 -inch
reels, and is rack-mountable.
Price: $5000 to $6000.
Delivery: from stock
(Write Gotham for data.)

Telefunken M- 15A -SU2NU
This 1/4 -inch tape recorder is
console-mounted with VU meters and
has a full range of accessories, including vari -speed and auto-locator.
Price: $13,500.
Delivery: from stock
(Write Gotham for data.)

Telefunken

M -15A

Multi -Track

This multi -track recorder has up to
tracks on a 2 -inch tape and features
advanced digital logic control and servo system. It has a full range of accessories and options.
Price: to $86,000.
Delivery: from stock.
32

(Write Gotham for data.)

International Tapetronics Corp.
2425 S. Main St.

Bloomington, IL 61701
ITC -770
The 770 series

reproducer and

Built in

USA

by Scully

When it comes to quality and enduring
performance. nothing beats a Scully
...the original workhorse. For ovor
20 years, Scully recorders have been
the standard of excellence. Their
exceptional durability and engineering flexibility allow them to serve
engineers today as well as they did in
1960. With our economical refurbishing service, you can update your
studio without having to buy a new
Scully to do it. Call us for an estimate.
Our fully stocked parts department,
technical update bulletins and con
tinning service combine to give you
a recorder that will perform long
after others have to be replaced.
No other manufacturer stacks up
to Scully!

Professional Equipment for Eromitustmq Prolrssnn.i
826 NEWTOWN- YARDLEY RD N_WTOWN, FA 18940
,

215) 9689000

TWX

5106672299
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timer/locator, including four programmable memories and built -in tape
velocity indicator, transformerless
head coupling for increased frequency response and quick change tape
format capability. Available for rackmounting-or in either of two cabinet
styles -the JH -110B also includes
many options and specialty versions
for various special applications.
Price: stereo, $5800.
Delivery (ARO): 45 days.
Circle (162) on Reply Card

visual

images. The IV -S is a
stereophonic version for radio, TV,
recording and cinema industries and
can be adapted to SMPTE /EBU time
code editing.
The 4.2 is a mono recorder for
cinema and broadcasting.
The IS resembles the 4.2 but is
smaller and lighter.
The E version is particularly sturdy
for field recording purposes.
SMPTE /EBU time code generators
are available for the Nagra 4 and IS
models as well as for the IV -S.
Circle (164) on Reply Card

recorder /reproducer has been designed for broadcasters. The reproducer is designed for use in program automation systems and the
recorder /reproducer is a general purpose reel -to -reel machine. The 770
series is designed to meet or exceed
the NAB standards for reel -to -reel
tape reproducers; available in a variety of configurations, including 1- and
2- track, mono or stereo capabilities
and tape speeds of 33/4, 71/2 and 15ips;
constructed with 1/2-inch thick
aluminum tool plate deck for stability;
equipped with a unique, high quality,
professional head assembly that uses
two torque motors for supply and
take-up reel handling -a dc servo
capstan motor for tape drive; and is
designed for simplicity and serviceability of electronic and
mechanical components.
Price: reproducer, 71 /zips, 1- track,
stereo, $1570; recorder /reproducer,
(mono), $2600; (stereo), $2935.
Delivery: April 1981.
Circle (161) on Reply Card

MCI Inc.
1400 West Commercial Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

MCI 1H -24 series

Neal Ferrograph (USA) Inc.
652 Glenbrook Road
Stamford, CT 06906
Neal Ferrograph SP7

The JH -24 series of multi -track
recorders is available in 8 -, 16- and
24 -track versions. Features include
totally transformerless circuitry,
quick- change tape format capability,
full remote provided as standard

equipment and the

optional

AutoLocator III, including 10 programmable memories, tape velocity
indicator and yo -yo (repeat) functions.
Special features: 2 -speed operation
with separate EQ and bias settings for
each speed. NAB /IEC switching; and
spot erasure capability.
Price: 24- track, $37,477.
Delivery (ARO): 45 days.
Circle (163) on Reply Card

MCI JH -110B series

Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc.
19 W. 44th St.
New York, NY 10036

Nagra IV -S, 4.2, IS, and SN

5P7 ReelAto.reel recorder

The SP7, designed with the broadcasting industry in mind, is used extensively by the BBC and other

leading broadcast authorities

worldwide. The logic control deck can
be supplied in a form determined by
the customer -with or without mic
preamps, setter stereo, mono, track
configuration, etc. The SP7 is a
3 -head,
3-motor, 3 -speed recorder
capable of being custom built at a very
competitive price.
Special features: ability to switch in
and out of record while running;
variable speed rewind; uncluttered
deck; and cabinet- or rack-mounting.
Price: $1700 to $2200.
Delivery: from stock.
Circle (165) on Reply Card
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The JH -110B series of tape recorders
and reproducers includes models
from mono to eight tracks. Standard
features include three speeds with
separate EQ and bias settings for each
speed, variable speed, RTZ III spot
44
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Otari Corp.
1559 Industrial Road
San Carlos, CA 94070

AV.(

The Nagra line is widely used in
cinema, television and radio for sound
reproduction and sync of sound with

Otari MX -5050B series
recorder/reproducer
General features include switchable
4 or -10dB levels; dc servo motors
for adaptability to SMPTE interlock
+

and

video

production;

easy

Born into ENG, the HL -79A
adapts beautifully to EFP. The

accepted leader in ENG, tie HL79A, reinforced its position as the
preeminent portable camera at the
1980 Winter Olympics. Scores of
HL -79Ás covered the ski slopes, the
bobsled and luge runs and the skating rinks for the ABC Network.
Their performance brilliantly etched
into the world's visual memory, is
history. But the industry already
knows about the HL -79Ás capability.
Today, more and more broadcasters are learning that the HL79A is a superior EFP color camera.
Options such as 41/2-inch electronic
viewfinder with return video, program and intercom audio plus genlock
among other features

-

-

transform it into the ideal camera
for sports and special events, commercials and high quality production. Triax equipped, it ranges
nearly a mile from its base station.
Near- darkness is its frequent habitat; but it has knee control for brilliantly lit scenes too.

N.J. 07607, (201) 368 -9171. West
Coast: 19164 Van Ness Ave. Torrance, CA 90501 (213) 328 -2814;
Southwest: 330 North Belt East,
Suite 228, Houston, TX 77000 713)
445 -0100; Southeast: 552 So. Le St.,
Americus, GA 31709 (912) 924 1061.

Of course, you may need some
of its ENG flexibility for EFP too

-like

its shoulder action shape,
pound weight, 6 -hour clip-on
battery.
The specs and automatic features of the HL-79A are equally
outstanding. They're yours, along
with an eye- opening demonstration,
at your Ikegami distributor. Or
contact Ikegami Electronics (USA)
Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood,
11.2

Ikegami HL -7EIA

Circle (34) on Reply Card
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tions); peak reading indicators on
each channel; separate mic/line mixing on each channel; integral electronics chassis design.
Special features: 2- speed, four channels; 101/2 -inch reel capacity and
bridging input and low impedance
output for driving 60052 loads.
Price: $2995.

Recorders

Circle (167) on Reply Card

Otari MX-7800

plus front adjustable output level and
head azimuth; simple interlocked controls and straight line tape threading.
Special features: two speeds -71/2
and 33/4ips; adjustable front panel cue
control; recessed front adjustable output level and head azimuth, with flip up head cover; plug -in professional
grade PC boards and relays; and 25Hz
sensor available.
Price: $1465.

alignments; overdubbing and other
production features. Three speeds,
1/4 -track reproduce, full edit including
indexed splicing block, noise -free inserts: XLR connectors, NAB /IEC
switching and a 3- position alignment
level switch.
Special features: two channel
1/2 -track
recorder /reproducer with
1/4 -track reproduce
capability; three
speeds in speed pairs 15/71/2 or 71/2/33/4;
and 60052 balanced output.
Price: $2150.

Circle (169) on Reply Card

Otari Mark II -2, II -4
recorder /reproducers

Circle (166) on Reply Card

Otari MX- 5050BQ series II
recorder /reproducer
The MX -7800 is a 1 -inch 8- channel
recorder featuring 30 /15ips; 60052
balanced output; dc capstan -servo
system; console cabinet; automatic
monitor switching; VU meters plus
peak LEDs; constant tape tension with
dynamic braking; dual-frequency test
oscillator; lift-up access to transport;
and punch -in /punch -out.
Special features: channel selection
and punch in /out can be accomplished from control position with optional CR -706 remote session controller, and CT -501 real -time tape
timer also available optionally.
Prices: MX -7800, $10,900; CR -706,

General features include compact
-inch 4-channel machine with dual
speed (15/71/2 -1/2ips) variable speed dc
capstan servo, selective reproduce,
motion sensing control logic, built -in
test and cue oscillator, plug -in heads
and easily accessible electronics adjustments.
1/4

Plus: proprietary microprocessor to

govern transport control; electronic
real -time counter with LED display;
automatic monitor switching; selectable 20dB mic input attenuator on
each channel headphone monitoring
for each channel (selectable combina46
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$700; CT -501, $400.
Circle (168) on Reply Card

Otari ARS -1000 reproducer
Designed for the automated radio
station, the ARS -1000 is engineered
for heavy -duty continuous operation,
with special emphasis placed on longterm reliability, simple operation and
consistent performance. Design
features include ease of maintenance
with plug-in PCBs and mother board
configuration; easy access head -cover

The MK -II series is designed for
those applications in which separate

transport and electronics are
necessary for ease in editing and
maintenance. The electronics of the
MK -II series feature glass epoxy (rear)
plug -in boards with gold -plated contacts. Pictured in an optional Ruslang
roll-around console.
The Mark II -2 is a 2- channel, 1/4 -inch
tape recorder /reproducer at 15/71/2ips
with 600 12 unbalanced output. It's a
dc servo capstan system in a tabletop
console.
The Mark II -4 is a 4- channel, 1/2 -inch
tape recorder /reproducer, 15/71 /zips,
dc-servo capstan system with 600 S2
unbalanced output in two wood
cabinets.
Prices: Mark II -2, $2695; Mark II -4,
$3895.
Circle (170) on Reply Card
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CSP -1605 FIVE -BUS

wow

UNIT

ALPHANUMERIC PARTY LINE CON 7 ROLLER

-

$1,700

The CSP -1605 pane is one of a new series of routing swicher controllers fro-1
Utah Scientific. Each of these new models features alphanumerk Preset /Status
d'splays with up to 1600 assignable name /numbe- combinations to let your
operator address sources by their actual lame
VT14, CM 3, etc.

-

The CSP -1605 model pictured here can control five matrix busses and provides
current status readout instantaneously as busses are addressed. Input selection
is made by either one, tyro, or the-ee keystrokes. Separate audit switching
and statusing is standard and, as with all Utah Scientific parry lire panels,
connection to the matrix s via a single coax.
ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY

TRY THAT

-

1600 NAME /NUMBER

SINGLE COAX CONNECTICN

ON YOUR GRASCOMFERNSAMDYNATEK SWITCHER!

II-_-

71UTRM
-- y
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THE ROUTING SWITCHES PEOPLE.

2276 So. 2700 W.

Salt Lake City, UT 84119
TWX #910. 925.4037
Circe

"35p
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Phone 801-973-5840

tive balancing on inputs and outputs;
adjustable phase compensation, bias,
record and playback levels that are
aided by an internal multi- frequency
square /sine wave generator; and rear panel interface to transport and time
base functions for SMPTE interlock.
Special features: rear -panel interface to transport and time base functions for SMPTE interlock; adjustable
phase compensation; active balancing

Recorders
Otani MTR -10 -2, 10 -4

production /master recorders
are professional 2- and
production and mastering
recorders offered in two professional
formats: 1/4 -inch 2- channel and /cinch
4- channel. It features full dc PLL servo tape transport operation; transport
logic and an exclusive, dual real -time
counter are controlled by separate
proprietary microprocessors; audio
and :ransport electronics card frame
is located for ease of adjustment and
servicing; direct -coupled outputs; acThese

4- channel

1

on inputs and

outputs; and
microprocessor -controlled tape
transport operation with full logic.
Prices: MTR -10 -2, $6450; MTR -10-4,
$8450.
Circle (171) on Reply Card

Otani MTR -90 master recorder
1. Mast can
withstand winds up to
70 mph with a 70 lb.
top load.

2.

Precision

engi-

neered mast sections are constructed

of

extruded

aircraft type alummum and won't
whip in the wind.
Nylon bearings
protect each tube
section and its cast
3.

aluminum collar.

Fungus -proofed
leather seals meet
requiremilitary
ments as does the
rest of the mast.
4.

Maintenance is
generally limited to
wiping the mast
down and oiling
through the weep
5.

holes.

Full length keyways provide sta6.

bility.

Exclusive safety
break -away feature
protects the vehicle
and contents from
damage if the mast
7.

is

hit.

Mast
can
be
through
rotated
360° manually or
powered.
8.

What makes
Sky-Hi the best
for ENG?

With more than 20 years of experience making Sky -Hi telescoping masts, TMD has a way
of making it the best telescoping mast for ENG.

Because they're made of high
quality extruded aluminum
tubing, because they don't
whip when the wind builds up,
and because of the other features you see here, Sky -Hi
masts have been specified
for more than 1000 ENG
installations.

There are many sizes available,
and now the 43' mast, the most
popular size for ENG, has a
new, lower nesting height.
TMD engineers are ready to
talk to you about the mast

you need.

This

2 -inch

16/24 channel master

recorder is tailored for post -

production houses, networks and
recording studios. It features superior
tape handling -the industry's first
3- motor, pinch -rollerless 2 -inch tape
transport that can keep up with a
VTR; advanced audio -high slew -rate
components, active mixing of bias and
audio, single -card electronics, and a
71dB dynamic range (24- track); and
advanced control circuitry digitally
controlled LSI circuitry for reliability
and ease of operation.
Special features: digitally timed
gapless inserts, easy to access to
EECO, BTX, ADAM -SMITH,
AUDIOKINETICS, CMX and CVC;
and optional phase- compensated
wide -band amplifier available for high
speed SMPTE code reading.
Prices: MTR -90- 16/24, $29,950;

-

MTR-90 -24, $36,950.
Circle (172) on Reply Card

psi pneumatic system lifts
mast and equipment in seconds.
9. 10-20

Mall®

Telescoping Mast Division
The Will -Burt Company
249 W. Henry St.
P.O. Box 126
Wooster, Ohio 44691

(216) 262 -7010
Circle (36) on Reply Card
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Panasonic Co.
Professional Audio Division
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094

Technics R&B series RS -10A02
The RS -10A02 is a 2 -track stereo
open -reel deck designed for professional and semi -professional applications in broadcasting, recording and

WVCG
KNOWS EXACTLY
WHAT THEY WANT IN A
50 KW AM TRANSMITTER.
SO DOES CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS!

Ch.

317C's components are rat ad very
conservatively, and thats a big
operating plus. So, we have an
exceptional performer tha s very
forgiving ".

1080 on the radio dial in the Miami/
Fort Lauderdale area is the spot for
music, "From Sinatra to Streisand
... we've got 'em all ", coupled
with news, service and total information. It is the refreshing format of
WVCG, the 50,000 watt voice of
South Florida.

The installation went smart ily, and
Mitch Wein was impressed with
Continental's service: "Corrinental
people are just super. We couldn't
have had better support They
build a fine transmitter and back it
up with top notch field support ".

Supporting this programming is an
engineering department headed
by Chief Engineer Mitch Wein.
When WVCG was ready to purchase a new 50,000 watt AM trans-

mitter, they made

a

WVCG knew what they WE.nted in
a 50 kW transmitter, and so did
Continental. Mitch Wein suns it up
this way: "We wanted the bes think
we got the best ".
For information on the 317C ce. other
Continental 1 to 50 kW AM and FIST transmitters, phone
(214) 381 -7161 or

thorough

evaluation of several transmitters.

:

As Mitch Wein puts it: "We felt we had a
commitment to both our management and
our programming people: we wanted the
new transmitter to be cost -effective and of the

highest quality ".

After analyzing performance and operating data WVCG
chose a Continental Electronics 317C transmitter.
Mitch Wein comments on the choice of the 317C: "Continental's 317C is certainly top quality. It's easy to tune; it's
easy to maintain; it uses a minimum of floor space. The

I

write to:
Broadcast Sales Department;
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
Box 270879
Dallas, Texas 75227.

Ca-n_ti.u.La.L
Circle (37) on Reply Card
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Recorders

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

\%A\u\\
JH 110-8 RECORDERS
Buy your new MCI Tape Recorder from Audiotechniques and you'll always get the fastest delivery, installation by our factory trained technicians, and warranty
service with a smile. That's only a few of the reasons why
we're MCI's largest dealer.

filmmaking. The major feature of this
deck is its " isolated loop" transport
that maintains stable tape tension,
limiting modulation noise, and wow
and flutter. Other features are variable
pitch control; full IC logic control
with optional remote control; Sendust
Extra heads for low distortion; front
panel controls for adjustments of bias,
record, playback, EQ and level
calibration; and LED peak overload
indicators with VU meters.
Price: $2300.

CALL AUDIOTECHNIQUES

800 -243 -2598
audiotechniques

Circle (173) on Reply Card

652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford, CT 06902 Tel: (203) 359 -2312
1619 Broadway, New York, NY 10019 Tel: (212) 586 -5989

Panasonic Co.

Circle (38) on Reply Card

1

UNCOMPROMISED AUDIO
FULL LINE OF INNOVATIVE AUDIO PROCESSORS

Technics Professional Audio Division
50 Meadowland Parkway
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Technics RS- 1500US

The TFL-280B FM AUDIO LIMITER presently protects the modulation of
hundreds of FM, TV, and SCA facilities, providing maximum loudness consistent
with program clarity. Featuring low distortion treble AGC and built -in audio lowpass

filtering, it
compatible

is

recommended for maximum fidelity operations. Stereo/quad

The TAL -320 AM AUDIO LIMITER cleanly maximizes the modulation of AM
broadcast transmitters. It features a wide control range, treble equalizer, and an
efficient multi -stage allpass network to handle asymmetric program material. Stereo

compatible
The TGR-340 AUDIO GAIN RIDER is designed to ride gain on a program line. On
a long -term basis it yields maximum signal volume with minimal unwanted side
effects. Switchable treble AGC accommodates aural STLs, satellite feeds, and other
systems with treble pre- emphasis. Stereo /quad compatible

The 2- channel, 2- track, isolated
loop, quartz-controlled tape deck
design of the RS- 1500US features increased dynamic range, lower noise
and editing /splicing capabilities required in professional applications.
Design considerations include low
modulation noise; low head wear;

stable high frequency; separate

bias and EQ controls;
record /playback format is 2- track,
2- channel; and can be mounted in
19 -inch rack.
A 4-track, 2- channel version is
available as model No. RS -1506.
Special features: 0.018% wow & flut3- position

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT OUR MARKETING DEPARTMENT.

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
A FLOW GENERAL COMPANY
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK. 111 CASTILIAN DRIVE GOLETA. CA 93117
(805) 968 -9621
CABLE: MOSELEY TELEX: 658 -448

Circle (39) on Reply Card
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The cold,
hard facts.

www.americanradiohistory.com

MCI invites you to compare specifications for the JH -110B against those of any other
tape recorder on the market today. No pretty pictures, no bright copy, just facts. The JI11OB...unsurpassed in a field of professionals. And that is a cold, hard fact.

Unless otherwise specified, the following conditions apply to all graphs:

30 Ip,

RKed /R.produa
Response

Speed: 30 ips
Overbias: 1.0dB @ 10kHz
Fluxivity: OdBm = 250nWb/m
Speed: 15 ips
Overbias: 3.0dB
10kHz
Fluxivity: OdBm = 250nWb/m
Speed: 71/2 ips
Overbias: 3.0dB @ 10kHz
Fluxivity: -10dBm = 80nWb/m
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RECORDIREPRODUCE RESPONSE
These graphs represent the frequency response of the recorder on and off tape, assuming a constant input level. They demonstrate the flat and
extended response of the JH -110B Recorder.
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REPRODUCE EQ RANGE
A wide range of reproduce equalization adjustment ensures that the
JH -110B will conform to NAB, IEC and AES standard response curves.
There is sufficient range to compensate for head wear and to align to
reference tones on aged or degraded tape copies.
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RECORD EQUALIZER RANGE
The record circuitry of a recorder is aligned to complement the
reproduce response previously aligned to match standard curves. The
JH -110B features a wide range of adjustment to allow alignment using
any of the range of tapes available today.
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DISTORTIONIPURITY OF SIGNAL

SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE
Square Wave Response demonstrates both transien: response and
)hase linearity throughout the recording process. Response such as
vith the JH -110B produces excellent reproduction of live, dynamic
naterial and reduces copy to copy degradation.

Both flutter, or variations in tape speed caused by transport eccen
tricities, and distortion degrade the purity of recorded signals. Usin
latest technology op amp design, the JH -110B minimizes second c ter
distortion, while maintaining a wide dynamic range and very low nc- se
floor. This, in combination with the closed loop servo capstan drive
system and standard scrape flutter filter provides purity of signal G
surpassed by any other professional recorder. Odd order harmonic
distortion and modulation noise are functions of the tape used.
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COMMON MODE REJECTION RATIO

STANDING NOISE/REPRO MODE
This is an amplitude versus frequency plot of the vaious noise
components generated internally by the electronic circuitry. Use of
latest technology and high specification components ensures low
noise figures on the JH -t10B.

Common Mode Rejection is the ability of the electronics circuitry tt
reject any signal applied equally to both sides of its balanced input
signals such as RF, hum, etc. The JH -110B design ensures a high
Common Mode Rejection Ratio, making it ideal for use in any
operational atmosphere.
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TAPE WALK
Phasing between tracks is very important and is a fonction of the
machine's tape path stability. The JH -110B transport and head
assembly design yield a most stable tape path for maximum phase
integrity.
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REPRODUCE CROSSTALK
Crosstalk is the leakage from one track or channel to another, and
primarily a function of the heads. The JH -110B exhibits excellent
crosstalk figures across the frequency spectrum, including minimi ng
of the low frequency nodes encountered in typical head design.

JH41OB Specifications
Record/Reproduce
30 ips, AES 40 Hz - 28 kHz +.75/ - 2
15 ips, NAB 30 Hz - 24 kHz +.75/
2 dB
7.5 ips, NAB 30 Hz - 20 kHz +.75/ -1.5 dB

d

-

Record /Sync
- 16 kHz
+.75/
10 kHz +.75/
4 kHz
+.75/

30 ips, AES 50 Hz
15 Os, NAB 30 Hz
7.5 ips, NAB 30 Hz

2 dB

-

-

2 dB

-

-

2 dB

At

Transport
Speeds

20 kHz
2TK
4TK
66
66
64
64
63
63
-

Fixed
Variable

Weighted, dB(A)
71

1/4

68
67

1/2

70
68
67

Distortion
Harmonic distortion,
510 nWb /m, kHz fundamental
3rd harmonic,
30 ips, AES <.35%
1

15 ips, NAB

2nd harmonic:

3°/o 3rd har-

monic: fluxivity
level

Distortion is primarily a function of tape
formulation and bias setting used. All
specifications are typical and may vary.

34 lbs.
19 lbs.
73 lbs.
115 lbs.
23 lbs.

7.5, 15 and 30 ips
± 20% around fixed speeds

inch
inch
inch
inch

Full track
2
2
4

track
track
track

Reel sizes
Available with NAB A (3,5 or 7 inch), NAB B
(101/2 or 14 inch), DIN 1000m (111/2 inch)

FLEXIBILITY

Tension
5'/2 oz. ± 1/4 at all play speeds, beginning to
end of reel

<.52%

7.5 ips, NAB <1.6°/0
30 ips, AES <.10%
15 ips, NAB <.10%
7.5 ips, NAB <.10%
30 ips, AES 1040 nWb/m
15 ips, NAB 1020 nWb /m
7.5 ips, NAB 1000 nWb/m

Long term speed stability
Better than .02%

Wow Flutter
30 ips
15 ips
7.5 ips

<.022% DIN 45507 weighted
<.035% DIN 45507 weighted
<.055% DIN 45507 weighted

110 seconds
170 seconds

he- ,...

TO MEET YOUR NEEDS.
The JH -110B is available stock in
mono, stereo, 4 -track and 8 -track
formats for use with 1/4", 1/2" and
1" tape on reels from 5" up to
101/2" in diameter (14" diameter optional). Ready for mounting in the
MCI variable profile (VP) cabinet
with electronics under the transport
or in the MCI high profile (HP)
cabinet with electronics over the
transport, it can also be mounted in
your 19" rack or custom console.

Rewind time
2400 ft.
4800 ft.

JH -11OB Dimensional Data

Wit\v_A\

10k ohms balanced
120 ohms balanced
+ 24 dBm

Transport unmounted
Electronic drawer, dual channel
Variable profile cabinet (VP)
High profile cabinet (HP)
Power supply

Configurations
1/2

30 ips, AES 74
15 ips, NAB 70
7.5 ips, NAB 70

1

(Ref. 250 nWb /m)
kHz better than 80 dB

Input impedance
Output impedance
Output clipping

Record /Reproduce, reference to 510 nWb/m

mono
30 ips, AES 70
15 ips, NAB 68
7.5 ips, NAB 67

System Weight

Depth of Erasure

Signal -to-Noise
Unweighted, 20 Hz

900 msec
500 msec
500 msec

120 kHz

Amplifier Electronics
-

to 0.1% DIN 45507 flutter, 101/2" reels
30 ips
15 ips
7.5 ips

Bias and Erase Frequency

Frequency Response

Start time

own

,,,

v,,,

1400 West Commercial Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309 USA.
Telephone: (305) 491 -0825. Telex: 514362 MCI FTL.

MCI reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice in colors, equipment, specifications, prices and models.
ra 1981 MCI All rights reserved
Litho in USA

MCI-8158-5

loop. Tape speed is constantly
monitored across the heads and is
phase- referenced to a fixed frequency
crystal time base. The result is frairreaccurate tape speed from the be infling to the end of the reel. This se vo
system maintains a constant tape tan sion and does this without the aid of
tensioning arms.
General features include: to pe
speeds- 15ips, 30ips, and 60ias,
phase -locked and variable, 10ips to
80ips, non -locked; autolocator; vertical drive lockup; SMPTE lockup

Stephens Electronics Inc.

Recorders

3513 Pacific Ave.
Burbank, CA 91505.
811D -103A

ter (WRMS at 15ips); frequency
response: 30 to 30,000Hz +3dB (at
-10VU); S/N ratio (DIN weighted):
68dB; distortion at OVU: 0.8 %; and

optional remote control available.
Price: $1203.
Delivery: 4 weeks.

development);

system (under

Circle (174) on Reply Card

lightweight; electronics are ra:kmountable.
Special features: transformerle ss;

Technics RS -1520

capstanless;

The 2 -track studio model RS -1520 is
a tape deck designed to meet the
needs of the professional recordists. It
is the original RS- 1500US with a
number of additional features and
functions to make master taping convenient, and with a professional
touch. Features added include: built in test tone oscillator, mic attenuators,
meter sensitivity selector, playback
equalization selector (NAB /IEC).
equalization fine adjustment control
and bias fine -adjustment control.
Price: $1579.
Delivery (ARO): 4 weeks.
Circle (175) on Reply Card

battery -powered

available; transport and electronics
remoteable; and available as portalille.
Prices: 821B -104A: $32,800 14-ir ch
reel, 24- track; 821B -104 24/16:
$27,500 -14 -inch reel, pre -wired for
24- track; 81113-103A: $17,600-1(15 inch reels, 8 -track (photo shove n);
811D -103A: $14,400- 10.5 -inch ye,iis,
4- track.
Delivery (ARO): 6 -8 weeks.

-

The complete Stephens line is
modular in construction, and all subassemblies are easily removed for servicing. Each system's complexity has
been reduced to a minimum and
repairs can usually be undertaken by
substituting a plug -in circuit board.
The unique design of the Stephens
recorder transport uses servo operated supply and takeup reel
motors operating in a "tight" servo

Whistedlll
EDITING
CONSOLE
Holds
all

sizes of

ENG/
VTR
equipment!

1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210

i

Because Sitler's Supplies maintains ne
of the industry's largest lamp
inventories, you can count on proms ,
accurate delivery and low, low priceMore than 400 types of projector, 'r. ge
and studio lamps are available in G.E. and Sylvania
models.
c

Lamp
BTL
FEL

This totally modular console has every feature for editing efficiency-shelves that adjust on 1" increments, sliding pullouts for
added working space and easy maintenance, total access to VTR's,
editors, monitors and equipment. Rolls easily on large casters
even into a van to create a mobile unit! For full -line catalog of video
consoles, tape and film trucks, film / videotape storage systems, call or write

Studer Revox America Inc.

Cut lamp costs
up t

EGG

MODEL 900A

Circle (176) on Reply Card

List

You Pay

$35.25
55.50
46.00

$17.63
27.75
23.00

Call us today and check our money -saving prices. You ll
enjoy FREE transportation on orders of more than $24).

-

THE WINSTED CORPORATION

8127 Pleasant Ave. So:, Minneapolis, MN 55420

(612) 888 -1957 Toll Free Number: 800 328 -2962

WhtstaL
Circle (80) on Reply Card

S

Supplle s,
Inc.

702 E. Washington St. PO. Box 10 -A
(319) 653 -2123

Washington, Iowa 5.2353
In Iowa call 800 -272 -5459

Circle (81) on Reply Card
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"IF YOU WANT TO COVER THE
USE A CAMERATHAT'S ONLY GOOD

Shot with

a

Sony BVP-300 camera at f2.5 with approximately two footcandles'

li

ht.

DARK SIDE OFA CITUOU CAN'T
WITH BRIGHT LIGHTS!'
Henry Sheppard.
WCCO-T V. MINNEAPOLIS

"There are news -gathering and documentary situations
where the use of artificial light is just too intrusive or difficult
to achieve," says Henry Sheppard, Chief Engineer of WCCCNTV,
the CBS affiliate in Minneapolis.
"That's why our Sony portable BVP -300 cameras are
such a big plus. With them, we can shoot in low -light conditions
and get a lot of detail other cameras might not pick up. We
even get good pictures with as little as two footcandles of light."
WCCO-TV owns seven Sony BVP- 300's, which
the station's photographers use together with Sony BVU -50
recorders. The cameras are used to shoot public -affairs programs and segments of PM Magazine, as well as for ENG
and documentaries.
"We're very particular about picture quality," says
Sheppard. "And before we committed ourselves to Sony, we
evaluated just about every portable color camera available.
"Sony's colorimetry is excellent, its signal -to -noise
ratio is high, and it always turns out pictures that meet our
standards. Many of our engineers find its quality comparable
to studio cameras. And our photographers like the way
Sony handles. For example, in a helicopter, they can cradle
the camera on one shoulder to reduce vibrations
and get a very steady picture.
"And with the Sony system, each photographer can
operate independently, without a second person along to
monitor sound."
When asked about Sony durability, Sheppard replied:
"We don't coddle our cameras here. Each one gets handled Dy
about 15 or 20 different photographers. They come in in the
morning, grab their equipment, throw it into the back of
the car, and they're off. Sony takes that kind of treatment
remarkably well, and it's a good thing, because we can't afford
to have our cameras down."
Of course, Sony makes a full line of one -inch broadcast
equipment, including cameras, recorders, editors and the
BVT-2000 digital time base corrector.
For information, write Sony Broadcast, 9 W 57th Street,
New York, NY.10019. Or call us in New York at (212) 371 -5801);
in Chicago at (312) 792 -3600; or in
Los Angeles at (213) 537-4300.

SONY
BROADCAST
Sony

is a

registered trademark of the Som Corp.

Circle (40) on Reply Card

with search to cue feature; real time
indication in any selected speed; tape
marker and scissors for rapid editing;
variable spooling speed with manual
cue lever for speedy and accurate cue-

Recorders
Studer A8ORC MKII series

ing.

Price: from $7200,
mounted.
Delivery (ARO)

2 -3

console -

weeks.

Circle (177) on Reply Card

Studer A8OVU MKII /MKIII series

wide range of accessories, including a
20- memory microprocessor autolocator, channel remote control and
SMPTE code synchronizer and
editing system.
Special features: die -cast deck with
three servo -controlled direct drive
motors; constant tape tensions in all
operating modes; variable speed
capstan servo; electronic positive and
negative counting real time counter
with search to cue feature; high per-

formance

electronics,

fully

remoteable; modular construction
and great flexibility for a great range
of demanding applications; smooth
operating machine with maximum
protection to valuable master 'tapes.
Ultra heavy -duty high performance

Price: from $8550.
Delivery: 4 -6 weeks.

recorder /reproducer; available in
mono, 2-track, stereo, mono -stereo
switchable and mono or stereo with
pilot -tone with or without resolver;
heavy die -cast chassis with three
direct drive motors; spooling motors
and capstan servo controlled; constant tape tensions in all operating
modes; excellent editing features with
tape marker and scissors; built -in

monitor /cue, speaker /amplifier;

console-mounted.
Special features: two speeds; three
direct drive motors, all servo con-

trolled; electronic

positive and

negative counting real time counter

Circle (178) on Reply Card

Studer A800 Series
Flexible studio standard machine
for heavy -duty use in recording, production, editing, etc.; available in full track mono up to 24 tracks on 2 -inch
tape; high performance electronics
with sel -sync, fully remote controllable; modular construction, easy
to service; most parts interchangeable
between any A8OVU format machine;

Fast, high performance multi -track
machine for video sweetening and
video post -production; available in
8 -track on 1 -inch tape, 16- or 24- tracks
on

2 -inch tape; heavy -duty die -cast
chassis with two 1/2 hp dc spooling
motors and ac asynchron capstan; all
motors direct drive and servo controlled; constant tape tension in all
operating modes; microprocessor-

The new TPT-2500 titler offers features
not expected in this price range: eight
character sizes, upper and lower case,
border line, underlining, graphics,
flash, crawls, positionable title window,

We're Better
Than Ever!

32 page resident memory
700i- page tape memory.

and optional

Operating features include: auto line and
page centering, word/line open and
close, tab and elastic memory. See
the TPT -2500 and the rest of our titler
line at the NAB booth 1523.
Priced at $4995.00

Video Data Systems
Headquarters, Hauppaughe. N.Y. (516) 231 -4400
National CATV Sales / Western Regional Office
Salt Lake City, Utah (801) 272-9296

Innovative Communications
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CORRECT SCH
IS IMPORTANT FOR PROGRAM INTEGRATION.

The SCH -730N Sync /Subcarrier Phase Monitor
permits fast, accurate measurement, adjustment
and continuous monitoring of this elusive parameter
simply and inexpensively!

4.4

SCH -730N
SYNC

SNCMS4E NYSE MONITOR

Wrong SCH

SCH-7J0N
.,A-

Ii111 0

o J

Correct SCH

Two bridging inputs for
volt p -p 3 dB composite video
(A /B selection)
Monitor range: 4_90° +_70 ns)
Resolution: better than 9" (7 ns)
1

_'_

(

NO EXTERNAL REFERENCE REQUIRED!
Progressive Concepts in Television

Te

hnoi

Leitch Video Limited, 705 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1 H 2X1
Tel: (41 6) 438 -5060 Telex: 065 -25420
Tel: (71 6) 754 -43.19
Leitch Video Inc., 210 South 8th Street, Lewiston, N.Y. 14092
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controlled transport and electronics;
electronic real time counter; two address search to cue, vari -speed with
digital display; computer interface
capable; processor -controlled signal
switching for electronic editing; wide
range of accessories.
Special features: ultrafast transport,
ideal for synchronization with video
transports; edit rehearse feature for
simulation of electronic editing;
SMPTE code channel with wide -band
read capability; interface to most
editing systems.
Price: from $38,000.

sion control in all transport modes;
full logic control with motion sensing;
portable, rack-mount and console -

mount versions available; mono,
2- track, mono -stereo switchable.
Special features: three speeds, three
motors, all servo -controlled mounted
on heavy die -cast chassis; positive and
negative counting electronic timer,
real time at all speeds; built -in
monitoring /cueing amplifier and
speaker; wide range of versions
available including pilot -tone resolver
model.
Price: from $3910.
Delivery (ARO): 2 weeks.
Circle (180) on Reply Card

Revox B77 series

Professional broadcast recorder /reproducer. Three direct drive motors;
servo -controlled capstan; tape dump
feature; sel sync for both channels; optional balanced microphone input;
full logic control with motion sensing;
modular construction with die -cast
chassis; 2 -track or mono versions, portable, rack- or console -mount versions
available.
Special features: balanced inputs
and outputs with calibrate /uncalibrate
switch; flush tape deck with excellent
head access for easy editing; fully
remoteable.
Price: $2095.
Delivery (ARO): from stock.
Circle (182) on Reply Card

3M Company
P.O. Box 33600
St. Paul, MN 55133
3M digital mastering system

Delivery (ARO):

4 weeks.
Circle (179) on Reply Card
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Studer B67 MKII series

Direct drive servo -controlled motor
deck for heavy -duty use in production, mastering and on -air applications; balanced in and out with
calibrate/uncalibrate switch; tape ten60
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Universal reliable direct drive tape
deck based on die -cast chassis; motion
sensing and full logic control of all
tape transport functions; two speeds;
wide range available; for VU meters
with peak indicators; professional
headblock with 3 -point mounting;
electronics with high head robin.
Special features: three direct drive
motors, capstan servo controlled;
wide range of speed configurations
from 15/16ips to 15ips; voice activated
version and sel sync version available;
modular construction, easy to service.
Price: $1649.
Delivery (ARO): from stock.
Circle (181) on Reply Card

The 3M digital editing system consists of a compact console (211/2x61/2x5
inches) of microprocessor electronics
offering extreme precision, risk -free
audition of edit preview capability,
unaltered originals and splice -free
masters. The control module, which
determines and monitors the tape
movement of two 3M recorders, offers
special function buttons for determining exact editing points. Refinement
can be made by as little as 1/1000 of a
second.
General features of the system include approximately 94dB signal -tonoise ratio with no degradation during multiple generation processing;
freedom from noise and distortion-no tape hiss, wow and flutter
and less than .03% IM and harmonic
distortion; excellent electronic editing
for risk -free assembly.

NEED A FULLY EQUIPPED 40 -FOOT PRODUCTION UNIT?

A MID -SIZE ENG TRUCK
WITH MICROWAVE''

A NEWS
MAGAZINE VAN
WITH ON-BOARD
POWER?
Selecting a vendor to supply a $100 thousand or $3 million
mobile unit is a great responsibility.

MIDWEST CORPORATION, the nation's largest video sales
and service organization, is the best choice for meeting your
needs, and here's why:
We handle major lines of all production
so we don't have to charge for two-stepping.

equipment,

Our size and volume means cost savings passed on
to you.
More than 20 years in television means expertise and
a good reputation.

Industries, we offer the
a major division of UNR
security and stability of a large and financially sound
company.

As

THEN TALK TO MIDWEST'S
MOBILE UNIT DIVISION
!

We are the single source

for custom vehicle,

eq

pment,

installation and service.
When your mobile unit order calls for QUICK DEL 'VERY,
GOOD QUALITY, and COST EFFECTIVENESS, dt n't just
pick two ... pick MIDWEST, and get all three.

A PARTIAL LIST OF OUR MAJOR

PRODUCT

LINES:

Ampex, Cezar International, Conrac, Digital Video Systems. Fernseh,
Gerstenslager, Hitachi, Ikegami, ISI, ITE, Lenco, 3M Minicars, Microwave Associates, o'Conner, Panasonic, Quick Set, RTS Systems,
Scientific Atlanta, Sony, System Concepts, Tektronix, Var Ladder,
Video -Media, Videotek, Vinten and Wilbert Masts.

Raasch, Mobile Unit Sales Manager, a ;all and
or nex mobile
allow MIDWEST to quote on your first
unit requirement.
Give Carl

.

CALL

.

.

-

800- 543 -1589(In Ohio 513-651 -1904)

MIDWEST
CORPORATION
1021 West 8th Street

Cincinnati, OH 45203

Request a copy
Mobile Unit Information
1981 Video Products Gu de
1981 CATV Products Gi ide

Midwest Capabilities Brochure
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Telex Communications
9600 Aldrich Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55420

Special features: Using a standard
SMPTE controller and special interface, digital audio recorder can be
synchronized with a videotape recorder; may be remote controlled; and has

Telex 1400 series Magnecord

operations similar to analog
recorders.

4- channel,
$40,000;
30- channel, $138,000.
Delivery (ARO): 60 -90 days.
Circle (183) on Reply Card

TEAC Corp.
7733 Telegraph Road
Montebello, CA 90640

Tascam 35 -2B recorder /reproducer
Tascam 35 -2B professional
recorder /reproducer system
uses a -10 unbalanced technique to
substantially reduce cost of line
amplifiers, transformers and balanced
audio cables. This is especially attractive unless cable lengths of hundreds
of feet are being used.
Special features: meets NAB standards of 185nW/m; switchable, built in 1/4 -track playback head; rugged
3 -motor transport and full IC logic
transport control; and cue and edit
functions and a flip-up hinged head
cover for easy editing.
Price: $2000.
Delivery (ARO): from stock
The
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Tascam 32 -2B and 22 -2, 22 -4 systems

The 1400 recorder /reproducers
combine rugged reliability with current state -of- the-art functions. A dc
servo drive system with closed loop

quartz crystal oscillator assures

outstanding timing accuracy. Solidstate controls eliminate contact noise
and allow minimum EMI. Bi -level illumination of controls shows activated operating mode at a glance.
Solid -state electronics with separate
gain controls for mic, and line inputs
as well as master gain.
Other features include: die -cast
main frame; three speeds (17/8, 31/4, 71
or 33/4, 71/2m 15ips); mono or stereo
models; full, 1/2- and 1/4 -track configurations; remote -controllable; Mu
metal head shields; handles up to
-inch reels.
Special features: extra playhead
(selectable) on stereo models; built -in
monitor amp and speaker on mono
models; exceptional speed stability;
and 1 -hand cueing.
Price: $2500 -$2900.
Delivery (ARO): 2 weeks.
81/4
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Telex 3000 series Magnecord

These TEAC recorder /reproducers
are designed to meet other professional recording needs. The 32 -2B is a
2 -track master based on conventional
tape transport design. The 22 -2 and
22-4 are 2- and 4 -track machines,
respectively, and are designed for low
cost, portability and short (10 -20
minute) runs on 7 -inch reels at 15ips.
Prices: 32 -2B, (2- track), $1100; 22 -2,
(2- track), $750; 22 -4, (4- track), $1425.
Delivery (ARO): all from stock
Circle (185) on Reply Card
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101/2

in-

ches and includes automatic

cycling, automatic cue release (AQR)
and CMOS logic tape motion controls.
The preamplifier has tape head connections that can accommodate all
standard track and channel configurations offered in the 3000 tape
transport series.

Additional features include

Price:

2 -track

transport accepts reels up to

availability as transport only or complete with electronics; two -speed
(33/4 -71/2 or 71/2-15ips); three motors; up
to four head positions; 1 -, 2- or
4- channel heads; 1/2 -track and 1/4 -track
configurations; tape index counter;
and Mu metal head shields.
Special features: snap -in interchangeable head blocks; automatic recue and repeat using clear leader tape;
and fully remote -controllable and
compatible with all automation
systems.
Price: transports: $1300 -$1570;
record /reproduce systems: $1990$2490.
Delivery (ARO):

weeks.

2
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Telex 230 series

The 230 is a heavy -duty, commercial /industrial 3 -motor tape transport
with hysteresis synchronous capstan
drive. Momentary electric tape motion push-buttons suit remote and
automatic operations. Available in
various speed and head configurations.
Additional features: handles up to
7 -inch reels; two speed, three motors;
speeds range from 15 /16ips to 71 /zips;
one, two, four channels play only or
record play; 1/2- and 1/4-track; and
remote -controllable.
Special features: 230L logger
systems available for more than 12
hours per channel; optional cycle control available for multi- transport logging; full selection of reproduce only

and record /reproduce electronics;
audio repeat /re -cue models available.
Price: Transport: $850 and up (electronics extra); complete logging
systems from $1570.
Delivery (ARO):

2

weeks.
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The 3000 is a heavy -duty commercial tape transport with Telex RP85
record /reproduce preamplifier. Tape

United Research Laboratory Corp.
681 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10022

Ikegami's thir
microprocessorcontrolled camera
reduces registrati
set-up time
and cost
The ideal camera for field broadcast television assignments must meet three major criteria. It must be airready moments after arrival at the camera site. It must
deliver pictures of studio- cjuality color, crispness, and
clarity. And it must be consistently reliable.
The Ikegami HI 357A meets those criteria in the
field and is equally suitable as a studio camera. And it
allows the camera crew to concentrate on creative aspects of their assignment instead of on time - consuming
set -up and readjustment tasks.
Once on -site, the HK -357A requires hook-up to
only three cables and power source. Then, a pu of the
microprocessor activate button automatically ycles it

heck of all set -up and registra takes approximately 45 seconds
p to si cameras can be handled), No external re ', ration a chip charts are necessary because
a test pattern pro tor (diascope) is built into the lens.
rom the compact base station can be
Camera distan
nearly a
ith triax, or 2,000 feet with T% -á 1 multi core ca
B: a
the HK -357A optimizes the capabilities of
ped Diode Gun Plumbicon"', the picture
igh resolution, low lag, low noise and
e. Dynamic Beam Stretch to reduce
Geometric Correction for near -perfect
coniris and auto
lor pi
picture program output of
camera.
The HK -357A is
ly versatile too. It offers
levels: built -in chroma
electable contrast compre
t
; and several
eyer; gen-lock to Sync and SC Jr V t
impact CCU,
other features, including an un +,.
-y ch 14i-resoluoptional RCU, tiltable and rotat.tion el tronic viewfinder.
erformance record o
egami cam:.ms at the
major networks in the Unite States and around the
ld
consistent reliability/Auld long,
trouble -free service life.
If you are upgrading, a demonstration may well reveal that the other cameras you've considered may already be obsolete when compared agaist the HE -357A.
+

:

áteir

'

Ikegami HK-357A
Broadcast Product Division, Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, N.J. 07607; (201) X68 -9171.
West Coast: 19164 Van Ness Ave., Torrance, CA 90501; (213) 328 -2814; Southwest: 330 North Belt East, Suite 228, :3ouston,
TX 77060; (713) 445 -0100; Southeast: 522 So. Lee Street, Americus, GA 31709; (912) 924 -0061.
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Eladio

Connectors
SWITCHCRAFT BRAND

L

O\

The S series incorporates closed
loop transport, dual capstan drive,
hysteresis synchronous motors, optional 14 -inch reel capability, low -

CALIFORNIA
AUDIO SERVICES CO.

noise electronics, special coated
pinch rollers, illuminated pushbuttons and programmable automated
remote control.
Special features: patented AuToSense electronic motion sensing;
patented instant change plug -in head
assembly; and 1/4- to 1/2-inch transport
interchangeability.
Price: $5000 (2 -track stereo).
Delivery (ARO): 30 days.

Los Angeles. CA
(213) 749 -3311
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N.

Hollywood, CA

(213) 980 -9891

HOFFMAN VIDEO SYSTEMS
SOUND GENESIS
San Francisco. CA
(415) 285 -8900

FLORIDA
HARRIS AUDIO SYSTEMS
N. Miami, FL
(305)944 -4448

ILLINOIS
ROSCOR CORP.
Morton Grove. IL
966-3010

(3121

MARYLAND

Cíß

Shipped from Stock
ASK FOR OUR CATALOG
OF PRO -AUDIO SPECIALTIES

1233

SYSTEMS.

AuTo -Tee -S series

Jacks, Plugs
Patch Cords

Poly

WHERE TO FIND
SONY WIRELESS

Video Research Corp.
6985 Garden Road
Riviera Beach, FL 33404

Bethesda. MD
(301) 530-9580

VRC Mark Twenty logging system

(301) 585 -1118

TECHNIARTS
Silver Springs. MD

MASSACHUSETTS
CRAMER VIDEO INC.
Needham Heights. MA

Corp. 312/298 -5300

Rand Rd.

PIERCE PHELPS

(617) 449-2100

Des Plaines. IL 60016
,g

MICHIGAN
GENERAL TV NETWORK
Oak Park, MI
(313) 548-2500
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NEVADA
WESTERN MEDIA ENTERPRISES
Las Vegas. NV
(702)

871

-4295

NEW YORK
ALTEL SOUND
New York, NY
(212) 889-9700

CAMERA MART
New York. NY
(212) 757-6977

MARTIN AUDIO VIDEO
New York, NY
(212) 541 -5900

MASQUE SOUND RECORD SHOP
New York, NY
(212) 245-4623

The Mark Twenty is a 20-channel
professional communications logging
system with extraordinary reliability,
computer -style tape handling, direct drive dc servos, digital time indexing,
"fail- safe" detecting and transferring
circuitry; and all- digital remote controls.
The system is recommended
especially for air traffic control and

World Famous Sescom - Ml-Series Transformers

public

for Professional Audio Applications

7

sEsco

systems. However, the system warrants consideration by broadcasters in
cases in which exceptional reliability
and fail -safe operations may be
crucial.
Price: $16,000.
Delivery (ARO) 90 days.

L INC.
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PENNSYLVANIA
PIERCE PHELPS
Philadelphia. PA
(22 15) 874 -7000

VIRGINIA
AVEC ELECTRONICS CORP.
Richmond. VA
(804) 359-6071

WASHINGTON
CUSTOM VIDEO SYSTEMS
Seattle. WA
(206) 365-5400

WISCONSIN
FULL COMPASS INC.
Madison. WI
(608)

271 -1100

SONY.

Sony Corp. of America. 9 West 57th Street.
New York. N.Y. 10019 Sony is a registered trademark
of the Sony Corporation.

CO

1981

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
THE NATION'S #1 NETWORK

TO SOUND LIKE II

The Republican National Convention, the Democratic National Convention, the Winter Olympics-three
of the most important and prestigious media events in the
last four years were all covered by ABC with wireless
microphone systems from Sony.
If you want your station to sound like a leader, take
a tip from the Number One name in broadcasting.
Include a wireless system from the Number One
name in electronics.
1980 Sons

Indusiries. a I) v sk

n

of Sum Corporation of America.

SONY

street. heu York. \.Y. 101119
Som is a registered trademark of the Sim Corporation.
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Beyond the audio proof
By Gary Breed,

consulting engineer,

D. L.

As audio quality improves in the
area of equipment, the techniques of
audio quality must keep pace. The
demands of broadcast management
for the most competitive sound have
also become greater, and a better yardstick must be employed for performance measurements for this reason
too.
When a program director or
manager comes to the chief engineer
with comments or complaints about
the station's audio quality, what performance data can be shown to them
that indicates the station's true performance? What data does the chief
engineer have available to show the
station's true performance? To the
greatest extent, the final analysis of a
station's performance is done by ear,
but flaws detected by listening must

Markley

&

Associates, Peoria,

IL

be identified so they can be corrected.
Fortunately, nearly every parameter
of audio performance can be
measured in a manner that is not colored by personal taste. As the title of
this article suggests, the annual FCC required proof-of- performance is not
enough information to accomplish
this evaluation.

The FCC audio proof
First, look at those parameters that
are measured during the annual audio
proof. Using an FM stereo proof as an

example, measure the frequency
response and harmonic distortion at
various modulation levels, performed
on both the left and right audio channels, plus measure the FM and AM
noise levels referenced to 100%
modulation. The frequency response

AUC 0).
O-

MODEL C5 MONO $845.00

IC

I

I=?

E=

must fit within the 75µs pre- emphasis
envelope, and the distortion must be
within prescribed limits at the various
frequencies.
The required technique is to introduce the audio test signals into the
main microphone input; to disable all
gain control and audio processing
functions; to eliminate all equalizers,
reverb units or other signal modifiers;
and to maintain normal levels
throughout the system. The primary
test instruments are the modulation
monitor, audio generator, gain set and
distortion analyzer. Also part of the
proof is the requirement that test
equipment roll off frequencies greater
than 30kHz, and the use of sine waves,
applied in single frequencies between
50 and 15,000 Hz. Although not
specifically required in the proof,

STEREO $1640.00

r

SOLID STATE CONVERSION AMPLIFIER

J

For

AMPEX

300,350,351 and 354 Recorders

United Research Laboratory Corp.

681

FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10022

(212) 751 -4663
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WLNE and Logitek

'

Viewers in three states rely on WLNE,
New Bedford /Providence for their news.
So when WLNE needed a studio console
they could rely on, they chose Logitek's
Custom Audio Series. It's modular
design gave them exactly what they
needed, including a custom intercom
for studios in two different states.
And they know they can rely on
Logitek factory backup, too!
Now available with built -in distribution amp!
Call us COLLECT at 713- 782 -4592 and we'll tell you more!

ogitek

66

-A Winning Combination!

Electronic Systems, Inc. 3320 BERING DRIVE, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057

In New England, Call Herb Holzberg at 201- 256 -0 -155.

Broadcast Engineering
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AUDIO APPLICATIONS
CONSOLES
KITS d WIRED

AMPLIFIERS
MIC., EQ,ACN,LINE
TAPE, DISC, POWER

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO, TAPE BIAS
POWER SUPPLIES

P
OPAM
I.;Uiti

1033 N. SYCAMORE AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90038
(213) 934 -3566
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American

Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

EYE OPENER

Just when everyone had their eyes wide open to the
14 -2RHA featuring plug -in circuit boards f 4' easy
outstanding line of Ikegami broadcast and production
maintenance.
color cameras. Ikegami introduced its color and B &W
The High Performance Series 8 Color Mori sors are
monitor line, engineered with the same innovative available in the 14" TM14 -8RC, 20" TM20-8R nd 25"
technology as its cameras. A great tradition of eye - TM25 -8. The Series 8 monitors offer high quali y color
opening continues with precision, quality and beautireproduction, a Shadow MaEk Dot Matrix CR
ulse
ful images.
Cross Circuit, Active Convergence Circuit, lc .. er
The Ikegami color monitor line conconsumption, and more.
sists of the High Resolution Series RH
The B &W Monitors are engineered to th same
Color Monitors and the High Performexacting Ikegam stanance Series 8 Color Monitors. The High
dards and are aval ble in
Resolution Series RH Color Monitors
Tr ple 5 ", Dual 9'', 5 ", 9 ",
are available in the 14" TM 14 -2RHA and
12', 17" and 20" siz s.
the 20" TM 20 -8RH. Both
Ikegami's Eye -0 eners
provide precision color reare available at most
production at 600 plu
dealers. For deta is and
lines for professional st
acditional infor ation,
dios. control rooms, reccntact: Ikegam Elecmote vans. etc.. and featrcnics (USA) Inc., 3 Brook
_
ture a high resolution CRT
Ave., Maywood, NJ 07607,
with High Density Dot Ma(201) 368 -9171; West Coast:
trix. a switchable comb fil19 -64 Van Ness Av-., Torter in the decoder. and the
(213)
r an ce, CA 90501
AFPC (Automatic Fre°
323 -2814; Southwe.t: 330
quency Phase Control)
North Belt East, Su te 228,
system to maintain excepHouston, TX 7703", (713)
Video Products buiIt to Ideal Standards
tional color reproduction.
445 -0100; Southea.t: 522
Both models are rack
Sc. Lee St., Americ s. GA
mountable, with the TM
31'09. (912) 924 -006
'

.

-

Ikegami
(491 on

'

P
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Audio proof
stereo separation is usually checked to
assure that the minimum 29.7dB is being achieved, and main and crosstalk
is checked for compliance with the
40dB standard.

Having successfully completed
these measurements, a station has
passed its proof and is guaranteed to
sound just great, right? Maybe.
What's missing?
Although the audio proof is a good

place to start in evaluating audio performance, it only begins to scratch the
surface of really proving performance. What about those frequencies
between the test points? What happens when more than one frequency
is present? Does the station broadcast
only sine waves? What about cart
machines and turntables? What does
the limiter do to the audio when it is
switched back on?
And the list goes on. Where is the

The New
FM Performance Leader
Broadcast Electronics' FX -30 Exciter.

-

With almost 50 already in use
Broadcast Electronics' new FM Exciter
the F X -30 provides superior on air performance.

-

For the Purist, Purest Sound.

Set It and Forget It.

The FX -30 has the lowest distortion,
with THD and IMD less than 0.08 %.
And, it's the first exciter to specify
Transient Intermodulation Distortion
(TIM) at less than 0.1 %.

Automatic control circuits eliminate
adjustments after initial setup.
Exciter output is automatically stabilized
and fully protected. Set it and forget it.

Loud, yet Quiet.
The FX-30 is loud and sparkling clean
with your programming, yet it's the quietest
exciter of all, with a typical S/N ratio
of 78 dB.

Broadband and Synthesized.

The Perfect Retrofit.
RF power output is adjustable up to
30 watts. The FX -30 will improve the

performance of any transmitter and will fit
directly in place of your present exciter.

Styling Elegance.
Elegant in styling as well as in
performance, the new look in FM is the
elegant look of the FX -30.

Advanced dual speed phase locked
loop puts more than 2000 channels
at your fingertips.

For more information on the FX -30 Exciter
and BE's exciting new FM transmitters,
call or write Joe Engle at: 2) 7- 224 -9600

a

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

FIIIIIWflvcompany
4100

N

24th STREET.

P O

BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62301, TELEX 25 -0142
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starting point in the search for real
proof of audio performance?

Individual components
The place to start in the pursuit of
quality is with each piece of equipment, checked out individually.
Check the transmitter thoroughly,
with test signals applied directly to
the input.
Check every turntable, tape deck,
cart machine and every other piece of
program origination equipment.
Check consoles, line amps, distribution amplifiers, switching equipment
and all other program mixing and
distribution equipment.
Check every piece of audio processing equipment in the shop before it is
put on -line.
Check all grounding, wiring, patch
panels and all other passive devices.
These are often overlooked and can be
a source of hard -to -find trouble.
Finally, put the system together
piece by piece, working backward
from the transmitter. Check the
system performance at each step, adding another piece in the chain until
the entire chain is complete.
Last, check the system using every
possible signal path, from each input
to each output to be sure all interconnections are free of audio noise. This
outlines the general procedure to
systematically develop a clean audio
system, but the actual techniques and
measurements haven't been covered.

Measurement techniques
Many checks can be made beyond
the audio proof without additional
financial investment. In this category
are the following:
1. Noise and crosstalk measurements.
Noise and crosstalk should be
measured and maintained at or below
-60dB, using all possible combinations
of inputs and outputs. In other words,
be sure that each piece of equipment
is quiet enough to contribute little to
the total noise so that combining two
or more sources does not raise the
noise 1-evel to contribute to audible
degradation. (Tape hiss, room noises
and disc noise are not included
because there is little control over
them.) Also, be sure that crosstalk
from signal paths not on the air do not
add to the noise level. Carry the audio
proof noise measurements beyond the
main microphone channel and program line equipment.
2. Check additional frequencies. In
the measurements, as they are done,
add more test frequencies than those
specified by the audio proof. It is
easy to use only those frequencies
because they are standard and easy to

TEK TM 500 INSTRUMENTS

DESIGNED FOR _
CONFIGURABIL

The quickest distortion measurements
for the most critical applications.
In addition to levet and hi -monic distortion measurem >nts,
the AA 501 measures in ern Ddulation distortion to threesta -diards: SMPTE, DIN and CCI - difference tone. Automaticaty
selected.
The AA 501 and SG 505 ¿ire
both TM 500 Plug -ins that cAn be
installed in any of five mainframes, including rackmourt,
bench and portable. They can
also be separated and still .sed
as a team, even though miles
apart. Or configured wiih o-'er 40
other TM 500 Plug -ins cum ntly
available.
To find out more about the
AA 501 Distortion Analyzer And
SG 505 Oscillator, contac::

The AA 501 Distortion
Analyzer and SG 505
Oscillator measure

harmonic distortion,
level, and iritermodulation distortion.
Automatically.
This pair of TM 500 Plug -ins
makes distortion measurement
truly automatic to save you both
time and money For production
testing, the AA 501's automatic

speed provides substantial labor
reduction with no loss in accuracy. Together, the AA 501 and
SG 505 have the lowest harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD +N) rating in the entire
industry: 0.0025%.
The SG 505 Oscillator outputs a sine wave with the lowest
residual distortion on today's
market (.0008 %). The AA 501
Distortion Anayzer uses digital
processing to lock in an test
signals, set levels and adjust the
notch filter for nulling. All measurements, including dB levels
are precalculated and then displayed on an LED readout.
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Audio proof
remember, but frequency response
"bumps" or frequency- sensitive distortion may not show up unless the
number of frequencies is increased. A
minimum number of extra test frequencies would be two added between proof test points (for example,
50, 65, 85, 100, 200, 300, 400, 650,
800, 1000Hz., etc.). Also add 30 and

20,000Hz points above and below the
proof frequency range. From this additional data, a more complete picture
of audio performance across the entire range of operating frequencies
will emerge. Whatever frequencies are
chosen, be sure enough are included
in your tests to satisfy you that the
whole spectrum has been covered
with accuracy.
3. Headroom measurements. Every
audio input to output path should
have virtually no degradation in performance when operated at a level

10dB
higher than normal.
Microphone inputs and other devices
handling primarily speech should
have 15 to 20dB of headroom. Program peaks are not indicated accurately by a VU meter, and test
signals are usually sine waves. These
two factors make good headroom per-

formance mandatory for high -quality
audio performance. Microphones
should be checked for mechanical
headroom; that is, overload from
sound pressure levels generated by
the loudest disc jockey. Phono
preamps are often headroom problem
spots, as are cartridges /styli. Test
records usually have over -deviated
test bands on them to evaluate turntable systems under such conditions.
4. Dynamic response of audio processing equipment. Although single -tone
testing of audio processing equipment
is far less than the ideal method, it will
tell whether there are any gross errors
in the processing functions and will
indicate the distortion that may be introduced under various levels of processing. Check the linearity (or pre emphasis accuracy) of frequency
response of the AGC or limiting action. Compression slope, gating
threshold and added distortion should
be close at all frequencies, except in
multiband AGC units where each

band

should

have

uniform

characteristics within its passband.
Also treat these units as "black boxes"
and learn their behavior. Look closely
at the frequencies of transition be-

The

Perfect
Companions
VSM -5, the latest in a series of professional test

equipment from Videotek. A television Vectorscope
which provides bright, sharp, easy-to-observe vector
displays on a 5-inch CRT. Available as a separate
unit, or rackmounted ... The Perfect Companion to
our popular TSM -5 Waveform Monitor.

tween each passband, where improper phase response or other non linearity can cause response and
distortion problems. It is also valuable
to know the level of added distortion
at a number of different processing
levels. It is valuable documentation
when the argument of "loud" vs.
"clean" arises, if the measurements are
available to illustrate the tradeoffs.
5. Stereo phase measurement. Phasing can be checked with a simple X -Y
display on an oscilloscope. Of course,
both audio channels must have identical phase response or the mono
signal goes downhill fast, along with
stereo performance degradation. Each
piece of equipment should have
uniform phase response in both channels at all frequencies. Even if both
channels have good phase agreement,
subtle changes can occur if low and
high frequencies have much different
phase shifts. For example, the timbre,
or tonal quality of a musical instrument, is a function of fundamental
and harmonic frequencies (overtones).
If the phase relationship between
these components changes, an audible
alteration of the natural timbre can occur.
6. Read and research. Don't take
anyone's word as the last one on audio
quality -study the subject carefully.
Audio quality is achieved with
knowledge derived from every
available source.
Read and research equipment
manuals too. Make sure the transmitter meets all FCC specifications,
especially those necessary for type acceptance but that rarely get checked
out once the transmitter leaves the
manufacturer's test line. Make sure
modulation monitors are working properly, giving accurate test data. Tape
equipment setup and maintenance is
especially critical. Because of its
heavy usage and mechanical nature it
is prone to wear, tear and physical
abuse. Learn the techniques required
to maintain every piece of equipment
at factory -fresh specs.

Sophisticated techniques
If the budget is available and if the

Quality Endures

Videotek, Inc.

125 North York Street. Pottstown. Pennsylvania 19464 t Telephone (215) 327 -2292
9625 North 21st Drive. Phoenix, Arizona 85021 I Telephone (602) 997 -7523
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demand for quality and the time to invest in the additional work is
necessary, there are some techniques
of measurement that can be highly
revealing in terms of equipment performance.
1. Intermodulation (IM) distortion. Of
growing interest among broadcasters,
intermodulation distortion measurements have been around for a long
time. IM distortion measures the products generated by two (high and low)

Designed to

put vibration
and resonance
in their place.

In a prc'essiona qua ity turntable, y4L want musical wibra ions, not
mect -a ca ones. That's why our Professional Audio Jivis cn
presEn:s tl e Techrics R &B Seres EL-015 turntable and EPA-5.30
interchangeabe tonearms. They put vibration and resonaice .vhere
they belonc -cut cf the audible level.
Tf
SL -101E. turn_able system rasa visco- elastic oaset-a
abso -bse cer-el and mechanica v batons instead cf -rans-rlittirg
them The extra heavy platter is damped 3 ways to help carte platter
resonanoeanc acoustic feedback. A high-torque mo-c-prcrices
instant=_ tarts. sndquartz- synthesised pi:ch lock with digital dsplay
precise 'w oontrols speed.
-h=_ ='A -500 2onea-rm system is a series o' 5 irdeperdait,
install). in :eryangEab e titanium nit -ide tonearms that let ya.1
match ihe orrect:onearm mass -_c re correct cartridge cc'rroliance.
The read: is r sic ir'oous, with iraLdible resonance.
The S_ -1Û.5 turntable and EPA -500 bnearms are ava lao = at
select _c
Forme near you, call 800-447-4700 in Ill rois,
800-3a).- &J0i. We challenge you to hear anything bolt the uric.
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Left and right channel audio proof results (90% modulation)
for KBIA, Columbia, MO. These excellent results are
characterized by a smooth fitting of the frequency response to
the FCC 75µs pre- emphasis curve, by outstanding harmonic
distortion measurements and by AM and FM noise
measurements exceeding FCC requirements. Fortunately,
KBIA also has an outstanding quality on the air under actual
operating conditions, because attention is constantly given to
all areas of engineering that affect the audio quality.

frequencies when introduced
simultaneously into a circuit, The
FCC proof misses this important performance measurement, one that can

seriously degrade performance

without ever showing up unless it is
specifically sought out. Because it is a
well -established standard measurement, IM distortion measuring equipment is easily obtain at reasonable
prices.
2. Non-standard waveforms. Testing
with non -standard test waveforms,
Broadcast Engineering
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However, the author has also produced similar, if not better,
audio proof results from stations that do not have good on -air
sound quality, because the FCC proof results do not include
many of the station's features -such as disc and cart
reproducers, or the entire production room, which provide
nearly all of the program material that is broadcast.
An article on KBIA's upgraded facilities appears on page 14
of this issue.

particularly triangle and square

Audio proof
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waves, provides an oscilloscope trace
revealing valuable information about
circuit performance. A triangle wave
with straight -line rise and fall, and
good symmetry indicates good circuit
linearity in both positive and negative going signal conditons. Zero -crossing
errors show up particularly well with
triangle waves. Square waves indicate
high- frequency response by fast rise
times and clean, sharp corners.
Rounded corners and slow or ill defined rise and fall times indicate
deficiencies in high frequency perfor-

mance. "Tilting," or deviation from
horizontal of the flat portion of square
waves, indicates deficient coupling
between audio stages, or poor transient response.
It is easy to compare input and output waveforms of the circuit under
test with a dual -trace scope, and
deviation from perfect reproduction is
readily apparent. Don't expect absolutely perfect reproduction of these
waveforms at frequencies above about
2kHz because some of the harmonic
frequencies contained in these
waveforms will be lost, even in very

M

.,

Eliminate insulators and
"white noise" with touRh,
non-conductive guYs of Kvlar:
Steel guy lines
can create transmission
problems with arcing
at insulators.

Non- conductive
guys with KEVLAR
offer simple

solution.

Antenna guys of non -conductive KEVLAR aramid fiber
need no insulators. This eliminates the arcing that creates
"white noise" signal interferenc e
in conventional steel guys.
Also, because KEVLAR will
not corrode, it resists electromechanical oxidation, chemicals
and salt attack, so guys stay in
service much longer.

Lightweight, corrosion free KEVLAR also cuts riggillig
and maintenance costs.
KEVLAR can match the
strength of steel at only one -fifth
the weight, so riggers can coil
two or three guys over their
shoulder at once, greatly speeding installation.
For more information and a
list of manufacturers of guy lines
of KEVLAR, write: Du Pont, Room
38811, Wilmington, DE 19898.
DuPont registered trademark for its aramid fiber.
DuPont makes KEVLAR, not antenna guys.
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These frequency response curves illustrate the need for more
measurement points than those required by the FCC proof.
The curves are those of a hypothetical system, being checked
from the playback of a cartridge machine to the input of one
channel of a stereo FM transmitter (stereo generator).
Curve 1 shows the result of FCC-proof style measurements.
It shows a smooth curve with frequency response of -1,
+0.4dB maximum, which is an acceptable response for good

quality.
Curve 2 shows the same system, but measured at additional
frequencies between the proof frequencies. At the low end,
continued roll -off below 50Hz is no problem, but a + 1dB
"bump" at 200Hz could begin to add some low frequency "muddiness," which could degrade bass clarity. At the high frequency end, there appear to be some problems, perhaps with the
filters before the stereo generator input. Still, the overall
response is -1, + 1dB from 50- 15000Hz, which is considered in
the "good" category.

Curve 3 shows the result of a swept- frequency test covering
all frequencies. The "bump" is higher than previously indicated, because the center is at 170Hz, which was not used in
the previous curves. It is likely to be a resonance problem in
the playback head of the cart machine, not an uncommon occurrence. At about 2.5kHz, a sharp change occurs from +0.5
to -0.5dB. This is another possible resonance problem, maybe
in a coupling transformer at some point in the system. Finally,
the ripple in the frequencies approaching the filter cutoff frequency is even more pronounced. This system needs attention.
Although this illustration is hypothetical, it was derived
from real -life problems: tape head resonance, transformer winding resonance with external capacitance, and pass -band ripple of stereo generator input filters. It shows, in exaggerated
form, how problems can remain hidden unless analysis of an
audio system is expanded beyond the techniques required by
the FCC proof.

Audio proof
good equipment. Similar to IM distor-

tion, these test waveforms are, in reality, multiple- frequency test signals
containing fundamental and either
even or odd harmonics.
3. Audio sweep testing. Frequency
response measurement using a swept frequency source and a synchronized
74
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oscilloscope display is the logical extension of performance measurement
at a large number of separate frequencies. It provides a rapid checkout and
a visual representation of the frequency response of the device under test.
Because all frequencies are included,
bumps or other quirks in frequency

response will be discovered and can
be dealt with. Sweep testing is
especially valuable in setup of equipment having a specific type of frequency response, such as tape equipment, FM pre- emphasis and deemphasis circuits, as well as checking
for flat response characteristics.

BARCO's new series Master Control)
Monitors:tailored to your needs

CTVM 3 Colour monitors.
In order to satisfy the variety of monitor applications the CTVM 3 series
allows you to choose your colour
monitor corresponding exactly to your
specific wishes regarding screen size,
CRT type, resolution, special facilities,
decoders and mechanical construc-

tion.
- Screen sizes: 37 cm (15 ") or

51

cm

(20 ") screen.

Cathode ray tubes: delta gun shadow
mask CRT or slot mask CRT.
- Resolution (for delta gun): Standard,
semi high or high resolution.
- Versions:
The A version incorporates special
facilities such as pulse cross mode,
notch filter, split screen, RGB
switches, RGBS output, R -Y and B-Y
output.
B version: without special facilities.
- Decoders: with an optional set of
decoder printed circuit boards plugged in, the CTVM 3 accepts composite
NTSC; FAL or SECAM signals (Combfilter or aperture correction optional
on NTSC version).
-

Mechanical construction: conversion
from cabinet to rack, VTR bridge, inwall or ceiling mounting is easily
accomplished without dismantling the
monitor through the optional special
mounting kit.
-

TVM 3 monochrome monitors.
The BARCO professional monochrome monitors are measuring instruments for use in broadcasting,
industrial and educational applications where quality and reliability are
most required.
Facilities to be essential including
colour subcarrier filter, pulse cross,
size switch, remote control, internal/ external sync. offer broadcast- oriented
operating features and controls.

As regards to the CRT a choice is
offered between WA (6500°K lluminant D) and W (9.300 °K) phosphoras.
Screen size and mechanical consiruction can be chosen as with the co our
monitors.

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
SALES CO. (USA)
Gloria Lane, Fairfield, NJ 07003
Phone: (201) 575 -0750
Telex: 133310
14,

Sole representative for Barco Proles sional Video Systems Dep. in the
United States.
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Audio proof
4. Other techniques. The use of an
audio spectrum display together with
a pink noise generator or audio multi burst generator are currently the extremes in sophisticated audio testing.
The single drawback of every
previously mentioned test procedure
is the inability to measure a circuit or
device under true dynamic conditions -the way it operates under program conditions. An audio -frequency
spectrum display is required to look at
all parts of the audio bandwidth
simultaneously. There are two basic
types of equipment. One is a spectrum
analyzer, similar to the more common
RF types, using a swept- frequency
display. The other type has a discrete
number of independent channels,
usually spaced at one -third octave intervals, providing a nearly continuous
look at the spectrum. It is the "total
picture" aspect of these real -time spectrum displays that is the key to advanced analysis. The audio energy
present at all points across the audio
spectrum can be seen at once.
To best simulate the complex audio
of program material, a large number
of frequencies spread across the entire
spectrum must be introduced into the
system under test. A multiburst

signal containing several frequencies
can be used, with simultaneous or
stepped generation of those frequencies. Another method is to use a pink
noise generator, which creates random signals (noise) that, over time,
have an even distribution throughout
the audio spectrum. With either of
these test signals, the aparatus under
test receives energy at all portions of
the spectrum at once, not in discrete
steps or in a sweep. In this manner,
and only in this manner, can equipment accurately be tested that has frequency and amplitude dependent
characteristics -such as FM limiters,

multiband processors and noise
reduction units. These types of equipment can be analyzed in their normal
operating modes to determine their effects on the audio passing through
them. Uniform frequency response
under operating conditions can be
shown, or deficiencies can be seen,
such as an increase in low- and mid frequency energy at high processing
levels (possible IM distortion), or increased high frequency energy at high
processing levels (harmonic distortion

products).
The spectrum display can also be
used for single -tone or IM -type

testing. Harmonic distortion products
can be identified, as can IM products
occurring at frequencies other than
those being applied to the equipment.
An additional feature is that a spectrum display will show the amplitude
and frequency of each distortion product, not just a sum of all the distortion products generated. This can be
extremely valuable when troubleshooting a distortion problem.
RF tests

Although not specifically in the

realm

of

audio

tests

and

measurements, the RF performance of
a transmitting system can severely
limit the ultimate audio quality of that
station. FM exciters and AM
modulators should be at top operational capabilities. Antenna systems
should present the transmitter with a
well-matched load over a sufficiently
broad bandwidth to avoid attenuation
or asymmetry of sidebands, and to
minimize in -band intermodulation
products that can arise in a mismatched condition. AM high frequency and high modulation performance
can be severely degraded by a bad
antenna system, as can FM stereo performance.

Avenue
Port Washington, New York 11050
Tel: (516) 883 -4414
8 Haven

Beaveronics, Inc.

Write or phone for details.

STUDIO PRODUCTION VIDEO SWITCHING SYSTEMS
(Also available in PAL
and PAL -M versions)
FOR SOPHISTICATED FACILITIES
MODEL B1 -156

FOR MODERATE SIZE FACILITIES
MODEL B1 -154

$12,990.00

.e.

$21,795.00
15- input,
6-bus with
two full mix/
eff /key systems

15- input, 4 -bus

mix /eff /key amp with
downstream mix /key amp
Many optional features including DSK Et quad -split, etc.

and dir. pgm and
pre busses: many
options available,
DSK, quad. etc.

ENG Switcher
Model J Et D 705

FOR REMOTE Et SMALL

PRODUCTION
FACILITIES

$7,990.00

MODEL

JEtD712
$7,400.00

Master control switchers AFV
with audio breakaway
Routing switchers with AFV

12- input, 4- output
mix -effects amp with
downstream mixer, includes
downstream preset Et program
busses with cut bar, RGB chroma key

All Beaveronics Switching Equipment Carries a Two Year Warranty
OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE FROM BEAVERONICS

CHECK BEAVERONICS FOR:
Specialized custom switchers
Selected terminal equipment

FAVAG MASTER CLOCK SYSTEMS
Available with accuracy
better than second /yr.
1
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FEATURES:
BUILT IN COLOR BLK AND BKG
SELF CONTAINED SYNC GEN
INDEPENDENT COLOR BLK OUTPUTS TO CAMS
SELF CONTAINED CASE
5 INPUTS INCLUDING BLK AND BKG
32 PATTERN MIX /EFF /KEY WITH POSITIONER
ADDITIONAL SEPARATE MIX BUSSES
PREVIEW FEATURES
FRONT PANEL ANGLE ADJUSTABLE
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brings a new dimensiot
to a hand -held
condenser microphone

ge

This new high technology Shure microphone will c
the way people think of condenser microphones. Th
SM85 is designed especially foron-stage, hand -hIts sound is unique -far more taiored to the specia
of the vocalist: sizzling highs and a shaped mid -rang
superb vocal reproduction, and a gentle bass rollofl
minimizes handling noise and "boominess" associa)
with close -up use. Ultra-low distortion electronics ma
SM85 highly immune to stray hum fields. An integrEl
density foam windscreen provides built-in pop protei,

se.
eds
for
at
d
e the

dual ion.

st
What's more, the SM85 Condenser Microphone
pass the same ruggedness and dependability tests
required of Shure dynamic microphones. As a resol the
SM85 sets a new standard of reliability for hand -hell
condenser microphones.
The SM85 is extremely lightweight, beautifully ba nced
-it feels good, looks good on- sage, on- camera, on our.
RO
Ask your dealer for a demonstration of the new
TECH Sound, or write us (ask for AL664) for full del ils.
!

SM85

reS

The Sound of the Professionals®

o

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave.. Evanston. IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds& Sons Limited
Manutacturersol high fidelity components,
microphones, sound systems End related circuitry.
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Monitoring systems for audio quality evaluation
By Gary Breed,

consulting engineer,

D. L.

In spite of all the tests,
measurements and analyses performed, the last word in broadcast
audio quality evaluation is subjective
listening.

Taste and judgment in
deciding how much and what type
processing, or whether to equalize, is
not a factor that engineering can
measure. However, engineering can
do a lot to assure that the persons
making the final judgment receive an
unbiased and consistent reproduction
of the station's audio as it is being
broadcast. A monitoring system can
be provided that accurately and consistently reproduces what is broadcast.

Establish a standard
The first step in getting the right
monitoring system is to decide on the
type of system. If the program director's home stereo system is to be the
last word, most of this article can be
skipped. The same goes for using the
general manager's car radio. But if a
high -quality, in -house monitoring
system is to be used as a quality standard, read on.
The second necessary standard is a
person or persons who will make the
judgment of quality. The station
management team must decide on a
method of evaluation. It doesn't matter whether it is the program director,
the general manager or the cleaning
lady as long as the decision is final.
Committees should be avoided
because of the difficulty of agreeing
on anything. The nice thing about having a pitched battle over getting
started is that everyone gets involved
and excited about the project, and that
enthusiasm carries over into the
regular work.
After an "Audio Quality Expert" has
been selected, the monitoring system
can be built.
The equipment
The system described here is assumed to be for stereo monitoring. For
AM or monaural monitoring, both

channels

could

be

driven

simultaneously to retain stereo

capability; alternatively, a monaural
monitor or a single channel /speaker
system could be used.
1. The receiver. In most cases, the
station's modulation monitor is the

best choice for receiving and

demodulating the RF signal. Be certain it is functioning at peak performance and has an accurate and clean
78
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Markley Associates. Peoria, IL

audio output to feed the monitoring
system. Send it back to the factory
with orders to "do it right" if there are
doubts about its performance.
There is some merit in using a high quality consumer tuner for reception
and demodulation because it may be
more representative of the equipment
used by the audience. However, be
careful of its performance in a high
RF environment if used at the
transmitter site. Shielding and padded
inputs could be required if the unit is
susceptible to overloading.
When either unit is used at a station
with separate studio and transmitter
sites, be certain there is an outdoor
directional antenna and a clean shot
to the transmitter site to minimize
multipath effects on reception.
2. Amplifiers. At least 30W per channel of power will be needed. Peaks
should reach about 60W, and the unit
should have low harmonic and IM
distortion figures. A unit with impeccable audio quality specs, and typical
broadcast ruggedness and reliability is
required. Don't go cheap. Remember
that quality is the goal, so use quality
to look for it.

Speakers First, match the speaker
with the amplifier power capabilities.
If an inefficient speaker is chosen,
more power than was suggested
earlier is necessary to drive it. Choosing the speaker can be quick and simple, or it can take longer. There are
several recognized "studio monitor"
speakers marketed by major broadcast
equipment houses. The top models of
the better -known manufacturers will
probably do an excellent job. Be sure
to get a model that has the following
features:
Good off -axis high frequency
dispersion to eliminate the need to
listen from an exact spot. (But listen
from the same spot anyway just for
consistency.)
Adjustment of mid -range and
tweeter drive levels.
As flat as possible sound pressure
response from 30 to 20,000 Hz.
Published data should be available to
determine this.
Shop at a professional audio
distributor. Most audio retailers do
not have the expertise in either broadcasting or the recording industry that
is necessary to assist in this choice.
They also sell speakers that may be
more decorative than useful. Selecting
a speaker can be done quickly if
criteria are established, but may take a
3.

while longer if the subject is researched in depth.
4. Equalizers. A graphic equalizer
with one -octave bands would be a

valuable addition to a monitoring
system to eliminate room resonances
or slight speaker deficiencies.
5. Sound Level Meter (SLM). A low to medium -priced SLM will suffice for
the relative measurements suggested.
However, the buyer won't necessarily
know how to use this relatively simple
instrument. Different brands may look
alike but operate differently because
of the type of microphone used for
signal pickup. Make sure the instrument is working correctly. In the

more

expensive instruments,

calibrators are available to assure the
SLM is functioning properly.
The room
A production room would be the

most common location for the
monitoring system because it would
do double duty. Other possibilities are
the program director's or general
manager's offices or a conference
room.
1. Room size. A typical studio of 10 x
12 feet is the minimum required for a

good monitoring system. Small rooms
should be avoided.
2. Acoustics. It might seem that an
anechoic chamber would be required
for a good monitor, but that doesn't
come close to approximating the
average listener's home system. A
good studio will be "dead," but may
have windows, doors, tabletops, etc.,
that provide just a bit of liveliness
from reflections. Paneled walls, tile
floors and formica decks are definitely
to be avoided. Carpet, cork, soft furniture and acoustic ceiling tile are

preferred.
3. Speaker position. Locate the
speakers in the most symmetrical
manner possible with respect to the
shape of the room, the location of
doors, windows and furniture. What
is desired is uniform performance
from both speakers. They need to be
mounted in the same manner: attached to the wall (avoid this; it adds bass),
suspended in mid -air at equal
distances from walls, ceilings or other
objects, or mounted on pedestals with
equal spacing. Arrange them so onaxis listening can be done from a convenient point in the room. The goal is
to have identical reflection
characteristics from each of the
speakers.

Assignment

T

Canon J13 x9B IE plus Canon J25x11.5B IE and your ca

ra

Two assignn -nts, one location_ For
example, get great acticn s-hots of a footbal
game and also get player interviews at
half -time. You car do it Wilt one carerama-t
and one camera -1 ke the ratne shown hae -vith
Canon's amazing E.FP lerses. Here's how_
Mount our J25 x 11 5E IE on a t-ipod a-

angle
III.

your principal location. 's 2/3" sys-em was
designed specifically to,rvork with EpG
cameras, yet this ens p-ofdes a 25tó zcom
ratio, power zoorr and facts, automatic, irisand
the image quality r1oL'd axpect from a Cancn
broadcast lens. A iother c-uice is t-t Canon
J20 x 8.5B IE, witi a 20 to-1 zoom ratio. (Both
these lenses have built-in extenders. too!) With
your ENG camera attacied, you've 3o 'ull
capability.
Detach your mr>aera 'nom the
fixed lens, mount -he 'ancus
I

Canon J13 x 9B IE Eno head for the locker room!
Yo _I've got a 13X, f1.6 lens now
ani can move about freest
fo- your interview shots
The J13x9BIEisunsurpassed as an EN3
lens, with Cable Drive
and auto iris capabilities

plus built -in extenders and auxiliary wiz
and telephoto accessories available as
Electronic Field Producticn is a real
practical reality because you don't have
two crews or even two cameras to a
location if all yot. really need 'sane EN 3
camera and two Canon lenses, And, co
notwithstanding. sometimes you just o0
enough cameras to go around. Selectit
right combrnatio] of Canon lenses cot_ d
actually double tie utility of the ENG c
you already owr_ And that's scmething
your accountant can appreciate!
Find cut mere. Use the ccupon or
your letterhead hr the facts or the Caro
11.5B IE and J20 x 8.5B IE lenses, as w
our popular J13 9B IE. We'll also be ha
arrange a practical demonstration for To
very practical demonstration!
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Monitoring

Monitor selection tips
The studio audio should be
monitored with a high quality

SPACE (ANECHOICI

Ì..

Listening procedures
There are several principles that
should be adhered to in the subjective
evaluation of audio. First, the listener
should be aware of the components of
what is being heard, not just the
overall impression. For example, to
correct a problem of high frequency
response, the listener should hear
deficiency in cymbals, bells, voice

up listening tests and in arranging a

studio.
Monitor suppliers will gladly supply performance data on professional
monitors. Here, three curves illustrate the performance of Electro-

-

speaker system preferably a professional grade audio monitor with

closely matched performance
curves. Because there is no such
thing as a perfect sound reproduc-

Voice Sentry

tion system, selected monitor
specifications and performance

ERIN
,.

90

11111.,

80
'h SPACE

- WHOLE
70
d s

d

ssassq

N

professional

100

monitors. These speakers have been
engineered with the broadcast /recording studio engineer in mind. Particular attention was given to high efficiency and extended low frequency
response, high power capacity
across the entire frequency range,
uniform frequency response and
dispersion, and compact packaging.
Similar data will be available from
other professional monitor sources.
Regardless of the system selected,
monitor specs should be studied
thoroughly before conducting listening tests and before making the
studio design final.

curves should be studied in setting

SPL
IN dB

4. Set -up procedures. Start with all
amplifier, equalizer and speaker adjustments set for flat frequency
response. Next, use single tones and a
sound level meter to look for any
unusual resonances and to get a picture of the actual frequency response
of the system in this configuration.
Adjust the speaker controls or the
equalizer to achieve the smoothest
response across the audio spectrum.
At this point be sure to use identical
adjustments for each speaker or audio
channel. If the two speakers exhibit
vastly different characteristics with
identical inputs, see what can be done
to arrange them better in the room. If
it is impossible to achieve equal
response, it is permissible to equalize
each speaker differently, but be certain of the results.
In addition to the above procedure,
the final set -up should be done with
several unprocessed audio sources
such as records, music service tapes
or top -notch ad agency tapes, and
with equalization adjusted to provide
the tonal balance desired by the
"Audio Quality Expert" who is the
final judge. Once the system is set up
to the "expert's" specific taste, the station's broadcast audio is ready for
evaluation. Remember, no changes
should be made in the set -up once it is
completed, or the consistency will be

A
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sibilants and brass instrument

"brightness," not just report that the
sound isn't "crisp." The listener should
be able to detect the additional distortion products of an intermodulation
problem as a "busy" or "fuzzy" sound
with a loss of transparency, or the
ability to pick up every detail of the
audio. Practice on unprocessed
material that is known to be clean will
sharpen the listening skill of the house
"expert."
Communication between the listening expert and the engineering staff
should be established early. Each person needs to learn what technical
aspect of the audio is referred to in
each other's own language. Learn to
relate "boom" and "bassy" with low
frequency response, and "crisp" and
"bright" with high frequency response.
Agreement on terminology is
necessary so listeners can com-

Apple* on

the air

with BDL elec. full N.T.S.C. Converter with Gen Lock oper ion.
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Technical specifications of the Apple* with Converter
Color Sub 3.579545 MHZ
H. Freq.: 15,734 HZ
V. Freq.: 59.9 HZ
Rise time: 150 Nano second
:

Technical specifications of the Apple* without Co

Burst: 9 cycles
Breezeway: 500 nS
H. Sync 4.8 us
Video: 525 lines interlaced

Color Sub. 3.579556 MHZ
H. Freq.: 15,700 HZ
V. Freq.: 60 HZ
Rise time: 10 Nano second

:

rter

Burst: 14 cycles
Breezeway: No Breezewa
H. Sync 7.8 us
Video: Non interlaced
:

The converter process all horizontal and vertical impulses to give you a signal with 2 interlaced fields,, and horizontal syn of 4.8 Hs
with a (9) nine cycles burst flag place on the back porch at 500 nS of the horizontal sync trailing edge. The rise time a been corrected to 150 nS.

With BDL elec. FULL N.T.S.C. CONVERTER you don't need (6) six drives to lock the apple* on your studio master syn
one composite video is sufficiant.

Only (1)

.

The converter provide chroma phase adjustment (360 °) and horizontal timing adjustment (adjustable in 70 nano sec nd increment) with control mounted on the PC board.

Video output is match to 75 ohms on a BNC standard connector. The converter goes into slot number 7 of the peripher Iconnec
tors of apple* and comes with all you need including instructions and connectors. (about 15 minutes for installation
This product is fully guarantee from deflects in material and wormanship for

a

period of 90 days.

For more informations contact your nearest apple* dealer or call Jean De La Salle, sales manager:

1151

1

464 -1655.

P.O. Box 43, Beloeil, Quebec, Canada J3G 4S8
"

APPLE IS A TRADE MARK FROM APPLE COMPUTER INC.
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Monitoring
municate during the tests.
The last important principle is the
A -B comparison. When a change is being evaluated in the audio signal, the
most reliable test is a rapid comparison between existing and proposed sound quality. It may take some doing, technically, to set up for such a
procedure, but it is worth it. It can
also be valuable to compare processed
and unprocessed audio to see the effects of the processing on the
transparency or frequency response
of the audio. In all cases, the single
most important thing is balance in
levels. Because loudness is usually
one of the criteria in broadcast audio
evaluation, be sure that level between
the A and B sources does not change.
An oscilloscope should be used to
assure that peaks are kept constant
between the two sources. In unprocessed to processed comparisons,
it is even more important to know the
change in peak and average levels, to
evaluate loudness as well as reproduction accuracy.
Secondary monitor systems
It is always valuable to have a se-

cond opinion to provide check and
balance. In the area of audio evalua-

tion, there are two alternate methods
of evaluation, but these should be
used only to verify the accuracy of the
evaluation with the standard monitor
system.
One method uses another person as
a second "expert." This second opinion allows the original "expert" to
rethink an analysis and either reinforce or re- evaluate the judgment.
The second method uses an alternate monitor system. Depending on
the target audience, it is wise to use
another system as a second source of
data on quality. This may be an
automobile sound system, a home
stereo system, the listening room of a
local hi -fi shop or a representative
portable or table radio. Again, use
them only as a secondary source of
data with your house standard, but do
use them.
Lastly, and most carefully, use comparison with other stations as information regarding quality. These comparisons shouldn't be relied on too
heavily because they tend to encourage judgments that are not made
on sound audio principles, but rather
in the emotional spirit of competition.
The proper use of competitive comparisons is through audience feedback
or over a period of time. Do not make

any quick decisions regarding quality
based on a direct comparison with a
competitor. Establish the station's
goals, based on the factors of audience, program material and the
taste and judgment of the staff, and
stick with them until the goals are
reached. Then, and only then, will
competitive listening provide useful
input for possible changes.

Final notes
accurate and consistent
monitoring system that will allow proper evaluation of a station's audio. It is
the use of a designated single "expert"
that will allow consistent judgment of
progress toward established goals. It
is the use of a second opinion in those
judgments, either another person, or
another audio monitoring system, that
will confirm the judgment that has
been made.
If the goal is to sound "pretty good,"
ignore these tips. If a station is corn mitted to providing the best possible
quality to its audience, it needs to use
the proper techniques to evaluate that
quality, and the monitoring system is
the most important piece of equipment that is used for subjective
evaluation. Be sure it is the best possiIt is an

ble.

STL Offers The Most

Complete 5election

memo to advertisers...

Of Test Tapes

Available Anywhere
STL can serve all your needs with precision
test tapes for frequency alignment, level set,
azimuth set, flutter & speed tests, sweep
frequency tests and pink noise analysis. Also

available is the Standard Tape Manual
Magnetic Tape Reproducer Calibrator.

&
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Phone for fast delivery or free catalog
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HAYWARD. CALIFORNIA 94545
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913/888 -4664

STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, INC.
26120 EDEN LANDING ROAD

MAY BROADCAST ENGINEERING will be
analyzed for advertising readership and
recognition by AD -Q, a division of Harvey
Research Organization. We offer this
sophisticated analysis as a free service to
you. Measure your market impact. Advertising reservations for this analysis issue
must be made by April. Call your BROADCAST ENGINEERING advertising sales
representative TODAY
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1710A

either dBm or watts; push a button and
reject hum and high frequency nois. with
built -in 18dB /octave filters (30kHz
80kIlz and 400Hz(.
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THREE GREAT WAYS
TO CLEAN UP
YOUR
ACT.
The
Sound T,AnoleB

Introducing three fast, accurate and
easy -to -use Distortion Measurement Test
Systems. All three deliver precise information for the audio professional. All
three offer a multitude of features that
make them indispensable tools for the
engineer /technician.
Every system in the 1700 Series combines
a flexible, ultra -low distortion sine -wave
signal generator, a high resolution
automatic-measuring THD analyzer,
optional IMD analyzer and an accurate
A.C. level meter in one instrument. Not only
will a 1700 analyzer clean up your act, it'll
clean up your bench too.

,]00 Series

THE FEATURES
Fully automatic nulling circuitry that
measures distortion as low as.0009Ç .
In less than five seconds.
A simultaneously tuned, balanced and
floating oscillator that's capable of 10Hz to
110kHz. With three digit pushbutton
frequency selection that's both repeatable
and fast. And, adjustable from -90 to
+26dBm with three precision attenuators in
10dB, 1dB and .1dB steps (with ± 1dB
vernier(.
You can measure signal -to -noise ratios
with a 100dB dynamic range; floating
sources from 30pV to 300 V; power in
Circle (61) on Reply Card
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For most applications, the 1700E v. ll
do a big job for very few dollars. Wit the
1701A you get ultra -low residual dïíst ttion
spec's, higher output level and integr d,
selectable meter detection circuits. I oth
models are great for R and D, engineering
maintenance or Q.C. The 1710A was r aecifically designed for the broadcast and recording industry. It's the only distortion analyzer
available with balanced and floating ,utputs
and RFI shielding.
The 1700 Series Distortion Measurement
Test Systems. Fully guaranteed for t 44)
years, parts and labor.
They're designed to be three great ways to
clean up anyone's act.

i

s SOUND

TECHNOLOGY

1400 Dell Avenue, Campbell, CA 95048
(408) 378-6540 Telex: 357445

- --I

Please send me more information on hoa the
Sound Technology 1700 Series can help ne
clean up my act.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

ZIP

i

STATE
PHONE

S SOUND

TECHNOLOGY
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REPLACEMENT TRANSFORMERS
GATES, COLLINS, RCA, CCA

The 25th anniversary
of the VTR

PLATE TRANSFORMERS
COLLINS 20V
COLLINS 20V -1, 20V -2, 20V -3
CCA FM -4000E
GATES BC1E, BC1F ...
...

$650
$450
$650
$450
$400
$400
$400
$1050
$375
$200

GATESBC1G,BC1H
GATES BCIJ
GATES BC1T
GATES BC5P

3

GATES BC500T
GATES FM -250

GATES
RCA
RCA
RCA
RCA

FMIB

Phase

..

...

..

....$450

...

BTA1G, BTAIH

$450
$400
$750
$1500

BTA1R, BTAIS
BTA5G, BTA5H (Main or Teaser)
BTA1OH(Main or Teaser) ..

April 14, 1956
Chicago, IL
National Association of
Radio and Television
Broadcasters (NARTB)

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS
BAUER 707 Series
COLLINS 20V Series.
COLLINS 21E Series
GATES BC1 Series
GATES BC5 Serles
RCA BTAI Series

$550
$550
$1000
$550
$1000
$550

.

Material supplied by Ampex Corp.

MODULATION REACTORS
GATES BC1 Seres, 40 Hy (g 600 MA DC
GATES BC5 Serres 35 Hy g 1.4 AMP DC
10 KW Universal, 20 Hy (d 2.5 AMP DC

$400

$650
$850

FILTER REACTORS
Hy (d 2.5 AMP DC, 10 KV INS
10 KV INS
10 Hy (d 1.OAMP DC, 10 KV INS
10 Hy@ 2.5 AMP DC. 10 KV INS
15 Hy (q 1 0 AMP DC, 10 KV INS

$200
$175
$200
$350
$225

3

5Hy ®1.0 AMP DC,

Many other transformers also available. Cell us for
free quotations. Large stock and fast delivery. 12
Month Guarantee on all Items.

PETER W. DAHL CO., INC.
4007 Fort Blvd., El Paso, Texas 79930
Telephone: (9151566-5365
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Videotape recording is so commonplace it is difficult to believe the
technology astounded TV broadcasters and created a multi -billion
dollar industry just 25 years ago.
But in April 1956, the ability to

broadcast from tape stirred

pandemonium among the viewing audience and revolutionized the TV industry.
The event culminated four years of
work by a 6 -man team at the Ampex
Corporation that would not give up its
dream of recording TV pictures on
magnetic tape. Today, at least 85% of

TV programming is broadcast from

videotape recordings.
The story of how that dream came
true started in 1951 with the arrival of
Charles P. Ginsburg at Ampex.
Ginsburg, now vice president of advanced technology planning, joined
the Redwood City, CA, company for
the express purpose of putting pictures on tape. (Ginsburg's story of the
early development leading up to the
first VTR demonstration will be in the
May issue of BE.)

Historical VTR and Ampex
landmarks
1956 (April 14) Before NARTB
opened, Ampex holds a private
showing of the VR -1000 for CBS
executives.
1956 (November 30) Recording and
coast -to -coast broadcast of
"Douglas Edwards and the
News," a milestone that wins
Ampex an Emmy from the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences.

NEW MODEL CX -1

COAXIAL CABLE STRIPPER

Developed and used by NASA
Prepares cable for connectors in
10 seconds Adjusts for stripping
requirements of all standard co -ax
connectors
Close- tolerance adjustment prevents nicked conductors With removable inserts, accepts cable from .075" to .435" OD.
PRICE $49.50 F.O.B. San Clemente

Specify cable O.D. when ordering

Western Electronic Products Co.
107 Los Molinos, San Clemente, Calif. 92672
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Disbelief, surprise and total acceptance struck the spectators at the Conrad Hilton
Hotel as the Ampex record /playback demonstration proved the- practicality of
videotape recording for television. In the year that followed CBS, NBC and ABC
television adopted videotape for use for delayed program broadcast. Today, more
than 85% of all sports, news, variety and commercial programming is done on
videotape.

The 40-4,a professional
point of view.
Tape recorders are like tools. In the hands of professionals,
they do their best work. And when professionals choose to
use them time and time again, they become tools of the trade.
The TASCAM SERIES 40 -4 recorder/reproducer is a
shining example of a professional recording tool. Look inside.
The transport is the same as our 80 -8 half -inch 8- track.
Designed to handle the heavier half -inch tape, the 40 -4
controls standard quarter -inch tape with remarkable ease.
It's rugged enough to take the constant wind/rewind
process of building multitrack masters.
The switching matrix for record status and monitoring

make overdubs and punch -ins convenient as well as posits
Calibration adjustments are readily accessible, because
professionals constantly maintain their tools in peak operating condition.
The results produced on the 40 -4 (and its 8-track companion, the 80 -8) are a matter of record. Sometimes gold
And results, on demand, for payment is what we think
professional recording is all about.
Check out the details below, then check in at your
authorized TASCAM Dealer. And get the inside story from_
another professional.

The heavy-duty
power supply fea
tures a pro-quaht*
toroidal transfc er.
This assures that
each deck functic :.
will receive its cor -ect
voltages without r ny
fluctuations. Ever if
your 40-4 runs
constantly for
24 hours a day.

The impedence roller
is strictly professional
caliber. Along with the
heavy dynamically -

rr

balanced flywheel, it
guarantees better
tape-head interface.
Therefore, reducing
the possibility of

dropouts during a
critical recording
session.

Thanks to our sm ile
record /playback
head, you'll hear
existing tracks in
sync with full frequency response
while over -dubb .g

Our exclusive
Function Select
initiates TAPE/
SOURCE, PLAYBACK /RECORD

and dbx ENCODE/
DECODE modes
with just one button.
Additionally, FET
circuits (not mechanical relays) enable you
to punch in and
punch out without
pops.
Heavy -duty motors, bearings and brakes assure you
of smooth tape handling
throughout the long hours
of the multitrack

recording process.

e.

at 15 ips.

Individual, removable PC
cards carry the electronics
for record, reproduce and
bias amps. So calibration

Full IC logic and motion sensing circuit lets you
enter play mode quickly
without risking tape spill

or stretch.

or replacement comes
quick and easy. Just swing
down the meter panel for
quick access.

The optional dbx module
(DX -4) gives you a dynarr is
range of over 90dB.
Because it's integrated, :ts
electronics are perfectly
calibrated to match the

recording /reproduce
circuits of the 40-4.

TASCAM
TEAC Professional Products Group

41979

TEAC

Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello. CA 9 640.
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"Frezlzi- Lite"
Portable Camera Lights
Choice of 100w,150w,250w,350w.
Removable dichroic filter.
for video /TV
& film/cine

n
11.

Power

"Fret- Lites"
with " Freni"
Battery Packs.

1959 An Ampex color VTR at a Moscow trade fair is used to record

the celebrated Nixon- Khrushchev "Kitchen Debate."
1964 The VR -2000, a high -band
broadcast VTR that permits improved color and duplication
characteristics is introduced by
Ampex.
1966 Ampex delivers its 500th high band color VTR. The company
also introduces the VR -1200, a
high -band broadcast color and

Hand -held.

monochrome recorder for

Lightstand
or film and video
camera mounting.

medium and small TV stations.
1967 Ampex introduces the HS -100
"instant replay" recorder, the
first high -band color disc recorder for playback of short
program segments in normal,
slow or stop action. First used
by ABC -TV in coverage of the

Made in
U.S.A.

1975

1976

1976

"World Series of Skiing."
1967 Ampex introduces three new
VTRs: VR -3000, the first battery -

For igbrmation i N.J. 20114

Frezzoli
7 Valley St.

60

I

N.CC.2121

powered broadcast recorder
with high -band color recording
capability, and the VR -2000B
and 1200B high -band color

594 -2294

ectronics Inc.
orne, N.J. 07506 USA
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1967

Talk

1968

chip.

1969

Here are some of the actions
your company can take to

prevent the suffering caused
by poor parenting patterns
and child abuse.

1

1970

to stop
the hurt.

We want
We are

Ili

enclosing a
tax -deductible donation
in the name of our
company.
We want to help. Please
call our company and
tell us what you're doing
to stop the hurt of child
abuse in our community.
We will plan a day for
employees' children to
visit our place of work
to learn what we do
and why.

1970

1972

1974

prevent Child abuse.
4*.

L
86

...U.rM[ 211114
Yafwnel Go

60690

flee for Aevannon of Chid Abuse
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1978

VTRs.
1967 Ampex

second
Emmy for the development of
high -band recording.
The 1000th high -band VTR
manufactured by Ampex is delivered to WCIA-TV, Champaign, IL.
More than $6 million worth of
Ampex equipment is used to
record the 1968 Winter Olympics in Grenoble and the Summer Olympics in Mexico City.
Ampex introduces a "third
generation" broadcast VTR, the
AVR-1. Today, the AVR -1 is as
widely used as were its predecessors, the VR -1000 and the
VR -2000 series.
Ampex receives a' citation from
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences for development of
"instant replay" color disc recorders.
The ACR -25, an automatic
videocassette recorder, is marketed by Ampex for use in programming of short segments for
TV stations.
The 20th Summer Olympiad in
Munich is broadcast by major
TV networks throughout the
world to more than one billion
viewers using more than $10
million in Ampex videotape,
disc and audio recorders.
Ampex introduces the AVR-2,
the first modular quadruplex
recorder /reproducer for broadcasters. The studio console verreceives

its

1978

1979

1979

1980

1980

sion of the system weighs approximately 600 pounds and
uses 1/3 to 1/2 the operation space
required by existing quad recorders. It becomes the most
successful quad recorder in
Ampex history.
The company delivers the 200th
ACR -25 automatic cassette recorder to WAVE -TV, Louisville,
KY, and the 500th AVR -2 to
Australia TV station Ten -10.
Ampex equipment worth more
than $14 million is used to
broadcast the Winter Olympic
Games from Innsbruck, Austria,
and the Summer Games from
Montreal.
Ampex starts the helical VTR
revolution with introduction of
VPR-1 with automatic scan
tracking (AST) and with a portable model, the VPR -10. Designed for professional broadcast, CCTV and post- production users, the VPR -1 with AST
provides broadcast -quality slow
motion and still -frame playback.
The VPR -2 and its portable
companion, the VPR -20, are introduced in the new Type "C"
format. They retain the exclusive features of the VPR -1
and the VPR -10.
Ampex signs add -on contracts
with the American Broadcasting Company for 83 VPR -2s,
with an option to purchase up
to 37 more units. The contract
represents the largest number
of VTRs ever sold by Ampex under one agreement.
Ampex receives its third and
fourth Emmys from the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, Hollywood, for the
development of AST technology and from the National
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, New York, for development of the type C format.
Ampex delivers the 1000th
VPR -2 to WBBM -TV, Chicago.
Ampex introduces the VPR -2B,
an enhanced version of the
VPR -2 that incorporates several
new features, including reverse
slow motion.

Datacommunications, Paris,
takes delivery of the 2000th
VPR -2.

1981 McDonnell -Douglas, St. Louis,

takes delivery of the 3000th
VPR-2 (the 4000th system from
the VPR Series).
1981 April (14 -15) Ampex celebrates
the 25th anniversary of the VTR
industry.

The Sachtler 7 +7 fluid head:
Internally adjustable
for neutral counterbalance
with long and short
lenses and with various
cameras. Seven distinct and
repeatable fluid drag
settings for pans and tilts.
Part of a system of modern
claw -ball fluid heads and tripods,
and intelligent accessories.

The

7 +7

fluid head
as seen

here weighs

5

lb.

That's with the No.

141/2

oz.

camera
platform, without the quick -release
plate, pan -handle or claw -ball tie down knob. With those, it weighs
6 lb. 14 oz., including the standard equipment Sachtler claw -ball base.
More 7 +7 specs.:
Capacity:

1

up to 33 lbs.
Height (including claw -ball
83/4 ins.
tie -down shaft at bottom):
71/2 ins.
Height (less shaft):
43/8 ins.
Width (as shown here):
Length (as shown here);
47/8 ins.
Choice of 3 camera platforms;
1. Single handle (right/left side).
2. Dual handles for television use.
3. Accepts long lens support rods.
All camera platforms use the same
Quick -Release /Quick- Attach Plate.

At left:
16SR with
10 -150mm
zoom lens.
At right:
with 8mm
prime lens.

Different centers of gravity -same position on head
position, release the knob.
to a heavier lens

Changing
shifts the center of gravity

toward the front. So does adding a zoom motor or production mattebox.
With the Sachtler, here's
all you do: Slide the counterbalance knob to one side, se-

lect another pre -set balance
Tilt range:

As you can see, its
around 150 °. By tilting
the head (on its claw
ball) 15° to the front or

back, you get 180 °.

Camera balance restored.
Simple
No sliding platforrr.. No
figuring out which socket to
use. And when you tilt, the
camera stays where you let it,
locked off or not. (That's provided your camera's weight/
CG- height ratio is within the
7+7's range, of course.)
There are independent tilt
and pan locks. And there are
seven numbered settings of
fluid drag for tilts, and seven
settings for pans.
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The 25th
anniversary
of the
videotape

April 15, 1956
Chicago, IL
National Association of
Radio and Television
Broadcasters (NARTB)

Material supplied by Dick Ziff, 3M Company.

1955. The late Brigadier Gen. David Sarnoff dise ays an experimental '/2 -inch
videotape, a forerunner of today's videocassettes developed by 3M. He is standing in
front of a research model RCA Dolor recorder during closed- circuit telecasts from
New York to 3M Headquarters in St. Paul, MN.

Imagine a phone call to 3M's
magnetic tape laboratory at 12:30 p.m.
with the following request: "I need a
videotape tomorrow morning for a
demonstration at the National
Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters (NARTB) convention in
Chicago. Can you get one to me ?"
The caller was William Wetzel, then
general manager of 3M's Magnetic
Tape Division. His request would not
have been difficult today, but that call
was made in April 1956, and the
2 -inch quad videotape had not been
invented.
Twenty hours later, after pooling
results of several magnetic tape projects already in progress in the 3M lab
in St. Paul, MN, including an experimental helical videotape for RCA,
a package was delivered in Chicago.
Inside was an untested, 2- inch -wide

magnetic tape that theoretically

first videotape, the Scotch brand 179. The 2 -inch
tape was about one -half mile long and weighed 22 lbs. a roll.
1956. 3M introduces the world's
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worked for video. The tape was
developed without 3M researchers
even seeing the first Ampex videotape
recorder, the machine to be used at
the 1956 convention demonstration.
So, there was no way to test the tape
ahead of time.
The demonstration on April 15,
1956, began simply and quietly. The
speaker's remarks were recorded on
the "overnight wonder" tape as he
delivered them. Then the speech tape
was immediately played back on the
recorder and the signal fed to a TV

You've just chosen
the ideal DC voltage

to phantom -power
these new ATM electret
microphones.

AT8501

introducing four "universal"
phantom- powered electret
microphones. Designed to work
from external power, internal
regulation automatically handles
any voltage from 9 to 52 VDC
without adapters, switches, or
rewiring. Just plug in and enjoy. With
current drain a mere 0.3 mA at 9 volts
(4 mA at 12 -52V) a 9V battery lasts thousands
of hours, not just the 60 or 70 hours typical of
other mikes.
When your power supply isn't available, or isn't enough,
use ours. The new AT8501 Dual Battery Supply hods two 9V bateries.
One to use, and one in re ,erve. Instant switchover and test LED a iminates
guesswork. And spares are as near as the closest shopping center. Neat!
But convenience and versatility are just two of the advantages of the rew ATM
models. All -new electronics provide plenty of he idroom inside the microphone with
no more than 1% THD even when used in acoustic fields of 141 d3 SPL. Which sets
new standards for clean sound even close-up to big brass oc inside a powerful drurr xi-.
And the sound you hear is wide -range and rnt-sical. P:esence withou: peaks.
Highs to 20,000 Hz but without a raspy "edge." YY despite their esponsiv.:ness.
these new ATM microphones have the "Road Tough" reliability I roved so often on
stage and in the studio.
Before you add another microphone, compara oui sound, our convenience, oar
reliability, and our cost. Write for literature and list of nearby ATM microphone
specialists. Get great sound...right from the start! AUDIO- TECHNICA U S., INC
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224. (216) 6/.6 -2600
®
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Videotape anniversary
monitor. The broadcasters in the audience saw what was later described
as photographic quality pictures.
There was a moment or two of
stunned silence then an outburst of
cheers, stamping feet, whistles and
pandemonium.
A month after the demonstration,
the three major networks placed
orders for the new tape and the video
recorder. And before the year was out,
CBS aired an experimental videotape
telecast of "Douglas Edwards and the
News," and liked the results.
Seldom has a new technology
changed a major American industry
as rapidly. Within 18 months of
videotape's network debut, 100 local
TV stations had installed videotape
recorders. Within five years, approximately 400 stations, serving 90% of
the American viewing public, had
converted to the new medium.
KING -TV, Seattle, was first on the
air with its own videotape system. Sta-

tion management estimated that
videotape cut the cost of recording a
program hour from $88 when using
film to less than $3.
Some early uses of the new
technology included:
May 1958. First nationwide taped
commercial aired (Florist's Telegraph
Delivery Association ad on Edward R.
Murrow's "Person To Person ").
September 1958. L.A. Rams
videotaped game for halftime
analysis.
The early video recorders of the
1950s were cumbersome by today's

standards. They weighed about 900
pounds and employed 160 vacuum
tubes. Then in 1962, RCA announced
the first fully transistorized video
recorder and, a year later, Ampex introduced its first solid -state version.

Motion pictures took several

For the future, the new metal particle tapes now moving into the audio
market hold the promise of improving
the quality of video recording as well,
according to William Madden,
marketing director of 3M's Magnetic
Audio /Video Products Division.
Madden said that the 2 -inch quad
videotape that made its network TV
debut in 1956 used 30 square inches of
tape to record one second of video information. However, today's home
videocassettes record a second of
video information on just 1/3 of a
square inch of tape; a reduction ratio

decades to move out of black -andwhite into the new world of color.
Videotape converted to color just nine
years after its black- and -white introduction.
By the mid- 1960s, the electronic
recording medium had come into
general use for both programming and
commercial production. Emmy of 100:1.
awards went to videotaped TV
The price of video recording also
"specials" in 1965, 1966 and 1967.
has come down dramatically. Early
As the '60s drew to a close, tape and videotape stock sold for about $5 per
recording equipment continued their minute. Today's videocassettes cost
rapid advance. In 1969, the IVC -900 about 5 cents a minute, a reduction of
1 -inch
helical recorder for color 99 %.
broadcasting was introduced. A year
However, some tape price increases
later, 3M introduced Scotch high - are inevitable in the future, Madden
energy helical videotape for improved said, because petroleum derivatives
color recording.
make up about 85% of the raw
New horizons for the videotape in- materials that go into a reel of tape.
dustry opened in 1969 when the Sony
"Nonetheless, the future looks bright
Corporation introduced the first for videotape market growth," said
videocassette recorder that used Madden. "From the growing switch to
3/4 -inch tape.
By the middle of the
tape in TV journalism to the increasdecade, home video recorders using ing use of tape in education and traincassettes with /cinch tape were in- ing to the mastering of entertainment
troduced in the VHS and Beta for- programs for videodiscs and cable
mats. Industry sources report that just networks, the strip of thin plastic
under two million recorders were sold coated with magnetic particles that
by 1980. Tape manufacturers sold we call videotape has advanced a long
millions of blank videocassettes in the way from that electrifying demonstraBeta and VHS formats in the same tion 25 years ago for a convention auperiod.
dience."
1

1959. Mobile Video Tapes, Hollywood, forms first mobile
videotaping company in the United States. It was founded by

three former ABC employees: Jack Meyer, camera operator director; Clair Higgins, first camera operator; and John Allen
Jr, technical supervisor. This view of their van interior shows,
left to right, audio mixer, monitors, scope, and, in the right
center and foreground, racks and console for the VTR.
90
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1958. 3M introduced precision videotape splicer to attach to
front of Ampex VTR, making accurate tape splicing and

editing possible.

HITACHI
SK -91 ENG /EFP
3- Saticon Color Camera
F1.4 Prism Optics

Enhancer and ABO
9.7 Lbs +9 +18 db Gain
Auto White and Black Balance
22 Watts
2 H

Includes 1.5 VF, camera cover,
battery and charger, shoulder
mount, 12:1 -F1.7 9 -108mm lens,
auto iris servo zoom, tripod
adaptor, carrying case, service
manual, camera cable to VTR

HR -100
Portable Type C
1" Helical VTR
Conforms to all SMPTE standards
features Video Confidence Head
Sync Head, Built -in Time Code
Generator, Back Space Editor
Digital Servo System
Includes take -up reel, 1 hour 3M tape,
battery and charger, operation /service
manuals, set of extender cards

Both $59,700
(215) 223 -8200

Includes Delivery, One Year Service, Parts and
Labor 24 Hours a Day, Seven Days a Week.

LERRO

ELECTRICAL CORPORATION
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIVISION
3125 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19132

Ask for Fred Don
or Dick Murphy
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Digital television demonstrated during SMPTE conference
By Bill Rhodes, editorial director

The 15th Annual SMPTE Television
Conference in San Francisco featured

the historic demonstration and

evaluation of digitally processed TV
signal techniques. This event took
place in the new broadcast facilities of
KPIX Channel 5, (Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.).
The impact of these digital experiments will probably serve as a
reference point noting the change in

TV broadcasting technology and the
ultimate transition to the all-digital
studio of the future. It is only coin-

cidental that these valuable experiments occurred 25 years after the
first demonstration of the videotape
recorder.
SMPTE spearheading

digital video
The leadership toward digital video

standardization is increasingly evident in SMPTE activities. In fact, this
effort is dominating other important
SMPTE works as well as the annual
Winter Television Conferences. Last
year in Toronto, "The Digital Decade"
was the theme of the conference and
all other topics and exhibitors were
excluded. At this year's meeting in
San Francisco, the theme was "Production and Post -Production in the
Eighties " -but the digital experiments
at KPIX stole the show.

History made at KPIX
Behind the success of the digital experiments conducted by SMPTE was
a vast coordination effort by SMPTE
committee members, the engineering
talent and skills of major companies
around the world and support by

numerous suppliers.
The successful coordination of
these efforts is testimony to the
management skills of SMPTE's working groups.
Broadcast Engineering joins the
broadcast community in applauding
the efforts of all those who participated in the KPIX demonstrations.

Courtesy SMPTEIPhotographer Donna Foster.Roizen

The digital component encoding demonstrations at KPIX involved a wide array of TV
equipment, as this partial view shows. In the center of the room, the racks house the
Dynair switcher, the VG zone plate generator and various pieces of test equipment.
To the left are the Ampex VTRs in the back the Sony DVRs and in the forefront the
CCU for the RCA TK 47.

aCourtesy SMPTE/Photographer Donna Foster.Roizen

This view from another angle shows additional equipment plus a vast collection of
cable interconnects.
92
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The KPIX experiments
Digital video is recognized as one of
the most important technologies affecting TV program production and
broadcasting. SMPTE, through its
Committee on New Technology, has
established four technical groups on

this subject since 1972.
Although the initial emphasis on
digital video in 1979 was on composite
coding (fully encoded luminance and
chrominance), the interest in component coding (separate luminance and
color difference signals) grew rapidly
because it has the advantages of
higher picture quality, ease of complex signal processing and elimination of subcarrier complications in
editing and other broadcast operations.
The ultimate goal of the SMPTE
digital groups is to contribute to a
worldwide compatible digital code
usable by all broadcasters. Although
current color TV systems are not
amenable to total compatibility, equipment compatibility would yield
simpler, more economical operation.
One advantage would be the capability of a digital VTR to function in both
a 525/60 and 625/50 environment
without modification.
To establish the desirable
parameters for component coding, a
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Profitable Production
starts here!

Entrance

Eastern Ex. nibit Hall
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Profitable production in the
80's requires efficient, cost effective operation...which starts
with cost- effective cameras. And
Philips offers the greatest value
in field and studio cameras
today!
At NAB, Philips will combine
live and taped demonstrations to
focus on:
New products, new features
designed for the 80's.
Demonstrations of production techniques used by some of

the most quality and cost -conscious broadcasters and production companies in the U.S. and
Europe.
How to increase bottom -line

profits without sacrificing
creativity or quality.
Financing for equipment, van
and studio.
It just may be one of the most
profitable half hours you (and
your Chief Financial Officer)
spend at NAB. Don't miss it.

Profitable Production starts here!

PHILIPS
PHILIPS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CORP.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430

(201) 529 -3800

PHILIPS
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SMPTE conference
series of carefully monitored, precise,

technical demonstrations were

organized by the society. The Task
Force on Component Digital Coding
was asked by the Committee on New
Technology to organize these
demonstrations with the assistance of
the other digital groups. The groups
involved, and their chairmen are:
Committee on New Technology
Robert Hopkins
Study Group on Digital Television
Charles Ginsburg
Working Group on Digital
Video Standards
Kenneth Davies
Study Group on Digital TV
Tape Recording
William Connolly
Task Force on Component
Digital Coding
Frank Davidoff
Most of the work was done by the
Working Group on Digital Video Standards.
The two most important parameters
of digital component coding, which
were under scrutiny, were the sampling frequency (rate at which an
analog signal is sampled for conversion to digital format) and the ratio of
the luminance to color difference
components. This is usually expressed
in a 3 -part number, such as 4:2:2, indicating that the luminance is sampled at a rate twice that of each of the
two color difference signals.
The purpose of the KPIX
demonstrations was to examine a

Courtesy SMPTE/Photographer Donna Foster- Roizen

The Sony

experimental

Courtesy SMPTE /Photographer Donna Foster- Roizen

Part of the Sony team that contributed to the development of the experimental DVR
used for the KPIX /SMPTE digital video test posed near their equipment. Kneeling,
left to right, are Hirofumi Yoshida and Masahiko Morizono. Standing, left to right,
are: Yoshitaka Hashimoto, Takeo Eguchi, F. Howard Steele and Arnold Taylor. This
team represents the Japanese, European and US operations of the Sony Corporation
and reflects the worldwide cooperative effort of the Sony resources that made the
DVR project feasible.

SMPTE's Statement On Digital Coding
of Television
(February 9, 1981)
A meeting was held of the chairmen and members of the
SMPTE who are seeking an appropriate digital TV interface

for use within the studio with the Bureau of Technical Committee of the European Broadcasting Union, who have
similar interests.
After exchanging views and considering the technical
aspects, the following statement was made and agreed
upon.
We all recognize the importance of using a digital code
that describes a high quality TV signal. This code must permit the development of digital studio production techniques that are required to produce an effective service in
an economic manner.
We recognize that the worldwide use of the same code is
attractive in principle, facilitates operations, and if an appropriate choice is made, will bring about cost reductions
and encourage worldwide exchange of program and
engineering information.
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DVR and support equipment.

We resolve to promote these ideas with our organization.
We support the draft Recommendation 11 -D -1 contained
within CCIR Studio Program 25A/11, and, in particular, seek

to define the number of samples to be used to describe a
TV line.
We believe the system decision should be based upon
the performance of the quality level represented by a 4:2:2
orthogonally sample system.
The circumstances surrounding the introduction of a
digital code are different in the 625 -line countries and the
525 -line countries, and, as a consequence, the SMPTE sees
advantage in the use of a number of samples per line in the
vicinity of 910. The European Broadcast Union prefers a
lower number. In the interest of reaching an agreement, it is
expected that the EBU would move up to 832 samples per
line, and SMPTE has indicated it will consider to move to a
lower rate in the interest of achieving a worldwide compatible standard.
The differences between these two views are small and
we resolve to urgently consider the problem within our
various organizations, in an attempt to close this gap. Joint
meetings of the SMPTE and the EBU are planned.

Harris' 9100
Facilities Controi5ystem
leads the way to
lower operating expense.
From a complete automatic facilities control
system to basic remote or
local control, the Harris 9100
can be tailored to meet your
specific requirements. This
microcomputer controlled
system provides complete
facilities protection and
maximizes equipment performance.
It's available to monitor
and control multi -site AM,
FM and/or TV operations. It
continuously surveys your
transmission system and

your physical plant and
makes minor adjustments
within normal operating tolerances. It instantaneously
responds to abnormal levels
by making automatic corrections and sounding alarms.
The system assures that
your equipment operates at
legal maximum power and
modulation levels without
violating FCC regulations.
Also, there's no need for

maintaining horizontal
polarization, the 9100
assures the maximum
performance of your transmission system. Learn more
about the Harris 9100.
Contact Harris Corporation,
Broadcast Products Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy,

Illinois 62301,

continuous monitoring by
station personnel.
If you are going CP' or

(217) 222 -8200.
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SMPTE conference

The panel that discussed the digital video component tests
at the SMPTE convention. Participating on the panel were,
left to right: Roland Zavada, Eastman Kodak; Charles A.

Ginsburg, Ampex; Frank Davidoff, consultant; Kenneth B.
Davies, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.; William G. Connolly,
CBS Television; and Stephen D. Kerman, Tektronix.

CHRISTIE

....-0

111111111

Christie - The "Burping" Charger/Battery
System That Does It In 20 Minutes or Less.

Whether you're
shooting a
full- length
documentary or news gathering for the
evening wrap -up, you need a battery/charger
system that's ready when you are. Christie has the
only ni -cad battery pack that's completely
rechargeable in 12 -20 minutes. The REFLEX® 20
Charges and sempiternal battery packs provide
90-97% efficiency, while extending battery life up
to 10 times longer than other ni -cads and 50 times
that of ordinary batteries. That's state -of-the -art
technology backed by Christie's 51 -year reputation
for excellence.
When time is money, keep your cameras rolling
with the REFLEX 20 from Christie.
SINCE 1929

CHRISTIE
ELECTRIC CORP.

20665W Manhattan Place

Torrance, California 90501
(213) 320-0808
TWX 910- 349-6260
(800) 421-2955
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Book on digital video/TV future
The 15th Annual SMPTE Television Conference
presented an outstanding collection of technical papers
under sessions of "Digital Video Recording," "New Camera
Technology," "Digital Techniques," "Future Directions of
Television," and "The All- Digital Studio."
Selected papers from this conference treating the future
of television, with a heavy emphasis on digital technology,
is available from SMPTE. It is titled "Television Technology
in the 80's." The price is $30. A 20% discount is available for
SMPTE members. Contact: SMPTE Books, 862 Scarsdale
Ave., Scarsdale, NY 10583.

Conference planners
The conference chairman was M. Carlos Kennedy,
Ampex Corp., and the papers program chairman was Louis
(Dee) Pourciau, consultant. The conference was under the
supervision of SMPTE Conference Vice President Charles
Ahto, Tape -Film Industries, Inc.; Editorial Vice President
Maurice L. French, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.; and Vice
President for Television Affairs Frederick M. Remley,

University of Michigan.
The program topic chairmen were David Fibush, Ampex
Corp.; Stephen D. Kerman, Tektronix; and Ray M. Swenson,
KTV U -TV.

Conference exhibitors
A 41 -booth equipment exhibit held along with the con-

ference technical sessions involved most of the major companies having equipment related to the conference program. The 23 companies that showed equipment are: ADDA
Corp.; Amperex Electronic Co.; Ampex Corp.; Amtron Corp.;
Cinema Products; CMX /Orrox Corp.; Colorado Video Inc.;
Digital Video Systems; Dolby Laboratories; Fujinon Optical
Inc.; The Grass Valley Group; Grinnel Systems; Harris
Video Systems; 3M Video Products; Merlin Engineering
Works Inc.; MCI /Quantel (Micro Consultants); NEC America
Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division; Sony Corp.; Sound
Genesis; Tele -Cine Inc.; Thomson -CSF Broadcast Inc.;
Toshiba America Inc.; and Vital Industries.

Beyer. We make the Vest
broadcast mics,too. -_
In recording studios, concert halls and theatres worldwide, Beyer is the
premier name in microphones. Loved by performers and respected by engineers.
Now that same Beyer quality is available in a full line of innovative broadcast microphones, to meet every need and solve every problem.
The Beyer MCE 5 is the world's smallest electret condenser and provides
true broadcast -quality audio from a 7 x 23 mm. cylinder weighing just 6.5 grams.
It has wide frequency response, but is immune to most body noises. And you can hide it
almost anywhere and connect it to a cable or a wireless transmitter.
If you can't get the mic near the sound source, try our Beyer MC 717 shotgun. It
has a directional gain of at least 20 dB and a 40 -20K frequency response.
The MC 717 is part of a modular condenser mic system consisting of six
different transducer capsules plus amplifiers and phantom power supplies that
can be perfectly tailored for a wide range of broadcast situations. They're all
ruggedly built to handle ENG as well as studio work and can accept temperatures up to 1600 and 99% humidity.
Other mics include: the M 55 an omni -directional dynamic mic
that is especially suited for reporters and field interviews; the M 69 -a
uni- directional hypercardioid dynamic mic that is perfect for announcers on TV and a studio mic in radio stations; the M 88 -a
uni- directional cardioid dynamic mic with warm and full bass response that is ideal for booth or radio announce. This is easily one
of the best mics in the business with a special suspension that
eliminates transmitted noise if hand held. Our M 201 is
another microphone with excellent vocal characteristics
that is favored by singers and reporters alike.
There are many more mics in the Beyer line, plus
stands, booms, headsets and accessories. Visit
your local Beyer distributor for more information
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BEYER DYNAMIC, INC.
Avenue, Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 935 -8000
In Canada, H. Roy Gray, Ltd.
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SMPTE conference
range of proposed sampling rates
(768, 864, 912 samples per line) and
quality levels (4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:1:1, and
2:1:1) in the contexts of direct display
NTSC compatibility, processibility
and recording, with an eye toward
gathering a factual base for the
establishment of standards for
component -coded digital video. The
results of these demonstrations were
analyzed by the working groups during the convention and an urgent
meeting was scheduled subsequently.
At that time, an effort was made to obtain a consensus within the working
group regarding digital TV coding formats that could be communicated to
the task force.
In addition to the work in the digital
coding field which is being conducted
by the SMPTE, the EBU (European
Broadcasting Union) a major broadcast organization, investigated digital

coding parameters and conducted a
series of demonstrations in January at
the IBA engineering headquarters in
Winchester (UK). These demonstrations were attended by the SMPTE
task force. SMPTE, in recognizing the
worldwide implication of digital
coding, reciprocally invited the EBU
Bureau of the Technical Committee to
observe the February demonstrations
at KPIX.
The task force and SMPTE management met with the EBU Bureau after
the convention. During the meeting,
they discussed the consensus. An
agreement might now be reached on
the fundamental parameters so that a
worldwide compatible code may be
developed by both organizations. The
resultant digital code will influence
TV program production and broadcasting operations for the next 20 to
30 years.

The SMPTE demonstrations represent a massive effort not only by
SMPTE but also by those organizations that contributed heavily by providing equipment, facilities and personnel. These included KPIX and
Walt Nichol, engineering manager,
and his assistant, Merrill Weiss, who
provided the studio space and set -up
assistance.

Other contributions
The direct encoding and decoding
equipment was provided by RCA and
a digital conversion unit was supplied
by the CBS Technology Center. An
NTSC coder /decoder working at 912
samples per line (SPL) came from
Sony, and a similar unit working at
864 SPL was supplied by Digital Video
Systems. The digital VTRs, actually
two transports built with common
electronics, were brought from Japan
by Sony.
The digital experimental equipment
was supported by a wide array of
relatively standard gear that was connected specially to switch RGB, sync
and NTSC signals at a high level of
performance. The RGB recording
equipment consisting of three type C
1 -inch helical machines, operating in

synchronism, were supplied by ABC TV; the two VPR -2 analog NTSC
machines and a time base corrector
came from Ampex Corp.; and a DPS-1
frame store synchronizer was a
Digital Video Systems unit. Dynair
supplied the System 21 switcher and
the distribution amplifiers that routed
the signals between selected points;
and Tektronix 1410 and 1900 test
signal generators provided the proper
base video, sync and test signals.
During the SMPTE luncheon, John Summers, National Association of Broadcasters, described the difficulties of
working with Capitol Hill in getting good
legislation.
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William Connolly, CBS, was just one of
many who addressed speakers with
questions from the convention floor.

TTV -2705 flying spot slide scanner
and a Vidifont character generator to
provide both color images and elec-

The KPIX digital video demonstrations were supported by many organizations. During a special reception honoring all contributors, the SMPTE recognized five sources
for their exceptional contributions. Accepting the awards for their respective
organizations were, left to right: John Rossi, CBS Technology Center; John Lowry,
Digital Video Systems; S. Merrill Weiss, KPIX; Takeo Eguchi, Sony; Yoshitaka
Hashimoto, Sony; (Ken Davies, who presented the awards); and Frank Marlow, RCA.

Weeks before the conference Robert
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tronic graphics, and VG Electronics
supplied its unique 1032 zone plate
generator for special tests. Live color
images were provided from a TK-47
color TV camera supplied by RCA. An
Ultimatt color matte generator came
from VGR Corporation and a B -3373
analog NTSC encoder was provided
by Marconi. The display devices came
from Barco and consisted of high
resolution picture monitors and comb
filter decoders.
The experiment reflects the international role of SMPTE by attracting
delegates from many parts of the
world, who were looking at equipment supplied from Japan, the United
Kingdom, France, Belgium, West Germany and the United States.

Early preparations
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SMPTE conference
Hopkins, chairman, SMPTE Committee on New Technology, issued
special invitations for the digital
demonstrations. Among these were 14
sessions of subjective assessment of
the experiments and 12 sessions for
S.

system presentation (to special
groups, including the press) scheduled. Participating in the subjective
assessments were 102 specialists, most
in one or more sessions (for statistical
reasons), and 450 viewed the systems
presentations, all at KPIX.
During the final technical session, a
panel from SMPTE reviewed the
significance of these experiments for
the conferees and presented a
videotape of the KPIX experiments.
Viewing and observations
The subjective assessment of digital
picture quality produced at KPIX involved two groups of experts. One
group of 90 experts viewed the pictures at distances of four and six times
the picture height. A smaller group of
12 experts viewed the pictures at a
distance of 21/2 times the picture
height. The larger group was divided
into three panels of 30 each.
To avoid eye fatigue, the panels
worked only about 30 minutes each
day, with three panels being tested
morning and afternoon. The volume
of data compiled was fed into a computer for analysis.
About 450 people from major
organizations were invited to the
system presentations. These people
represented interests from around the
world, but the majority of representatives were from 525 -line countries.
Twelve groups were scheduled for
these viewings, with about 30 people
in each group.
The KPIX experiments represent the
first all-digital video studio and the
first public demonstration of digital
video editing and dubbing. Because of
their success, a vast quantity of data
on digital video signal processing and
handling for the all-digital studio was

produced.
The data are not yet available from

the SMPTE working group, but these
are some overall observations:
The excellent quality of the digitally
processed pictures did not show widely varying quality differences. All
combinations of sampling rates and
quality levels appeared acceptable on
first viewing.
The digitally transcoded samples
seemed to enrich the picture's red color content.
The sampling rate appeared to have
a lesser effect on the picture quality
than did the various quality levels.
The 20% horizontal picture expansion capabilities possible with digital
processing was particularly impressive.
In shuttle mode operation, the
VTRs did little to impair the picture
quality, even in forward and reverse
operation at 10 times normal forward
speed. This achievement is particularly important for editing. Normal
replay action was accomplished with
ease and high clarity.
Error correction and error concealment were easily handled, without
dropout streaks.
In multi -generation dubbing, 20th generation copies showed no degradation, indicating that dubbing possibly
could be extending to high numbers.

Meeting the press
The press that attended the system
presentation met with members of

following the KPIX
demonstrations. The purpose was to
review the significance of the test
results and to project their future impact.
Roland Zavada, engineering vice
president, described the standardization efforts being undertaken by
SMPTE and said, "These efforts
transcended all international boundaries."
He praised the support of the many
companies that had contributed talent
to make the experiments a success
and the $21/2 million in KPIX equipment that made them possible.
It was also noted that on the first
SMPTE

trial of the controlled experiments, it
was not easy to discern distinct picture quality differences when the processing was switched among the three
sampling rates and four quality levels.
Ken Davies, chairman of the Working Group on Digital Video, said that
this was the case for the untrained
observer and for some of the early
scenes but that the experts doing the

subjective assessments quickly

mastered those differences and were
soon able to identify the key
parameters without watching the cue
sheets.
Davies also said that an underlying
factor in the experiments and analysis
was an attempt to reach a worldwide
standard in equipment. This would
make costs more reasonable.
The crucial international meetings
are scheduled for 1982, with
preliminary meetings being held in
September 1981 -for which the KPIX
data will be of major importance.
Joseph Flaherty, executive vice
president, alerted the press to the
historic impact of the digital studio
and experiments at KPIX. He also said
that the high definition television being demonstrated on the floor was
highly significant as well. In terms of
a digital standard, he said that it is important that the industry arrive at a
hierarchy based on a thorough assessment of need vs. cost to achieve an acceptable quality for broadcasters at an
affordable price.

Final note
Traditionally, SMPTE carefully
avoids singling out manufacturers for
citations, but it does recognize individual achievements with awards.
In an uncharacteristic move, SMPTE
officers were quick to praise the support of KPIX and the many companies and organizations that made
the digital experiments possible.
SMPTE sponsored a special evening
reception in honor of this support and
gave special awards to CBS
Technology Center, Digital Video
Systems, KPIX, RCA and Sony.

HDTV demonstrated at the SMPTE convention
The digital video experiments at
KPIX were not the only attraction at

the

SMPTE

convention.

A

cooperative effort by CBS and NHK
(the Japanese Broadcasting Corp.)
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moved high- definition television
(HDTV) into high gear.
The NHK /CBS demonstrations were
held in The Borgia Room adjacent to
the main exhibit floor in the St. Fran-

cis Hotel. Between sessions, the room

was packed with viewers.
A high resolution studio camera
was used to pick up still pictures and a
model set-up in a simulated studio environment. The pictures were processed and displayed on high resolu-

tion monitors and by a large 55 -inch
TV screen projection.
Even at close inspection of a few
inches the scanning lines were only
barely discernable on the wide screen
projections or on the high resolution
monitors. Color and picture quality
were outstanding, and the scan lines
from the 1125 -line system were invisible at normal distances for viewing.
The Saturday morning sessions at
the convention were devoted to
"Future Directions for Television,"
High- definition television (HDTV) was
demonstrated at the SMPTE convention
by NHK; CBS was the sponsor. Joseph
Flaherty, left, CBS vice president for
development and engineering, comments on the system during a special

demonstration for film producer /director
Francis Ford Coppola, second from left.
Also attending were M. Joseph Polonsky, second from right, Thomson -CSF,
France, and Takashi Fujio, far right,
NHK Technical Research Laboratories
Tokyo.

The AUDIO

The Borgia Room containing the NHK
high- definition TV demonstrations wa_E

packed between conference sessions.
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SMPTE conference
and three of the four papers scheduled
were devoted to HDTV. M. Joseph
Polonsky of Thomson-CSF, France,
and an early contributor to HDTV
technology, described orientation of
research in HDTV for the '80s. His
paper addressed the question of
systems marketing, bandwidth compression and compatibility of HDTV
with present TV standards. He said
his hypothesis was that professional
HDTV systems would only reach the
quality of 35mm film (1200 -1500 lines,
fully digital) by the end of the
'80s- giving the industry about 10
years to optimize the future standards
of professional and consumer HDTV
systems.
Broder Wedlund, University of
Dortmund, West Germany, addressed
the HDTV system's compatibility with
present standards.
Although today's TV systems do not
offer optimum picture, he said that
improvements in the present system
should precede new standards for
HDTV systems standardization.
Takashi Fujio, NHK Technical
Research Laboratories, Tokyo, and
chief developer for the HDTV system,
described the current status of the
system's development in Japan. This
work has been under way since 1970
to meet the demands of the postindustrial society of the future. His
paper dealt with studies of progress in
picture quality, aspect ratios, signal
standards and broadcast systems.
HDTV equipment, such as a high
resolution camera, a laser telecine for
70mm movie film, a high resolution
CRT with wide aspect ratio, and a color multiplexer and receiver for
satellite transmission, have already
been developed. Transmission tests
have already been carried out via the
Japanese medium -scale broadcast
satellite for experimental purposes.
It is clear that the development of
higher picture quality TV technology
is essential for the future image oriented society, Fujio said. Thus, the
unification and establishment of the
HDTV standards is expected -and
needed.
Following its demonstration at the
SMPTE convention, the HDTV
system was scheduled to be displayed
by CBS and NHK in Washington, DC,
to legislators, the FCC and members
of the press. The combined impact of
exposure at the convention and in
Washington could have far -reaching
consequences -and move up standardization efforts significantly. The appearance of the HDTV system at the

upcoming Montreux conference
could help accelerate adoption of

standards.
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Courtesy of SMPTE/Photographer Donna Foster -Roizen

HDTV pictures produced by the NHK system, displayed both on high resolution
monitors and by wide screen projection, showed remarkable clarity and color.

NHK- proposed standards for an HDTV system
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The Japanese experimental HDTV transmissions in 1978
via satellite on the 12GHz band carried stereo audio as well.
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business
Catalyst Productions
burglarized
Catalyst Productions of Berkeley,
CA, was burglarized recently. The

company

suffered the loss of a
substantial quantity of broadcast
video and audio equipment.
However, Catalyst was still able to
meet the scheduled rental needs of its
production clients and various
deadlines on each of its own commercial and broadcast productions
because of the immediate assistance
of its equipment suppliers.

Datatron reports 2nd
quarter results
Datatron Inc. (OTC) reported an
operating profit of $80,626 on sales of
$1,856,056 for the second quarter,
which ended December 31, 1980.
Herbert M. Perkins, president, said
that results conformed to forecasts,
with increased sales being offset by increased operating costs and expenses
resulting from the development of
new products. He also said that an extraordinary loss of $78,700 was being
reported as a result of the early retirement of a portion of the company's
outstanding debentures. Perkins said
that the retirement of these debentures would have the positive effect of
minimizing the dilution of the company's stock.
BCD adds new broadcast lines
BCD Inc., distributor of professional
audio and video broadcast equipment
on the West Coast, has added
Datatron and Convergence to their extensive lines of broadcast equipment.
BCD has been named exclusive
distributor of Datatron in California,
Arizona and Nevada. The line in-

cludes high performance videotape
editing systems such as the Tempo 76
series and the Vanguard Editing
System.
The company has also become a
distributor for Convergence Corporation, which features the ECS -90
Joystick Video Tape Editing System.

VHF station goes on -air with
RCA transmission system
KCPQ, Channel 13 in Tacoma Seattle, WA., a new commercial VHF
TV station serving the Puget Sound
viewing area, has begun maximum power, circularly polarized TV broadcasts using RCA transmitting systems.
In a complete modernization of its
studio and transmitting facilities, the
station has installed RCA Broadcast
Systems equipment valued at more
than $3 million.
The new transmitting system in104
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cludes a TTG-30/30H, 60kW transmitter and a type TBJ -12 circularly
polarized panel antenna.
The station's transmitter and antenna combine to produce the maximum
authorized 316kW of effective
radiated power. This makes KCPQ -13
the only TV station in the Tacoma Seattle market operating at maximum
power at a maximum allowable antenna height, said Bill Karpisek, KCPQ
director of engineering.

Knight -Ridder orders
RCA videotape equipment
Knight -Ridder Broadcasting Inc.,
which has headquarters in Providence, RI, has ordered RCA
videotape equipment valued at about
$1.6 million to improve technical
facilities at three of its group TV stations.
The equipment on order, manufactured by RCA Broadcast Systems, includes eight TR -800 1 -inch type C
VTRs and three TCR -100A videotape

cartridge machines.
KGO -TV switches to

Sony wireless mics
After extensive testing of major

quality wireless
microphones, ABC -owned and

broadcast

operated KGO -TV has purchased 45
Sony WRT-27/WRR-27 wireless mic
systems.
KGO also purchased 16 more
wireless systems for the station's film
crews. The Sony systems consist of a
tiny lavalier microphone and a
cigarette -pack sized transmitter that is
worn on a belt or concealed in a

pocket.

A

compact receiver is

operated by the sound engineer at the
mixing console or portable video
recorder.
SABC buys Convergence

editing equipment
The South African Broadcasting
Corporation (SABC) has placed an
order for an estimated $500,000 worth
of Convergence videotape editing
equipment. SABC issued a contract
for 11 full ECS -103B videotape editing
systems with time code readers and
other optional equipment for multi source operations.
The sale was coordinated through
Radiokom, the authorized Convergence dealer in South Africa. The
equipment will be used to produce
programs in the Afrikaan languages.
SABC, the only broadcast facility in
South Africa, is government -owned
and currently broadcasts more than
2300 hours per week in 18 different
languages.

Cosmos /Orion reach agreement
Cosmos Broadcasting Corporation
and Orion Broadcasting Inc. have

reached a definitive agreement for the
sale of WFRV -TV in Green Bay, WI,
and its satellite, WJMN -TV, in
Escanaba, MI, to Midwest Radio Television Inc. of Minneapolis.
For Cosmos to purchase Orion, the
two stations must be sold because of
the FCC ownership regulations
limiting the number of stations owned
by one company. An agreement was
reached in June 1980, for the purchase
of all outstanding Orion stock by
Cosmos.
Two other Orion stations, WMT -TV
in Cedar Rapids, IA, and WAVE -AM,
Louisville, KY, are expected to be sold
before completion of the Orion acquisition to comply with the FCC
regulations.

Times Mirror selects Telidon
for videotex trial
The Times Mirror Company has
selected Telidon for a major videotex
field trial in the Los Angeles area.
Telidon Videotex Systems Inc., a
company established by Toronto based Infomart to sell Canadian developed Telidon videotex systems
to the US market, will supply a complete turnkey system under an initial
contract worth more than $1 million.
The field trial is scheduled to start
in late 1981 and will include 200 terminals to be installed in homes in Los
Angeles and Orange counties. The Los
Angeles Times and other publishing
subsidiaries of Times Mirror are expected to be major information providers.
A unique aspect of the Times Mirror
videotex system is that it will operate
simultaneously over both telephone
and 2 -way cable networks. The trial
phase will offer data retrieval as well
as transaction services using a Digital
Equipment Corporation VAX 11/780
host computer.

Hitachi sales up 15%
Hitachi Ltd. and its 40 consolidated
subsidiaries recorded another improvement in its business results in its
first half -year period, which ended
September 30, 1980. Compared with
the same period a year earlier, sales
rose by 15% to $7.8 billion and net income was up by 9% to $286.9 million.
Net

income per American

Depositary Receipt (ADR) representing 40 underlying shares per ADR, increased to $4.35 from $4.02 a year ago.
The increase in sales is attributable
to the shipment of large heavy electrical items, and good advances
registered by semiconductors, electron tubes and other electronic items,
as well as by wire and cable products.
Another factor was an improvement
in overseas sales which, in terms of
contribution to total sales, climbed
from 19% to 23 %.

people

Perfect Levels

Charles E. Anderson, product planner in the
Audio -Video Systems Division of Ampex Corporation,
has been elected president of the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers. He will serve a
two -year term.
Vern Bushway has been appointed senior vice
president /operations of Cinema Products. Bushway
will assume complete responsibility for all aspects of
engineering and manufacturing (including quality
control) for Cinema Products' product line of 16mm
and 35mm motion picture professional camera and
editing equipment and accessories, as well as its
expandipg video equipment line.
Larry Waggoner has been promoted to vice president
of Long -Pride Broadcasting in charge of engineering
and operations. Waggoner's primary responsibilities
will be working on corporate development in the
growth of Long -Pride Broadcasting.
Emerson Ray has joined ADDA as central region
district manager. He can be reached at 9517 Moody
Park Circle, Overland Park, KS 66212; (913) 631 -1500.

Rhonda Wickham, associate editor of Video Systems
magazine for the past year, has been named associate
editor of Broadcast Engineering magazine, effective with
the April issue. Wickham succeeds Joan Jackson, who
has been promoted to Intertec Publishing's Technical
Book Division where she will take a position in the
marketing department.
The Harris Corporation has elected John J. Myers vice
president- corporate development, to be responsible
for coordinating the acquisition of companies or
product lines and the negotiation of joint ventures.

William C. Jones has been named president of
Switchcraft Inc., a subsidiary of Raytheon. Jones
succeeds Raymond J. Dowling, who was recently
named president of Caloric Corp., another Raytheon
company.
Ronald D. Spicer has been named vice president,

administration and corporate planning, at the ADDA
Corporation. He was formerly executive vice president
at the California Commerce Bank.
Jason Farrow has been appointed general manager,
advertising, for the Sony Video Products Company. He
will be responsible for the advertising programs of
Sony Office Products, Professional Audio and Digital
Audio Divisions, in addition to the Broadcast and
Video Communications Divisions of the Sony Video
Products Company.

-

Mike Boyd has been appointed account executive
production sales for General Television Network. His
responsibility will be to help increase the marketing
and sales activities of General Television Network's
videotape production facilities division.

Shure Brothers has announced the appointment of
Donald "Sandy" Schroeder to the newly created
position of marketing manager, loudspeakers, with
responsibilities for planning, developing and marketing
all of Shure loudspeaker products.
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Kelcee Communications Inc
Leitch Video Ltd.
Lerro Electrical Corp.
Logitek Electric Systems

99
59
91

66

MCI, Inc

51 -54

McCurdy Radio Industries
McMartin Industries
Midwest Corp.
Milam Audio
L. Matthew Miller Associates

IFC
61

33 -34
101

Moseley Associates Inc

50

Opamp Labs
Otari Corp.

66

IBC

Panasonic Co.
Phelps Dodge Communications
Co

71
21

Philips Broadcast Equipment
Corp.

93
82
22

Polyline Corp
Potomac Instruments
Rohde & Schwarz Sales Co.

75

USA Inc.
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82
16

30
77
55
23
.56 -57, 64, 65
83

Sitler's Supplies
Skirpan Lighting
Sony Corp. of America
Sound Technology
Standard Tape Laboratory Inc....86
Stanton Magnetics Inc
30
Studer Revox America
13
3M Magnetic Tape
Teac Corp. of America
Tektronix Inc.

85
8 -9, 69

UNR -Rohn

32

Ultra Audio Pixtec
United Research
Laboratory Inc
Utah Scientific Inc.

101

66
47

VIF International
Video Data Systems
Videotek Inc.

28
58
70

Ward Beck Systems Ltd.
Western Electric Products
Co

BC

Wilk Engineering
Will -Burt Co
Winsted Corp.

84
99
48
55

Talk
is

chip.

Here are some of the actions
your company can take to

prevent the suffering caused
by poor parenting patterns
and child abuse.

We want

to stop
the hurt.

are enclosing a
LIWe
tax -deductible donation
in the name of our
company.

We want to help.

Please
call our company and
tell us what you're doing
to stop the hurt of child
abuse in our community.
11) We will plan a day for
employees' children to
visit our place of work
to learn what we do
and why.

L-J
pre

M

Advertising Sales Offices
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Joe Concert,
Phone: (212) 888 -1977
Tom Palmisano,
Phone: (212) 888 -7696
West 58th St.
New York, NY 10019
4

KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI
Jan Winters.
P.O. Box 12901.
Overland Park, KS 66212
Phone: (913) 888-4664
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

41

Telex Communications Inc. ..29, 31

17

Ltd.
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Sescom Inc.
SG L/Waber
Sennheiser Electronic Corp
Shure Brothers Inc.

BROaDCaST
enGmeeRmG

child abuse.

Herb Schiff,

3055 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 630
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Phone: (213) 387 -0639

LONDON, ENGLAND
John Ashcraft & Co.. John Ashcraft.
12 Bear St.
Leicester Square. London. WC2H 7AS
England
Phone: 930 -0525
Telex: 895 -2387

AMSTERDAM. HOLLAND
John Ashcratt & Co.. John J. Lucassen,
Akerdiik 150A. 1171 PV- Badhoevedorp,
Holland
Phone: 0- 2968 -6226
Telex. 11640

TOKYO. JAPAN
International Media Representatives, Ltd.
2 -29, Toranomon 1- chome. Minato -ku
Tokyo 105. Japan
Phone: 502 -0656
NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA

Williamson & Associates. John Williamson,
2 Edmund St.. Norwood, S.A. 5067
Australia
No.

Phone: 42 -7074

Even
employees
who have been
with you
for years
Can still

learn
something
new.

Tèll them about Direct
Deposit. Their Social
Sec..rrity or other
Government checks go
straight to wherever
they have a checking or

savings account. Its never
too late to make life easier
for yourself. And to
know your money's safe
and sound.

DIRECT EFOSIT
á. ra.«,..,g cw.u

liuwd4rwTar

051,

Start at the top -and work your way up

Harris Broadcast Products Division
is rich with career opportunities
Join the leader in Broadcast Sales and Compensation. Harris Broadcast Products Division is
growing rapidly and is seeking dedicated, hardworking professionals who are interested in a longterm career with the leader in Broadcast Technology.
Harris has immediate openings for District Sales
Managers in Radio and Television and is planning
future openings for qualified professionals in both
Sales and Product Marketing.
Positions Available Include:

DISTRICT
SALES MANAGER
-RADIO SALES
Individuals with a BSEE or equivalent work experience related to Broadcast and/or Broadcast Engineering plus having experience as a salesman of
capital goods in the electronics industry, we want
to talk to you!

DISTRICT SALES MANAGER
-TV SALES
All qualifications of the Radio District Sales Manager apply, plus individual must have strong back
ground in TV Broadcast Systems.

PRODUCT MARKETING
MANAGERS
Qualified persons would have a BSEE or equivalent
work experience plus 5-10 years experience directly
related to the sales and marketing of Broadcast Systems. Supervisory management experience a plus_
If you have the appropriate technical or sales experience in broadcast equipment and are interested
in joining the leading Broadcast Supplier, we are
interested in talking to you!
Come see us at the Harris booth at NAB or senc
your resume in confidence to:
Professional Employment
Harris Broadcast Products Division
P.O. Box 4290 Quincy, Illinois 62301

Or) HARRIS

W

COMMUNICATION ANO

INFORMATION PROCESSING
An Equal Opportunity Employer Male and Female

April

1981
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professional
services

American
F

VIR JAMES P.C.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Applications and Field Engineering

&

ASSOCIATES INC.

Computerized Frequency Surveys
4940 E. 39th Ave.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 393 -0468
DENVER, COLORADO 80207

Broadcast Technical Consultants
ANTENNA SYSTEM
SPECIALISTS
6816 Westview Drive
Cleveland, OH 44141

Member AFCCE & NAB

(216) 526 -7187

RALPH

E.

EVANS ASSOCIATES

CONSULTING COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS

Phone

216 N. Green Bay Road
Suite 208
Thlensvllle, WI 53082
(414) 242 -6000
Member AFCCE

MIDWEST ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
6o111l1 [ten c1 Glt

1.11£ERS

6934 A N. UNIVERSITY
PEORIA, ILLINOIS 61614
(309) 692-4233
Member AFCCE

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and Telecommunications

Consultants

2000 N. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
(202) 293 -7742
Lachman, Colligan & Associates
Telecommunications Consultants
Applications -Field Engineering
General Radio Science
Domestic and International
Suite 205
2033 "M" St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 775-0057 or (301) 229 -5577

D. L. MARKLEY
&

Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
206 North Bergan
Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673 -7511

Member AFCCE

datawonid.n:
AM

FM

R.L. HOOVER
11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac, Maryland 20854
301 -983 -0054

Member AFCCE

(202) 296 -4790

CHARLES F. KOCHER, P.E.
Cons;:iting Radio and TV Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Antenna Systems
27235 Berkshire Drive
Southfield. Michigan 456 6
:313) 357 -2304

,dember AFCCE

Broadcast Engineering April 1981

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

TRAINING
ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. Earn
A.S.E.T., then B.S.E.T. Free brochure. Grantham College, 2550 South La Cienega, Los Angeles, California
90034.
2.79-tfn
FIRST PHONE through cassette recorded lessons at
home plus one week seminar in Boston, Philadelphia,
Detroit, Atlanta or Seattle. Our twentieth year
teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson Radio

License Preparation, 1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach,
Calif. 90266. Telephone 213.379 -4461.
8-78-tf

Consulting Telecommunications Engineer

MC°Jl00 ügcLl(Jl1LIU,Q-lYJ@@,
STATION

DESIGN
&
TECHNICAL
SERVICE
EQUIPMENT DESIGN &

SERVICES
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer
Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32506.
7 -71 -tf

CONSTRUCTION

APPRAISALS
MANUFACTURING

402 Tenth Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
(6091 546 -1841

G.A. GILBREATH ASSOCIATES
INCORPORATED
AUDIO /VIDEO BROADCAST
CONSULTANTS
6357 LAWTON AVENUE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89107
(702) 878 -8313

McCLANATHAN 8 ASSOCIATES, INC.
r'urlsulliny Fnylnrrrs
APPLICATIONS & FIELD ENGINEERING
TURNKE / INSTALLATIONS -RADIO & TV
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA DESIGN
P.O. Bon 750
PORTLAND, OREGON 97207
Phone 503/246-8080 Member AFCCE
TWX 910-41504112 /Frontlax

LAWRENCE L. MORTON, E.E.
And Associates
Consulting Telecommunications Engineers
AM, FM, TV and Low -Power TV
Applications and Field Engineering

Computerized Frequency Searches
1747 South Douglass Road, Suite D

Anaheim, California 92806
(714) 634 -1662

classified

TV

Translators /Low -Power TV
Directories
Allocation Studies /Antenna Design
1302 18th St., N.W., Suite 502
Washington, D.C. 20036

108

STEIGER, HURRAY

Heart
Association

Advertising rates in Classified Section are 50 cents
per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied
by cash to insure publication.
Each Initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge, $4.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for for
warding (blind ads), there is an additional charge of
$5.00 per insertion, to cover department number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufacturers
unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer
or distributor.

Kathi Gravenstein,
Classified Production Manager.

-

HELIAX-STYROFLEX. Large stock- bargain prices
tested and certified. Write for price and stock lists.
Sierra Western Electric, Box 23872, Oakland, Calif.
94623. Telephone (415) 832 -3527.
1 -73-tí
TRANSMITTER TUBES REPROCESSED -Save 40 to
50%. 3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others.
Write for details. FREELAND PRODUCTS CO., 3233
Conti St. N.O., La. 70119. (504)822-9222.
6- 79 -tfn

BROADCAST CRYSTALS: for AM, FM or TV transmitters, frequency change, repair or replacement of oven
types. Also vacuum types for RCA, Gates, Collins,
CCA, etc. transmitters. High quality products,
reasonable prices and better delivery! Don't be
without a spare crystal. Frequency change for FM and
AM monitors. Over 30 years in this business. Eidson
Electronic Co., Box 3751, Temple, Texas 76501. Phone
(817) 773 -3901.
4.81-tfn

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
2 RCA TK-42 color
RCA TK -43 camera

cameras/hydraulic pedestals, 1
with Veratel lenses. Telemet
chroma key. Plus friction heads, connectors, etc. Excellent condition. Package $15,000. Contact Norma
Champion, Evangel College, Springfield, Missouri
(417) 865.2811, or Dan White, KYTV, Springfield,
Missouri, (417) 8662766.
3-81-3t
GLITCH AWARD! Give this humorous, framable award
to fellow video workers for errors, production goofs,
missed shots, etc. $2.95 + 1.00 handling. Also, funny
Color Camera Registration Charts. Specify: FUZZY or
CURVED lines. $2.00 + 1.00 handling. Send check to:
AaRLO Enterprises, 109 Minna St., Suite 254, San
Francisco, CA 94105.
3 -81 -4t
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Microwave transmitters and
receivers Lenkurt 76 pair on 7 and 13 Ghz for TV with
audio. Call D. Zul (213) 466 -5441.
4-81-1t
l i

RCA TS-51 Studio switcher. Completely operating. For
information call collect: M. D. Smith, 212/539 -1783.
4-81-2t

TEKTRONIX 323 scope. $900.00. Greg
940 -7042.

Fox, (305)
4-81-1t

HELP WANTED
ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN to support video and
audiovisual equipment in new media production
center for a Fortune 100 company in North Carolina.
Mach One computer editor, HL -79D, Vital switcher, %
and one-inch, projectors, audio. Prefer two year
degree. Minimum two years experience in maintaining
cameras, recorders, microprocessors. Equal Opportunity Employer, M /F, Send to Dept. 537, Broadcast
Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS66212.

SALES AND ENGINEERING POSITIONS OPEN. Call
918-494 -9500 or send resume to Delcom 6019 S. 66th E.
4--81 -1t
Ave., Tulsa, OK 74145.

Transmitter Engineer
immediate need for experienced engineer. Maintain and operate FM and TV transmitters,
microwave systems, remote telemetry and control
systems. Experience in studio color camera, video
tape machines and video switchers is preferred.
FCC license required. Opportunity for growth in
progressive university environment. Send resume
and salary requirements to:

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

Annex Building, MR-7
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112
101

Equal opportunity employer

TECHNICIANS WANTED for maintenance and operation of major television facility. Formal training in
electronics and First Phone. Previous experience
desirable. No phone calls please. Send resume and
salary requirements to: JACK VERNER, 1050
TECHWOOD DRIVE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30318.
4-81 -2t

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER-Expanding
major post production facility in Chicago has an immediate opening for a maintenance engineer with experience in 2 -inch, 1 -inch type -C, TK -28, Chyron, CMX
computer editing systems, color cameras, and other
related equipment. Send resume with salary requirements to: Post Office Box 11533, Chicago, II
4-81 -1t
Iinois60611.
MANAGER: Telex Communications, Incorporated is looking for an aggressive prodhandle
its well known line of Pro Audio
to
manager
uct
equipment. Must have a minimum of 4 years sales
responsibility in an allied field, working with or
through a Rep /Distributor type organization. Requires
experience in pricing, planning, sales forecasting and
sales training with demonstrated ability to motivate,
plan, organize and sell. Send resume and salary
history to Don Mereen at the address shown below.
We are an equal opportunity employer. Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Avenue, Minneapolis
PRODUCT SALES

4-81-1t

MN 55420.

'DETROIT BASED video production facility has created
a need to supplement their video staff. POST PRODUCTION SUPERVISING EDITOR with minimum two
years experience and knowledge of Tempo/Mach is a
I

plus. VIDEO MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS with
thorough knowledge of digital circuitry, production
and editing 2" and 1" VTR equipment. Our progressive
company offers challenging work, good working environment, competitive salaries, overtime and a fine
benefit package. Send resumes to: Maritz Communications Company, A subsidiary of Maritz, Inc.,
4.81 -1t
4925 Cadieux Rd., Detroit, Michigan 48224.
HELP WANTED -TELEVISION TECHNICAL: ASSIS.
TANT CHIEF. Immediate opening on the beautiful
California Central Coast. Modern, well equipped VHF
network affiliate seeks a fully qualified working engineer, capable of supervising maintenance operation.
Self starter with minimum 5 years maintenance experience; maintenance supervisor background preferred. Electronics school graduate or equivalent
technical education, including digital technology and
experience with: ACR -25; V. and type "C" 1 inch;
Ampex & RCA Quad; Grass 1600; TK -28 and TK -46. Excellent salary and company paid benefits, including
pension plan. All replies in confidence to Dept. 533,
Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland
4 -81 -1t
Park, KS 66212. EOE, M /F.

TELEVISION CHIEF ENGINEER -3-5 years hands -on
experience for Sunny Florida UHF affiliate. RCA
package plus Sony ENG. Call Jim Matthews, General
Manager, (904) 893-3127 or resume to WECA Television, P.O. Box 13327, Tallahassee, Florida 32308.
4-81 -1t

-

minimum 2 years television maintenance experience for affiliate in Florida's
capitol city. Call Jim Matthews, General Manager,
ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER

4-81-1t

(904) 893 -3127.

-

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER minimum 1 year television maintenance experience for affiliate in Florida's
capitol city. Call Jim Matthews, General Manager,
(904) 893 -3127.

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

4-81-1t

VTR SUPERVISOR WANTED: Must be capable of
supervising large crew of VTR operators at major
duplication center in Los Angeles. Should have 5
years hands on experience with 2 ", 1 ", 3/4", and '/:"
machines. Will be in charge of total technical quality

of production output, hiring and training of personnel,
scheduling of machines and manpower to attain maximum output of the facility. A secure position with
high salary and excellent benefits. Qualified applicants only. Call Lucia Steger, (213) 985 -1666.
4.81.1t
RADIO -HELP WANTED: TECHNICAL. Chief for
Chicago area FM /AM. Requires 1st phone, strong
background in studio and transmitter maintenance.
Digital knowledge needed. Experience in radio a must.
Should be self- starter, able to work without direct
supervision. Contact James Maddox, General
Manager, WBMX, 312 -626 -1030 or 408 South Oak Park
4 -81 -3t
Avenue, Oak Park, Illinois 60302.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING: ENGINEERS &
TECHNICIANS
WWSG -TV Phila. has immediate
openings for personnel with television systems
maintenance and installation experience. Send
resumes and letters of application to Employment
Dept., V SG -TV, 300 Domino Lane, Phila., PA 19128.
WWSG-TV is an Affirmative Action /Equal Opportunity
4 -81 -1t
Employer.

-

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Prime
Sunbelt Location. First phone required with minimum
of 5 years experience in studio maintenance. Maintain
TCR -100, TK -46's Ampex quad, one inch, and Harris
transmitter. We appreciate our engineers. EOE. Contact Earle Connors, KMBT -TV, Beaumont, Texas (713)
4-81-1t

833 -7512.

ENGINEERING

1/41

AND TECHNICAL SALES

POSITIONS
We specialize in the placement of
Technical Engineers with Televis on
Stations, Cable TV, Satellite Programmers Et Networks, Pay 1'V,
Manufacturers, Industrial TV, CC7V,
Production Houses ft Dealers. Also,
technical sales with Manufacturer' b
Dealers. All levels, positions Er locations nationwide. Employers pay all
fees confidential, professional. Over
$3,000,000.00 in Salaried Positions
-

Placed. Employee
inquiries invited.
PHONE /RESUME

1

-

Et

Employer

Alan Kornish (7171287 -135

KEY SYSTEMS

187úf
iatstst

106 new bridge center, kingston, pa.

TELEVISION HELP WANTED- TECHNICAL $40,000
+ FIRST YEAR GUARANTEED. Our compar y has
grown so quickly in the past 5 years, we are in
desperate need of a very special person who Knows
broadcast equipment intimately and has aggressive
sales ability. We are diversifying into other are is and
need someone to take over the equipment sales division. Responsibilities include sales of new ant used
broadcast equipment and further development of
equipment sales division as business demands. We
are a first rate company and believe in pay' ig top
dollar for the right person. Call Bill Kitchen, Duality
9a10-TFN
Media Corp., (800) 241.7878.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS -VIDEO/MAINTENANCE
ENGINEERS. Southwest television sports production
company seeking Video /Maintenance Engineers for
remote unit with Ampex 1" Tape, Phillips cameras,
and Grass Valley Switching. Contact: Russ A. Abernathy, MCI Productions, #10 Greenway Plaza,
4-81.2t
Houston, Texas 77046, 713 -627-9270.

ENGINEERS, TV Systems Engineers, Ele :tronlc
Technicians, Technical Supervisors, Maintenance. Immediate openings. Experienced. Full time. Full
benefits, plus Pension. Excellent salary plus c)(nmissions. Send resume to Technical Operations, Ir c., P.O.
Box 840, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040, or call Pe sonnet
380-tfn
Mgr. (516) 352.2238.

QUALIFIED SERVICE TECHNICIAN to maintain all
types of video equipment, CCTV, helical VTR's, TBC,
editing systems, etc. Contact Bob Hemenway, Lake
Systems Corporation, P.O. Box 65, Newton,

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER experience nth 3/4"
and 2" VTR's; RCA TT50 Transmitter, microwave and
general studio equipment desirable. Good manager
plus first class license. Contact Chris Burg bacher,
WMBB -TV, Box 1340, Panama City, Florida :2401 or
3-81-2t
call (904) 769.2313. EOE.

Massachusetts 02160, (617) 244. 6881.

4.81 -1t

KLEBIKZZQ BROADCASTING is now taking applications for an engineer with a First Class License.
Resumes should be sent to KLEB Broadcasting, 1842
Henry St., Golden Meadow, LA, or apply at the station
in Golden Meadow. KLEB /KZZQ is an affirmative ac4 -81 -1t
tion, equal opportunity employer.
TRANSLATOR DESIGNER- Degree optional but FCC
1st Phone and ability a must! To design new line of
100 watts TPO (and less) UHF TV translators and
transmitters to meet demands of low power TV
already have industrial zoned plant
"craze ".
available. Beautiful area about 40 miles North of San
Francisco. Resume or informal proof of your ability,
please. M. Gottesman, P.O. Box 4234, Napa, CA 94558
4-81.1t
or call (707)253- 2220anytlme!
I

TELEVISION ELECTRONICS ENGINEER: Major corporate teleproduction facility seeks Television Electronics Engineer. Major responsibilities include
maintenance of TR600, UPR2B and UPR20 VTR's;
EPIC computer editing system; TK45 and HL79A
cameras; Fernseh Compositor and Grass Valley 1600
switches. Candidates should have hands-on electronic background. Digital broadcast and /or major
teleproduction facility background is also desirable.
Interested applicants send resume and salary history
in confidence to BANK OF AMERICA, Instructional
Media Services #3630, Barry Joseph, Box 37000, San
Francisco, CA 94137. Equal Opportunity Employer
4-81-1t
M/F /H.

-

WE'RE IN THE MARKET for a qualified main enance

engineer with aspirations to become assistant chief.
Needs background in studio and transmitter. offering
good salary and benefits package and the Monterey
Peninsula to live. Send resume to Ken Warren, Chief
Engineer, KMST-TV, 46 Garden Court, P.O. B)x 1938,
Monterey, California 39340. A Retlaw Broadcasting
3.81.4t
station. EOE.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER for TV Production Company. Experience on 2" quad VTR's, carne as, and
switching equipment. Contact: Jimmie Fortiwr, MCI
Productions, 2500 Farrington, Dallas, TX 75207, (214)
3-81-2t

630- 1262.

VIDEO PRODUCTION ENGINEER for growir Northeastern production house, 3/4" and 1 ". Ma -enance
and location experience required. Send resume to
Dept. Number 534, Broadcast Engineering, '.O. Box
4-81.1t
12901, Overland Park, KS66212.

background in studio maintenance. Electronics
school or equivalent technical training required, including digital technology. For prompt consideration
contact: Personnel Department, KNTV, Inc., 645 Park

ENGINEER/ELECTRICIAN: Maintain and supervise
use of R -TV equipment. Act as consultant on ethnical
production problems. 2 years experience required. Opportunity to teach classes. 12 month acade nic year.
$12,480 - 16,080 + excellent benefits. Send resume to
Personnel Services, Pepperdine University Malibu,
CA 90265, (213)456-4397. Equal Opportunity Employer,
4-81-1t
M /F /H.
CHIEF TV STUDIO ENGINEER Excellent oportunity
to plan, develop and administer operations of an Inhouse TV production facility. Must have B.5 in electrical engineering or related degree and expe'tence as
a studio engineer. Minimum 5 years backgro ,nd in TV
production operations and maintenance. F st class
FCC license and management experience -eferred.
Salary low to mid 20's. Excellent benefits. L. cated In
mid-size, family oriented community in awl central
Wisconsin. Send resume to: Employment, Aid
Association for Lutherans, Appleton, WI 54919.

4 -81 -1t

4.81 -1t

TELEVISION ENGINEERS- Immediate opening for
experienced maintenance engineers in fully equipped
northern California VHF facility. Candidates should
possess a valid FCC 1st Class license and have a

Avenue, San Jose, CA 95110. EOE, M /F.

-

-

April 1981

;
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HELP WANTED (CONT.)

TO AN ENTERPRISING E.E.
We are audio products producers located in the
Northeast and are looking for an Electronic

Engineer with a demonstrable track record in the
design of components for audio consoles, complete consoles for recording and broadcast, and
an entrepreneur at heart. Initially, this position entails the design of audio products and systems
but will phase into company management,
leading to ownership and control.

Compensation includes an attractive salary, profit
sharing and stock bonuses. If you are an
agressive, talented designer, unafraid of work and
challenges and are looking for a future under your
own control, you should answer this ad. Please
give sufficient detail on education, work experience, accomplishment and objectives to permit us to go to the next step, a personal interview.
Reply Dept. 535, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box
12901, Overland Park, KS 66212.
CHIEF ENGINEER: Automation, FM, AM with DA,
must be a worker and know FCC rules with 1st Class.
Believe in maintenance. Call Manager, 813.639.1188.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
4 -81 -3t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER- Growing independent
3A" production company seeks experienced 1st-ticket
engineer to maintain studio /remote equipment.
Hitachi, Sony, JVC, Microtime, Videomedia, etc. Live
and work in one of the most beautiful areas of the
country. EOE. Send resumes and salary requirements
to: Mark Wilson, P.O. Box 70, Hendersonville, NC,
28791.

4-81-1t

TELEVISION DESIGN ENGINEER: Must be able to

specify, design, supervise installation and

troubleshoot TV systems. Hands on Experience is a
plus. Work with minimal supervision. TV /AUDIOVISUAL ESTIMATING ENGINEER -Must have
knowledge of TV & audio visual equipment and
systems. Will be involved with sales, system concepts, equipment & labor cost analysis, and specification reviews. Both positions provide challenge, excellent salary and benefits. Please call Stylist
Systems, Inc., Teterboro, N.J. 201-288-6130.
4-81 -1t

Regional Sales
Manager

Field Service
Engineers
The Grass Valley Group, Inc. a
leading manufacturer of television
broadcast equipment, is looking for
people who want challenging professional positions PLUS the added
attraction of working in a small town
nestled in the Sierra foothills.
These challenging positions corn bine chances for U.S. travel plus
marketing and engineering career op-

portunities.

Individuals

VIDEO PRODUCTS
We're looking for an aggressive individual for
an immediate opening in the Western Region.
Responsibilities include Distributor and Direct
Sales Experience in technical and video sales.
A basic understanding of Time Base Correctors. VTR's and other related video equipment
is essential Base of operations on the West
Coast. Travel required.

Excellent opportunity. Salary plus commissions and company benefits. Send resume to
Director of Personnel, Microtime, Inc., 1280
Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MICROTIME

with ex-

perience designing and /or maintaining television broadcast systems are
required to provide after -sales support

for our wide variety of complex

sys-

tems.

Interested and qualified candidates
are invited to send a resume in confidence to Sylvia Smith, The Grass
Valley Group, Inc, P.O. Box 1114
Grass Valley, CA 95945. An Equal
Opportunity Employer M /F /H.

The Grass Valley Group Inc.
A

Tektronix Company

Iiiuuuuiiii

career opportunities

For Video Processing

-

MAINTENANCE TECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEER:
first phone preferred, experience in microwave digital
electronics and switching, telco interface, design and
repair of broadcast equipment. Salary commensurate
with experience. Chance to grow with new radio network. Good benefit package. Avon, CT (203) 677 -6843.
4-81-1t

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER for TV station in
beautiful Highland Lakes area of the Hill Country,
Austin, Texas. Must have 1st phone, extensive experience maintaining studio equipment, know logic
and digital circuits. UHF transmitter experience
desirable. Contact Chief Engineer, KTVV, Box 490,
Austin, Texas 78767 or call 512 /476. 3636.
4-81-1t
TV ENGINEER- Independent Houston UHF station
has an opening for a full time licensed Maintenance

Engineer. Duties include technical maintenance and
alignment of all studio equipment. Other duties as required. Send resume and salary requirements to KRIVTV, 3935 Westheimer, Houston, Texas 77027. We are
an equal opportunity employer.
4-81-2t

...at audiotechniques
Continuing expansion has created
immediate openings in our New York
City office for the positions that are
described below. Please reply by
letter only, enclosing a resume of your
experience and qualifications.
BROADCAST SALES ENGINEER
For our new broadcast sales department we will
hire a technically qualified person with at least
three years broadcast engineering experience in
AM /FM. TV and /or sales experience also helpful.
Some travel thru Northeast to demonstrate MCI
tape recorders and other equipment to broadcast
users may be required.

AUDIO TECHNICIAN
Our Audiotechniques Rentals division requires a
technician with several years maintenance
experience in recording studios or radio stations.
Ability to check out, trouble shoot and make minor
repairs on various pieces of audio equipment is
required. This job would be attractive to someone
in Radio -TV repair desiring to move into
professional audio.

Reply by letter only to Hamilton Brosious, President.

audiotechniques
652 GLENBROOK ROAD, STAMFORD, CT 06906
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Broadcast Engineering

April 1981

WANTED
WANTED;

Pre-1928 radio equipment and tubes.
August J. Link, Surcom Associates, 305 Wisconsin
Ave., Oceanside, CA 92054, (714) 722. 6162.
3-76-tf

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for 112 Phase Monitors and
for clean, 12 year old or less, 1 KW and 10 KW AM
Transmitters. All duty and transportation paid.
Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliffe Park Dr., Unit
28, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. M4H 1H2, 416-421 -5631.
2-79-tfn

INSTANT CASH FOR TV EQUIPMENT: Urgently need
transmitters, antennas, towers, cameras, vtrs, color
studio equipment. Call toll free 800-241-7878. Bill Kitchen, Quality Media Corporation (in Georgia call
404- 324. 1271).

6- 79-tfn

WANTED: Radio Transcriptions 16" E.T.'s, any Eddy
Arnold, or other Country 15" or 12" Transcriptions. Will
consider others. Interested in Radio Station Libraries
to purchase, all speeds of records. Boyd Robeson,
2425 W. Maple, Wichita, Kansas 67213, (316) 942 -3673,
722-7765 Eve.
9-80-tf n
WANTED: Used tower to support FM antenna. Must be
at least 1200'. Contact Ben Weiss (816) 531 -3400.
3-81-2t

ANTIQUE MICROPHONES, ETC.- Interested in purchasing old microphones and early radio and T.V.
equipment suitable for museums. Please supply
description and price. Dept. 532, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212. 4-81 -2t
ATTENTION TOWER OWNERS: We are seeking rental
of tower space located within ten miles of concentrated population centers. Send details, price and
terms for immediate response: Walter L Larkin, Ill, Affiliated Communications Corp., 3200 Expressway
Drive South, Central Islip, New York 11722, (516)
582- 6721.

3 -81 -2t

The Only 2" ATR That's
As Advanced As Your 1" VTR
With the

Otari MTR -90, your audio can be
as good as your video. It has all the advantages of one inch video format:
compact size, broadcast quality, essential
production features, and fewer dollars.
It's the two inch multi -track production machine that's earned the reputation for being The New Workhorse.
Post production houses, networks and
recording studios are discovering that
it's the new machine that outpaces the
big names.
Here are some of the advantages of
The New Workhorse:
Superior Tape Handling the industry's first three motor, pinch -rollerless
two inch tape transport that can keep
up with your VTR.
Advanced Audio- high slew -rate components, active mixing of bias and audio,
single card electronics, and a 71 dB dynamic range
(24 track).
Advanced Control Circuitry digitally controlled

-

-

LSI circuitry for reliability and ease of

-

servicing.
Superior Editing digitally
, timed,
gapless electronic inserts. -he capstan speed is continuously variable
from 1 to 400 ips with extern al control.
The MTR -90 was designei for easy
access to virtually any to De
controller /editing system: EECO,
BTX, ADAM -SMITH, AUDIOKINETICS,
CMX and CVC. And, an optional phase
compensated wide -band amplifier is
available for high speed SMPTE code
reading.
The MTR -90. Stay ahead of you competition with The New Workhorse
The frontrunner in video sweeten ng.

-

QOM

-

The New Workhorse

Otari Corporation, 2 Davis Drive
Belmont, California 94002
Telex: 910 -376-4890
(415) 592 -8311
Circle (2) on Reply Card

Ward -Beck
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NY!

Morning and evening,
major personalities and
events cover the nation
from ABC Television in
New York.
"Good Morning America"
and "20/20 News Magazine"
now originate from
ABC's new Studio TV2
featuring this highly
sophisticated Ward -Beck
console system.
Ward -Beck loves New York!

First by Design.

841 Progress .'venue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M 1 H 2X4.
Tel:iL 16)438 -6550.
Ward -Beck Systems Inc., 6900 East
back Road, Suite 1010, Scottsdale, Arizona 85251.
Ward -Beck. Systems
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www.americanradiohistory.com

